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MAVWOODSITE - ACTION MEMORANDUMFOR THE REMOVAL OF CONTAMINATED MATERIALS
FROM THE INTERIM STORAGE PILE
File
An Engineering
Evaluation/Cost
Analysis
(EE/CA) for the removal of
contaminated
materials
from the storage
pile at the Maywood Site was issued to
This removal action
is an interim
action,
and is
the public
on July 19, 1994.
consistent
with the final
remedy for the Maywood Site.
The proposed action
includes
excavation
of contaminated
soil from the storage
pile and disposal
at
a licensed
commercial
facility.
There is also an option
in the EE/CA for
implementing
volume-reduction
treatment
if it is feasible
to do so at some
time during
the removal activities.
The contaminated
stream from the
treatment
operations
would be shipped to a licensed
commercial
facility
for
disposal;
the clean stream would remain onsite
for use as backfill
during
implementation
of the final
remedy.
DOE published
a display
advertisement
and issued a press release
(attached)
announcing
a 30-day public
comment period and requesting
public
comments on
the proposed action.
A letter
from the Site Manager transmitting
a copy of
the EE/CA and requesting
comments on the proposed action was also sent to
individuals
and members of organizations
who had previously
expressed
interest
in the Maywood Site (attached).
Public
comments were received
on the proposed action
for which a
responsiveness
summary was prepared and made available
to all persons
submitting
comments.
This summary was also placed in the administrative
record file
for the Maywood Site.
A notice
of the availability
of the
responsiveness
summary was placed in local
newspapers.
Based upon the EE/CA and adequate notification
of the public,
the recommended
action
is considered
appropriate
and will
be implemented
in accordance
with
the requirements
of the Comprehensive
Environmental
Response, Compensation,
and Liability
Act (as amended).

Lester
Former
Attachments
cc
M.
S.
J.

w/attachments:
E. Redmon, BNI
M. Cange, EW-93
W. Wagoner II, EM-421,

QO

K. Price,
Director
Sites Restoration

Division
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Department
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

MAY 1 2 1994

Ms. Liz O'Donoghue
Office
of U.S. Senator Lautenberg
SH-506 Hart Senate Office
Building
Washington,DC
20510
Dear Ms. O'Donoghue:
MAYWOODSITE - PUBLIC RELEASE OF THE EE/CA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE

PILE

The purpose of this
letter
is to inform you that the engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the storage
pile has been
released
for a 30-day public
corrmient period.
A copy of this
report
has been
enclosed
for your information.
The public
connnent period
is scheduled
to end
on June 13.
A sumnary the comments received
and their
responses
will
be
attached
to the final
EE/CA and placed in the administrative
record file
for
the site.
Please feel
comments.

free

to

contact

me at

(615)

576-5724,

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure
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Wednesday, September 28
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Department of Energy
Public Information Center
43 West Pleasant Avenue
Maywood, NJ
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) invites you to
attend a “drop-in” sessionto talk with the DOE site manager
and technical personnel about the May-wood pile removal
activities occurring this fall.
No formal presentation will be made. You are invited to
come at your convenienceto ask any questionsyou may have.
DOE has the responsibility for the cleanup of contaminated properties associatedwith the Maywood site under its
Formerly Utilized SitesRemedial Action Program. For more
information, or if you would like to be added to our site
mailing list, please contact the DOE Public Information
Center at (201) 843-7466.

MEETING
LOc.KnON
CHANGED
The U.S. Department of Energy

DrqyIn

Session

scheduled for
Wednesday, September 28
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
will now be held at

ltamadu Hotel
375 Wat Passaic Street
RocheZZePa&
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) invites you to
attend a “drop-in” sessionto talk with the DOE site manager
and technical personnel about the Maywood pile removal
activities occurring this fall.
No formal presentation will be made. You are invited to
come at your convenienceto askany questionsyou may have.
DOE has the responsibility for the cleanup of contaminated properties associatedwith the Maywood site under its
Formerly Utilized SitesRemedial Action Program. For more
information, or if you would like to be added to our site
mailing list, please contact the DOE Public Information
Center at (201) 843-7466.
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DOE SEEKS PUBLIC COMMENT ON
PROPOSED CLEANUP OF
THE MAYWOOD INTERIM
STORAGE SITE PILE

41/4”X0”,
Bergen Record

The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) is seeking public
comment on an Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis (EE/CA)
report for the proposed removal of radioactively contaminated
materials from the storage pile at the Maywood Interim Storage
Site.
The EE/CA summarizes the cleanup alternatives and the
reasons for selection of DOE’s preferred remedy. Under this
proposal, material in the storage pile would be excavated and
shipped for offsite disposal with the option of implementing
volume reduction treatment, if feasible. This action is consistent
with tbe overall cleanup strategy for me site.
The EE/CAis available for public review in the administrative
recordfllelocatedattheMaywoodPublicLibrary,459Maywood
Avenue; and the DOE Public Information Center, 43 West
Pleasant Avenue. Copies of the EE/CA can be requested by
calling the DOE Public Information Center at (201) 843-7466 or
the public access number at l-800-253-97.59.
The public may comment on the proposed cleanup plan
during the 30 day public comment period which begins May 13.
Please submit comments in writing by June 13,1994 to:
Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U. S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
P. 0. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 378318723
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MAYWOODSITE - COMMENTSRECEIVED ON EE/CA
Loretta
Weinberg
George Stanton
Margaret Parks
Dorothy Zaorski
Debra Finch
Barton Knight
Keith and Sara Kozaryn
Margaret Keane
Cesare J. Parodi
Albert
& Lynn D'ltuyvetter
Michael Nappi
P. Pacciani
Steven Mark
Barbara Cassidy
Angelo Caso
Martha DeYoung
Noah McDowell
William
Joan & Terry McNegary
Edward Myers
K. M. Lu
Joseph Brain
Karen Smith
Elizabeth
& Joseph McKenna
Michael Doliton
Charles Prox
Jean Pelligan
Ken & Carol Petretti
Michael Nolan
Michael & Barbara Morris
Lynne & Don Lepore
Elaine Jakubcak
Mrs. Eodyn Lozier
Andrew Fede
Margarita
Dillon
Robert & Ilene Cloughley
Jean & Don Ayerlee
Josephine
Gioia

Angel Ojeda
Deborah Porta
Hannelore Farizyk
John Malessat
William
Stawecki
Rose Samulha
Arlene Formisano
Mary Ann Donnely
Ethel J. Parodi
Barbara Johnson
Robert & Lisa Fiscina
A. M. Pacciani
David & Michele Holmes
Joseph Grines & Family
John Otto
Pat Schmitt
John Catal
Clara Green
D. Foy
Joan Fabjio
Christine
Kodonaya
Helen Lowry
J. Mancium
Thomas Henkel
Josephine
Keating
Gary Wells
Irima Ivanova
Lillian
Signle
Steve Cooper
John Keper
Bernadette
Parodi
Lenore Titus
Robert Belby
Sheena Buchans
Robert & Elizabeth
Cloughley
Robert Holems
Debora.& George Freescager
Peter & Louise Tore11

Jeanette
Zembower
William
Schuber
Serena McDonald
J
Kathleen Donnelly
Evelyn Sieglen
Thomas Heninely
Doris & Richard Gehl
Norma Koeser
Joseph & Dorothy Ermilio
Rocco Finoate
Deanna Power
Annette
Schmidt
Roberea & Rich Fritz
Robert Meyer
Dean Frenkian
Dawn Andrews
Mrs. Tomasella
Vicki
Koeser
Merarleine
Dezonis
David Wesst
Al Rettenberger
William
Patrick
Fubaugh
H. Broad
Anna Garriton
Viola Elis
Patricia
& Frank Dilorenzo
WxXXXWXxt#lll~X
Frank Bieniek
Jo Liegh Kileshian
Ruthann Robinson
Rosemary Nevins
Elizabeth
Georgette
Wayne Westworth
Jan & Tim Desmond
Mr. &'Mrs. Pat Andrews
Nancy Neil1
Chick Parodi
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NEW JERSEY
ASSISTANTMINORITY

GENERAL

-

ASSEMBLY

COMMI'R'EES
HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES
EcONOMICANDCOMMUNIT~
DEVEMPMENT,AGRWULTURE
AND TOURISM

LEADER

LOR~TTA~EINBERG

ASSEMBLYWOMAN,~~TH DISTRICT
BERGENCOUNTY
545 CEDARLANE
TEANECK, NJ 07666
(201) 928-0100
FAX (201) 928-0406

June 13, 1994

COMMISSIONS
.
N.J. HISTORICAL COMMISSION
N.J. ISRAEL COMMISSION

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723

Ms.

Dear Ms. Cange:
Please accept this
environmental
situation
represent
in the State

letter
as-a strong protest
to the
Maywood, a New Jersey town that I
Assembly.

A number of my constituents
have spoken to me about having
thorium removed from Maywood. I would like to go on record as
favoring
removal of the soil rather than remediation
of the
site.
I feel this is most important to the health of the
residents
in this area.
Thank you in advance for

your help

in this

matter.

Sincerely,

0
Loretta Weinberg
Assemblywoman, District
LW/jt
cange/B

Printed

on Recycled Paper
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ASSEMBLY

.COMMITTEES
HEALTHANDHUMANSERVICES
ECONOMICANDCOMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT,AGRKXJLT~XE
AND TOURISM

ASSISTANTMINORITYLEADER

LORETTA~EINBERG

ASSEMBLTWOMAN,~'?TH DISTRICT
BERGENCOUNTY
545 CEDARLANE
TEANECK, NJ07666
(201) 928-0100
FAX (201) 928-0406

June 13, 1994

COMMISSIONS
'
N.J. HISTORICAL COMMISSION
N.J. ISRAEL COMMISSION

M-7. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:
Please accept this
environmental
situation
represent
in the State

letter
as a strong protest to the
Maywood, a New Jersey town that I
Assembly.

A number of my constituents
have spoken to me about having
thorium removed from Maywood. I would like to go on record as
favoring
removal of the soil,rather
than remediation
of the
site.
I feel this is most important
to the health of the
residents
in this area.
Thank you in advance for

your help

in this

matter.

Sincerely,
Y&d+
Loretta
Weinberg
Assemblywoman, District
LW/jt
cange/B

Printed

on Recycled Paper

37
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LAW OFFICES OF
ANGEL OJEDA
ABOGADO
4614 KENNEDY BLVD.
UNION CITY. N.J. 07087

h
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223-1233

61 HUDSON ST.
HACKENSACK. NJ. 07601

June 9, 1994

U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, lN 37831-8723

I*
l.
1
I.
I
f
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Re: Proposed Clean Up of
Maywood Thorium Storage Site
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a resident of Maywcod, New Jersey.
approximately
one city block from the thorium
three minor children
live with me.

I live on East Hunter Avenue,
contamination.
My wife and

We are very concerned with your plan for
recently
published by your agency.

the removal

of the thorium

as

We are informed that your plans treat the thorium site as a commercial
area.
Further-nor-e, the method to be used in removing the thorium will
further
expose us to the well known and extremely dangerous health effects
of thorium and the potential
for monetary damages resulting
from a loss of
property values in our hometown.
Simply stated, we are concerned about our physical,
mental,
and educational
future and fear depending on you to protect us.
are in your hands!

financial
Our lives

Kindly reconsider your plans and expedite the clean up of the thorium
site.
We appreciate
your cooperation
and your recognition
in this matter
to us and all of the people in Maywood.

Angelfieda,
&L&l.
Hackensack Office
(201) 487-7299
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Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department
of Energy
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:

I

I have seen the
Jeffrey
Gratz.

EPA letter

to you of

May 21, .1993,

from

Mr.

In it he said:
"It is EPA's position
that if the intent
of
the proposed
remedial
action
is to allow unrestricted
access
either
in the current
or future
use scenario,
to the site,
then the appropriate
soil concentration
cleanup criteria
should be 5-PCI/G through
all soil
layers
regardless
of
depth."
He also

said

that

15 PCI/G

is

What other comment is needed?
soil washing for Maywood, NJ.

not

a healthy

So cross

off

based

standard.

5-15

PCI/G and

As for Lodi and Rochelle
Park, their
soils
can be handled the
same as Montclair
and they can go to the same site in Utah
not Maywood.
You did it in Pequannock,
NJ.
Apparently,
with the DOE involved,
money rather
than the
people's
health
is becoming a criteria
in cleaning
up the
site.

.I.

The information
I have seen from documents/letters
motivating
the Concerned Citizens
of Maywood tells
politics
is taking
precedence
over our children's

cc :, President

Governor
Attorney

Clinton
Whitman
General

Reno

that are
me that
health.

117688
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June 6,

1994

Dear Ms. Cange,

Enclosed

is

Removal Action
ceived

this

when they
Note

a copy of the

Illinois

in West Chicago,

information

from

were

picketing

that

residential

properties

EPA Action

but

also

the

several

Chicago

areas

flip

flopped

to allow

Enclosed
Maywood is
and ship

it

getting

are

also

street

the

1993).

I re-

Citizens

of Maywood

not

residential

encompass
commercial

maps of

only

and municipal

is not

a health

use at

residential

a 5 pci/g
15 pci/g

a residential

Superfund

weeks ago.

institutional,

is

for

(November

Concerned

Page 2 states
the 15 pci/g
erties. r
for
and 5 pci/g
is, and appropriate
West

Criteria

clean

for

the

up but

standard

areas.
the

EPA has

Maywood residential

the West Chicago

area!

based

Take a&

of the thorium

Sincerely,

Margaret

170 Stelling
Maywood,

N.J.

area.

and Maywood areas.

to Utah!!!

Mrs.

prop-

Parks
Avenue
07607

now

147688
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Itess-se.
Under the prchhimii
of the cLx?prehersive %vim-d
Act of 1980 (cm-mJy lmcwz as .Sqxrfcti!,
=
CarpE?satian, and Liability
amended by the Superfurd Jzxzments am Reauthorization Act of 19eE. tk
united states EnvircxTren tzil ETotecticm p13e?cy (U.S. EPA) is authorized, amxg
other thbgs, to take mqxnse actions whermer there is a release or thzeat
of a release of a hkmrdms subtame into the envirrxmn:.
The National
Priorities
List (NPL) is a list of hxmrdcm baste sites acrc6s the ccmtry
thx are eligible
for U.S. RA reqxxse ac-,ians m&r Sqxrfud.
l’he U.S. EPA has listed fcxr sites in the Vicinity of the City of West
chicago, Illinois,
a-l the NPL. The primry COntmkmXs of cmcern at these
sites .x-e radimctiw
tkziuz ax? its dezy p-&x-&
derive4 frcm ore
pmxssing
qeratims
at a factory b Wsrr. Chicago, 1-04 !uw+m as tie Ke-TW
Chemical CoqXzaticn Wes: UGcagc Rare Ea.xi-s Facility
(“factory site”) .
Three of the NPL sites &cm2 ccntmimc~
M-m the prmxss@
waxes (thcriun
mill tailings)
were rmxwd frm the factory ark? us& primrily
as fill
rraterial in arxl arwd
the City of West Chicago. lhsse sites are b0.m as:
(1) Kerr-t-Sea
(2) Kerr-&Gee
(3) Kerr-WS3?

ResidentFdl Areas) site,
LSewageTreiitrrmt Plant) site,
Reed-KeFpler Park) site.

ad

me famh site m
cmted when disc!-at-ges ad nlnof f frcrn the
factory site travel& via a stem seer ixo near!y Cress Creek ard dcwrst--z
to the Nest Branch of the &Page River. Z-is sl=e is b-m as:

wimblchm mteridl

frun the factory

site.

The Kerr-&Gee factory site fran which the am
been listed cn 0-22 NPL; it is regulated under
Illinois
vt
of Nuclear Safety (D5).
closure of the factory site mtly
is lzekq

taminaticm originated has not
the licensing authority of the
kcnmissianing,
clem-up ti
a&+~&
urder that authority.

Purposeandxntent
ckmmznt is to establish

sepxate

actims.

criteria

for U.S. EPA’s we

6
decontaminated
license:

to L?E folio..~x~

ltiits

“Cmce~tz3cic-s of rxiicmclides
mcer,t,q:ic-s
for total raZim,
mxers, !&al: not excffd:

prior

to te-z%-aticr?

of the
.:

LT soil &me bzkgmmA
averag& cwer areas 100 sqae

A) 5 piccxzkes per g-ram of dry soil,
centimxers
lxlcw the surface=

ave,raged mr

the fi-r-s: ~5

B)

15 pi-ies
per m
of drj soil, +vezag& over layers of :5
CentiJTeters dlic)oless n-ore tl-siim
timeters klq.+ the surface. 11

ts in Sectim 332.150(b) of the Illinois
P&rULstxatiw
CaZe we-re M
m the feckral srLw&x% in 40 CR
beierl the federal SQJrkuds in40CFRl92~~de~elcpedwer
192.12(a).
a decade ago, the 5 oiccmries
per
(a/g)
sm
was a h&lth
for subsurface soil waT7
based standard, tit the 13 @A/g sS
tec!hrG~
based, reflecting
~strumnt
limitatirms
in locating
‘/q lMr- I$
. rat a hexlth-b3sw
suCZZ?ace depA+&.
The 15
and shcvld .~c._t~
to !%mtims
in which a &lth-ksed
sd
I. -__amliti
--- that differ scbsta1cive1y fm those
is aqxrq&late,
or to situati~

me State rquirwzn

15 @ i/g limit kas dmelqxd as a pramical masurmmt
cc01 for use
in locating discrete ca&ofs
(typically
3001000 @ /g)
C-zt k.ez demslted in Bticns
at mill sites or
lXe sukxface
soil standhd in 40 CFR 192 kas
at neax* prqxrtles.
The final stxxkd
was changed, not
originally
prqrssc!.as 5 m/g.
&case
the lx33ltl-1 basis was relaxed, bx rather in order to reduce the
cost to COf of lccat~
hJ.ried taili.rKJs - u-&r the assmpticm that this
wmld result ir: essentklly
the s-z-e m
of cleamp at the IXE sites
as origimlly
prcpczsed urder the 5 pZi/g aitetim.
3-e me of a 15
pZi/g suksurface czitexicm aLlo.& the LXX to Ge field masuzr6-fezs
tiq tie?
tilings
had
rather than labs--Lacory amlysis to detekne
It is 3nly .qxcptite
for use as a cost-effective
toA
L-Re? detected.
to locate radioxtive
mste in situatims
where omtxnimted
subsurface
mterials
are of high activity
ar-d a& m: ezqected to k significantly

me

-..I .. .
1
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Dear

Mrs.

June

8,

1994

Cange,

Please include
Senator
Byron Baer's
Senate Concurrent
Resolution
#66 (see attached
copy) in your record
of
on the MISS.
These are my feelings
as well as other
Park, and Lodi.
residents
of Maywood, Rochelle
IMMEDIATE REMOVAL!

comments
informed

.--’

11768

SEHATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 66
STAl'E OF NEW JEFLWY
INTRODUCED WY 12,
By Senator

1994

BARR

by the Senate
BE IT
RESOLVED
(the General
Assembly concurring):

of

the

State

of

New Jersey

the
States
Energy,
United
Department
of
1.
The
and the Nuclear
Regulatory
Protection
Agency,
Environmental
take
every
respectfully
memorialtzed.
to
are
Commission
conjunction
with the officials
of this
action,
in
expedient
to effectuate
the immediate
and permanent
removal
of
State,
soil
from
the
Naywood
Interim
thorium-contaminated
all
Storage
Site and other
sites
in
Maywood Borough,
Rochelle
and Lodi Township,
New Jersey.
Park Township,
concurrent
duly
authenticated
copy
of
this
signed
by
the
President
of
the
Senate
and the
resolution,
General
Assembly
and attested
by the
the
Speaker
of
General
the
Senate
and the
Clerk
of
the
Secretary
of
shall
be
tranamitted
to the
United
States
Assembly,
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency,
Department
of Energy,
Nuclear
Commissfon,
the
presiding
and
the
Regulatory
officers
of the United
States
Senate
and the
United
States
and to each of the members of the
Representatives,
House of
Congress of the United-States
elected
from New Jersey.
2.

A

STATEKENT
the
United
States
This concurrent
resolution
memorializes
Environmental
Protection
Agency,
Department
of
the
Energy,
Commission
to
take
every
and the
Nuclear
Regulatory
State officials,
to
expedient
action,
in
conjunction
with
effectuate
the immediate
thorium
and permanent
removal
of
contaminated
soil
from
the Haywood Interim
Storage
Site and
other sites
in Haywood, Rochelle
Park, and Lodi,
New Jersey.

Memorializes

contaminated
Jersey.

United
soil

in

remove
agencies
to
States
thorium
Rochelle
Park, and Lodi,
New
Maywood,

.

SSXAl'E CONCURREXTRESOLUTION No.

66

117688

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
INTRODUCED my
By Senator

12,

1994

BA.BR

A CON-NT

RESOLUTION
memorializing
Energy,
the Environmental
of
Nuclear
expedient
actLon,
State,
to effectuate
thorium
contaminated
Rochelle
Park Township,
and Lodi Township,
-%&-$p

the
United
Protection

States
Agency,

fn Haywo-od Borough,
New Jersey.

a waete
WHEREAS, The radioactive
amtallic
element
thorium,
byproduct
of
certain
manufacturing
pr'oce88e8 that occurred
la
ood Chemical
Company
on-cite
from 1916 to 1959 at
the
in
Maywood,
New Jersey,
wae mFxed w x"th other substances
and
used as fill
in several
location8
in
residential
areas
of
Xaywood
Borough,
and had contaminated
some properties
in
Rochelle
Park Township
and in Lodi Township;
and *
WHEREAS, Because
of
the
imminent
danger
this
situation
posed, the United
State8
Department
of Ener
a cleanup
,~;;ub;S&c%gfl
that
removed approximately
40
contzinated
soil
from several
of the
roperties,
and constructed
the
Maywood Interim.
Storage S te to hold
the contaminated
soil
on the
former
Haywood
site
of
the
Chemical Company; and
WHEREAS, This
contaminated
shielded
only
by plastic
to reduce the risk
of injury
residing
in
the
vicinity
Site and to reduce the risk

now stored
on-site,
SOL1 is
coverings,
which are not adequate
to the health
of
the
citizens
Storage
of
Xa ood Interim
the
and
of harm to t r e environment;

WHEREAS, Thorium
the
site
of
~~;~;;;edof;,;9S9.by

contaminated
soil still
must be removed
at
the
Maywood Chemical
was
Company,
which
the
and at
Stepan
Chemical
Company,
extes
Rochelle
in
Maywood,
Park, and Lodi
that were contaminated
by thorium
waste
from
the
Maywood
Chemical Company site;
and
Thie
widespread
contamination
W=-,
safety
health,
and welfare
of
the
communities;
and

threaten8
citizens

the
of

~;ELI,‘E

WHEREAS, Although
the
United
Department
oifEn;;g
States
has been slow W&evelzp
a plan
for
the
removal
contaminated
the
Environmental
Protection
Agent
has :;z athz;EAecided
on a fina;o;:rategy
for
the
remova Y.
from
these
of
contaminated
eites,
the
Rucl;;,'
Regulatory
Commission has recently
licensed
a site
State
of
Utah to accept this type of waste and the
kzpartment
of Energy has made a commitment
all
to
remove
the contaminated
soil
to that site;
and
WHEREAS, It
isth%peratiye
that there be no further
delay in
the removal of
thorium
from
these
contaminated
soil
sites
and that
immediate
action
b;,
t;;k=; to permanently
remove
all
thorium
the
Nay-wood,
contaminated
Rochelle
Park, and Lodi sites;
now, therefore,

Hon. Mayor John A. Steurt
Members of the Council
Borough of Maywood
459 Maywood Avenue
MayWqod, NJ 07607
Dear Mayor

Steurt

and

and Council

Members,

Enclosed is a copy of SCR 66 dealing
with the removal
all thorium
waste from
Maywood and from your neighbors
in
Lodi and Rochelle
Park.
This matter has been a nagging
problem for Maywood's citizens
for too long and calls
for
immediate
settlement.
I'd like to draw your attention
to the fact that the
resolution
addresses
contaminants
that might be underground
as well as those found in the pile.
My office
remains
ready to do everything
assist
you to reach a satisfactory
conclusion.
your advice and help.

istrict

possible
to
I welcome
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166 East Magnolia Avenue
Maywood. NJ 07607
Telephone: (201) 712-0063
.
_

May 18,

1994

Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
U, S. Department of Energy
West Pleasant
Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607
Dear Ws. Cange:
I was happy to receive

your

certainly

to be placed

I would

like

letter

soliciting
on the

my comments.
Maywood Site

Most

Mailing

List.
1,‘like
of
that

many others

the

in my community,

thorium-tainted

the

Therefore,

"washing"

soil
of soil

I am voicing

am concerned

may be delayed
is an uncessary,

my objection

to

the

Very

that

again.

the

It

removal

is my feeling

delaying

process.

continued

delay.

truly

yours,

1976

June

9, 1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

.
Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am'opposed
to the
.D@E proposal
with the cption
of implsmenting
volume rediicticn
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
treatment,.
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
with
to leave "cleaned
soil"
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

417688

June

9,

1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this
form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
for the following
reasons:
if feasible,
treatment,

(1) The DOE's plan
affords
public.

(2)

neither
an acceptable

complies
with state
level
of protection

Property
values will
probably
with
soil"
to leave "cleaned
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

law nor
to the

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed
that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
soil.
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

I’D7688

1: Rare ear‘ths
\ present
I _’ monazite

lanthanum,
I

- Rare earths refers
in the monazite sands.
for

their
value.
praeseodymium,

to various

types of metals
*
These were extracted
from the
Rare earth metals
include
cerium,
and neodymium.

‘117681

is a general
term typically
used
action
- Remedial action
With reference
to cleanup
of
of contamination.’
to mean l cleanup
I -- the Davison and Latham properties
, it means any action
required
to
br’ing the ptoperty
to a condition
which will
permit
its release
for
I. unrestricted
use.
In practice,
this may mean removing grass and
removing asphalt,
etc.
soiy
cutting
trees,
- Remedial

t
I’
L
I
I

Thorium
- Thorium is a naturally
occurring
element which is
tlonazite
contains
recovered
from monazite
for commercial
purposes.
from 3 to 9 percent
thorium
oxide.
The principal
use of thorium
to
date has been in the preparation
of gas lantern
mantels
because
thorium
oxide burns with a brilliant
white light.
Thorium oxide is
also commonly found in high quality
glasses
and camera lenses
because of its good optical
characteristics.

Use - Unrestricted

use means that the property
can be
used for any purpose without
regard to the radioactivity
which used
These uses could include
anything
- farminy,
to be on the property.
a residence,
a playground,
etc.
r
.
Uranium - Uranium is a naturally
occurring,
radioactive
element.
The principal
use of uranium -- when refined
-- is for the
production-of
fuel for nuclear
reactors.
Uranium in its natural
form (as it exists
on the Davison and Latham properties)
is not
suitable
for use as a fuel source.
- Working level
is a unit to measure the energy
Working level
expended in air by radon or its radioactive
decay products.
The
term was derived
for use with uranium mine workers and has become
the accepted
unit for environmental
measurements.
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June 9, 1994
Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

1’

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am'opposed
to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
for the following
reasons:
treatment,
if feasible,
(1) The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

t

I,

I
1..

(2)

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

June 8, 1994
Dear Mrs.

Cange, Site

I am totally
cleanup
after
site

against

of the May-wood pile
soil

washing

(if

would be subject

and probably
community.
standard

result

your

it

the proposed

which

worked)

in a decrease

cc: Governor

on the proposed

Whitman

soils

essentially
in property

15 pCi/g

is unacceptable

for

the
left

would mean the use of the

to restriction,

in a square mile

report

DOE plan

because remaining

More importantly,

10,000 persons
for

Manager:

for

this

area.
cleanup

forever,

values

in our

is not a health

based

town of approximately
Please

record

my comments

of the storage

pile.

I36PlvQ~

Jid5

June 7, 199°C
Dear Mrs.

Susan Cange-

The following

are my comments on the proposed

the Maywood pile

as sought

Please

part

make this
i.

stated

I support
in a

by your

of your

office

record

by June 13,

article

"NJ balks

their

in

the

stance

at thorium

of

1994.

of comments from

the DEPE of New Jersey

Record

cleanup

public.
as

cleanup"

which

I have attached.
.2. I am against
town because
3.

it

is not a health

Maywood's

a square
A 15 pCi/g

Ship

mile

15 pCi./g

the

population

area

would

with

the wastes

is approximately

applied

10,000

to increase
consequences

to a storage

ALL OF IT!!!

being

in my

based standard.

potential

have negative

standard

site

persons

due to its
for

central

location.
Bergen

in Utah as proposed:

NOW:::

Sincereiy,

in

County.

-N.J. balks at thorium .deanup .
6%hlbzHAEL

MOORE

Tf?~~sbti
Sqartmeni
of Environmental Protection and Energy
is refusing to approve the federal
government’8 plan to remove thorium-tainted soil spread thmughout Maywood and Wayne, a move
that could further delay a cleanup
first promised more than a decade
ago.
Calling’ the federal Department
of Energy’s cleanup plan for
510,000 cubic yards of radioactive
soil “dangerous to the public,” the
DEPE is withholding its needed
approval until the federal agency
agrees to meet stricter standards.
“We don’t believe the DOE’s
cleanup plan either complies with
state law or aftor& an acceptable

!-THORIUM:
1

FromPageA- 1
I
splaudadthe agency’s 2edzii.r. “I
hail the DEPE,” he said. ‘They
?re starting Lo see the light of
lay.”
I.\ “At least the DEPE has taken a
tough, protective stance. The fedpral egencies should get in line
‘ith the state’sdirective so we can
t $an this up quickly and safely,”
satd Bergen County Executive
William “Pat” Schuber. “I will be
issing Governor Whitman to inene and push the federalagenI IFs to adopt the standards of the
DEPE.”
Whitman spokesmanCarl Gold,seid the governor is aware of
a:

Asks U.S. to meet
tighter standards
level of protection to the public,”
said Nick Martone, DEPE manager for the Maywood and Wayne
sites. “Wa’re not going to go along
with this and give residents a false
sense of security,”
Tmmpeted as one of the final
obstacles to solving the radioactive soil woes of North Jersey, the
DOE’s long-anticipated cleanup
proposal, hammered out with the
federal Environmental Protection
Agency,
cdla for contaminated
dirt to be cleaned to a level of 5
p&curies of radiation per gram of
aoil in residential area3 and 16 pi-

cocuries per gram in commercial
districts.
But DEPE officials believe 15
picocuries is too high and want the
6 picocurie standard applied to
both residential and commercial
properties. Martone Baid cleanup
cannot legally begin without
DEPE approval.
A picocurie ie a unit bf radioactivity. Thorium i3 a radioactive
element that breaksdown into radon, a gee proven to came lung
cancer and other ailments.
Area officials
support
the
DEPJG demand for a uniform 5
picocurie standard.
Wayne Mayor David Waks. who
has been writing to the DEPE to
push for stricter standards, apSee THORlUM Page A-8

State balks at US. proposal

North Jersey’s thorium dilemma
: ,and in willing to intervene.
‘The governor knows residents
havea goodcausefor concern.”he
raid ‘Tbb has to be cleaned up
and, after consulting with DEPE
commissioner[Robert Shinnj, she
wiU get things moving with the
feded ngenciaa.” But the DOE said New Je&y’s
apparent refusal to approve the
plan could further delay the
cleanup,first proposedin 1963.
“I don’t know what will happen
next and I’m not sure what the
DOE or EPA’s position is now,”
said SusanCenge,DOE site manager for Maywood and Wayne.

“Xt’a ‘a early ta saywhet well do. a The thorium is a byproduct 0
We’re atill waiting to get the the manufacture of gas lanterns a
the old Meywood Chemical Workr
rtata’e position in writing.”
The EPA, which originally sup- between 1916and 1956.and at the
ported a uniform 5 picocurie former W. R Grace & Co. plant in
cleanupstandard but later backed Wayne between 1948 and 1971.
Officials fear that the processof
off after grappling with the DOE
for a year, said the federalagencies developingnew standards,coupled
may have to reconsidertheir posi- . with the possibility of disegreement negotiating a compromise,
tions.
“It’s understandable why the could further delay the cleanup of
pta has
-... misg+-ings,”said Jeff the soil. just 811the DOE and EPA
Fb_ble deIFyedthe existing plan
tiratz,
CiYA llte
manager
In
\a
**e
maywooa9 ana. ..*Wayne. YJur
as- _ r0r 13 months.
sumption of 15 p&curies being
“I hopethis doesn’tturn out like
protective mey have to be reeva- it did e year ago betweenDOE and
lusted. We may have to look at a EPA,” Cmge said. “But [can’t say
lower criterie.”
.for sure that it won’t.”
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June 9,
Dear

1994

Ms. Susan

Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this
form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
if feasible,
treatment,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
soil"
to leave "cleaned
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed
that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

197688

June

6,

Dear

Mrs.

1994
Susan

Cange:

For Your information
on April
'27, 1994 the Maywood Mayor and
Council
adopted
Resolution
#66-93
(attached)
opposing
the
depositing
of any comtaminated
soil
on any property
in the
Borough
of Maywood which should
be reflected
in any EPA/DOE
proposed
cleanup
plan.
Copy was
sentiments
YOUR SOIL

sent
of

to EPA and DOE to
the Maywood Mayor

WASHING WOULD VIOLATE

So either
clean
Maywood residents

all

make them aware of the
and Council
and residents.
THIS

the wastes ou.t or
have had enough!!!

RESOLUTION !!!
clear

yourself

out.

1’17688
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CLERK
MARY ANNE RAMPOLIA. RMC

MAYOR
JOHN A. STEUERT, JR.

‘.

(201)845-2900

COUNCIL PRESIDENT
ANTHONY NAPOEI

FAX (201) 909.0673

459 Maywood

Avenue,

Maywood, NJ 07607
\

RESOLUTION 1166-93
OPPOSING THE DEPOSITING OF CONTAMINATED
SOIL IN THE BOROUGHOF MAYWOOD

lI
I.-

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council
of the Borough of Maywood
authorized
a referendum
in August of 1991. requesting
voters
of
the Borough to express
their
opinion
regarding
the further
storage
of contaminated
soil
in the Borough of Maywood and requesting
the
expeditious
clean-up
of and removal of all contaminated
soil
from
properties;
and
the Maywood interim
storage
site and vicinity
WHEREAS, on November 5, 1991, the voters
of the Borough
overwhelmingly
indicated
their
support
for the clean-up
of the
site,.and
vicinity
properties
and their
opposltlon
to any additional
storage;
and
..
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council
intend
to emphasize.&
the appropriate
authorities,
including
the Department
of Energy
and the Environmental-Protection
Agency, their
continued
opposition
to the de ositing
of an
'~f.laywoo$
,"~~~,"m~~o":~,d~~i:e~l~d
in.any
prminThe
Boroug
EPA/DOE proposed
clean-up
plan;
and
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council
also intend
to call
again
for expeditious
clean-up
and removal of the thorium
contaminated
soil
and other contaminates
from the Borough of Maywood;

;I
I
J
1:

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and Council
of the Borough of Maywood that a copy of this Resolution
expressing
the intent
of the Mayor and Council
be forwarded
to the
Department
of 'Energy and the Environmental
Protection
Aqency to
make the said authorities
aware of.the
sentiments
of the Ma$or and
CounclT and the residents
ofhe
Borough zf Maywood; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Resolution
sent to Congressman Robert G. Torricelli
and County Executive
William
P. Schuber to ask them to continue
to use their
good
offices
to protect
the residents
of the Borough of Maywood from
the environmental
concerns
arising
out of the contaminated
soil
referred
to above: and

I.
‘.
I-.

IJ

COUNCIL MEMBERS
JOAN T. WINNIE
TI-IOMAS M. BERNTSON
RICHARD P. O’NEIL
MICHAEL J. RUBER
ANNE SALVATORE $CHMID:

Resolution

available

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of the within
be on file
in the office
of the Borough
Clerk
and be
for public
inspecti
rpgular
business
hours.

be

Keith & Sara Kozaryn
607 Oak Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607

%I7688

June 6,1994
Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
US Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
POBox2001
Oak Ridge, TN 3783 l-8723
Re: Proposed Cleanup of StoragePile
Dear Ms. Cange
We do not share your happiness. The proposal to use soil washing as an option for cleaning up
the Maywood Interim Storage Site (MISS) is not encouraging. The cleaning method is
unproven. As stated in preliminaq laboratory experiments, soil Washing may only clean to
between 5 and 15 picocuries. The EPA supports an established “health based” level not to
exceed 5 picocuries.
We cannot understand the thoughtlessness shown by the JXIE towards the re.sidents of
Maywcod. This is a public health hazard, It is situated near a community pool and residential
housing. Anything short of excavation and disposal to a permanent site will be unacceptable.
A secondary issue is the potential reduction in property value. The devaluation of our house
does not sit well. There is no way we will sit idly by while our community is destroyed by nonresident individuals.
Permanent disposal just might be far less expensive in the long run.

I?7688
Jls 15 9 22 An ‘94

June 7, 1994.

Susan Cange, Site Manager
U. S. Dept. of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
P. 0. Box 2002
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3783 l-6723

Dear Ms. Cange:

I was under the impression that all the Thorium that is stored in Maywood was
going to be removed. I was very upset and concerned to find out that this is not
the case. From what I understand, the DOE cleanup plan will be leaving a 15
picocuries per gram at the Maywood dump site, thus making Maywood a permanent
dump site for this hazardous material.
My concerns first are of a medial nature. Within my neighborhood of Belle/Edel
Ave. there have been at least 6 adults with cancer. Four have died and 2 are
undergoing cancer therapy. There also 4 children born with birth defects and one
child has died from SIDS. My son Brian was born with a congenital heart defect in
1981. It is very alarming that within a 2 block 8rea of shout 20 homes there h8s
been 10 incidences of cancer or birth defects.
Maywood is a very nice community to live in and raise a family. It is definitely
your typical small town community. It is be no means a commercial town. With
the DOE’smethod of removing the Thorium, leaving 15 PCl’s per gram it will make
Maywood seem like it is a commercial area. This waste that will be left behind
will have a negative effect on our community when it is time for a home owner to
sell his home.

117688
I feel very strongly that it is the chemical company’s responsibility to pay for the
total cleanup of the Thorium in Maywood and other communities where they
dumped this hazardous material. The local towns and the State of New Jersey
shou!d not have to pay for this cleanup. I feel that the families have suffered
enough by losing a relative or friend to cancer or having a child born with a birth
defect.

Arlene Formisano
608 Edel Avenue
Maywood, N. J. 07607

_-
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June

1,

r

1994

Dear Ms. Cange:
We reject
your desire
to be allowed
to "clean"
only to a
level
of 15 pci/g
but you will
make a best effort
to approach
the 5 pci/g
where possible.
From Maywood's experience
with
DOE we cannot
trust
you for a best effort
if it would cost
more than you like.
Also we reject
having 15 pci/g
material
remain since it means
the site properties
will
be subject
to restrictions
probably
forever
which is certain
to also have an effect
on adjoining
property
values.
We reject
also
you are directed

cc:

any need for delay to do a 5 pci/g
clean
to stop manufacturing
any more delays.

Carol Browner,
EPA Administrat&
Hazel O'Leary,
DOE Secretary
Governor
Christie
Whitman

up if

.,

. .-

/

I

._

Juli I5

9

14 AH'911

Dear Mrs Cange,
Enclosed
is a flyer
several
weeks ago.

I received

at

the

Maywood Sidewalk

Sale

First
let me say I object
to your soil washing and pile
removal plan instead
of a 5 pCi/g clean up which seems to
have been conducted
at other superfund
sites.
The flyer
quotes your Mr. Seay that EPA.could
come in and
continue
the DOE's efforts
without
interruption
and DOE would
not fight
to keep the project
and would do-what Congress
tells
you.
Since you are pleading
shortage
of
the project
with funding
from their
responsible
party.
Yours

cc:

truly,

Governor

Whitman

funding,
let EPA take
superfund
and the

over

P

- The Shopper News

..RabvCCM.

February26. 1992

in DCl!t&kEPA ccwlld lead thoritirb clean-ur
.---

.-.-.--

8yCXRlSNElDENSERG
01TheShopperHerr
MAYWOOO- A U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) offricial -. ‘. ” ..

“FPe didn’t fight agztimg”
this project and I’m sure the
DOE is not going to tight to keep
i’jMj&t
like thfs because we
have no basis to do 7
“I could not rmagme that the
DOE’s feelings would be hurt at
all.” he added.

thorium project from its hands
and hand it back to the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agencjr (EP.4) - if that is what
lawmakers and residents want.
“W’e do m
what Congress tells us, said William
Pcay, with the DOE’s .Oak
Ridge, Tenn. cperations office.
__-i

11’7688

formation pertaining to the
thorium study, and oversees
the process.

-.-..-

-_-_

___..

-_I-

..-.-

_-...-

--

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS EXCERPTED FROM TAPED MEETING BETWEEN MAYWOODCONCERNED
CITIZENS AND N.J. DEP OFFICIALS HELD ON OCTOBER 24, 1985 IN OUR LADY OF QUEEN
PEACE SCHOOL, MAYWOOD, N.J.
.
AMONG THOSE ALSO...PRESENT:- BOB ATKINS+fDOE) --BECHTEE'sMR.
CROTWELL MAYWOOD's ADVISOR: DR. VAN PELT, HEALTH PHYSICIST
VOICES ANSWERING QUESTIONS ARE THOSE OF ARNOLD SCHIFFMAN AND
DR. JORGE BERKOWITZ of DEP
_-I
NOLAN:
"If DOE tries
to make the site permanent,
what do you do?
What does the State do?
BERKOWITZ:

"If DOE tries
to make the site permanent - I
proceeds
to pursue what actions
if feels is
that would be consistent
with its position,
means that it doesn't
accept it - it fights

NOLAN:

"Can it

BERKOWITZ:

"It

NOLAN:

"If DOE leaves
we - at least

SCHIFFMAN:

"What happens

NOLAN:

"What does

SCHIFFMAN:

"I

Interruption

By:

BERKOWITZ:

"It

sure

think

It
it

will

fight

the

think
the State of NJ
responsible
action
and that basically
it."

government?"

I

can."
and they have threatened
our officials
have told
t.o.tfre.

the State

the State's

clean
then

do, as far

would

leave,
a.

.

up activity?"-

position

have to be cleaned

that they
us that..."
as..."

i~...~

up.

is a Superfund
site as well
has it be cleaned up.

as a FUSMP site

and as such,

Not only does it say that - the DEP says it has to be cleaned up the United States EPA (says it) has to be cleaned up.
And it is
our responsibility
to clean up the site irrespective
of what funds
clean it up."
SHIFFMAN:

"That's

right

- that's
*
*

the
*

answer.
*
*

9 ‘13 AH ‘94
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June 6, 1994

Dear Miss
Last

Cange,
year

DOE'S proposed

action

and offsite

disposal,

should

be 5 pci/g,

not

EPA was "persuaded"
5-15

feasibility
Mr.

study
Gratz's

So where
it's

pci/g.

agree

After

to the

your

clean-up

almost

non-health

a year,
based

standard.
EPA reviewed

read

was phased

but EPA said

5-15

to

alternative

on

the

your

April

and enviornmental
May 21st

is

1993 draft

the

back~burner.

impact

1993 letter

proposed

proposed

plan

plan-

statement.

I

to you.
for

Now it's

clean

the pile

up?

Now

and soil

washing.
We say --No Thank You.
It's
dump all the wastes in Utah.

time

Cesare

to start

digging

J. Parodi

Ethel J.
57 Belle
Maywood,

Parodi
Avenue
N.J.
07607

and

578 Palmer Avenue
Maywood, New Jersey

07607

June 6, 1994

U.S. Department
of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
F.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37831-8723
Attn:

Susan Cange,
Former Sites

Site Manager
Restoration
Division

Gentlemen:
As residents
and home owners in Maywood,
very concerned about the health
not only
all residents
of Maywood.

New Jersey,
we are
of our family
but of

We are -not interested
in any soil washing.
We feel the only
step to be taken is to remove the thorium and soil below the
thorium
pile.
It should be taken to a permanent dump site
OUT OF MAYWOOD.

Dorothy

Ermilio
,/'
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Haywood,

Haywooh
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New Jersey

June
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4,

1994

U.S. Department
of Energy
Former
Sites
Restoration
Division
Att:
Susan M. Cnage,
Site
Manager
P.O. Box 2001
37831-8723
Oak Ridge,
Tennessee
Dear

Ms.

Cange,

I am enclosing
a copy of a letter
writted
Town Newspaper,
March 31, 1994,

to the Editor
of
by Louise
Torell.

I believe
every
paragraph
should
be included
in
of citizen's
comments
made on what you call
an EE/CA
contaminated
pile
of soil
in Maywood.
as

I totally
well.
Is

it

not

agree

with

long

overdue

Tore11

Ms.

for

so consider

Maywood

to

them

finally

the

Our

your report
for
the
my comments

be Hazardous

free?
agree
to a 15 Pci/G
How could
the E.P.A.
to find
out how it could
effect
the residents
How could
the D.O.E.
do the same?
pile

when they have yet
in the community.

I do not want any of the soil
left
in my town.
should
be excavated
and removed permanently!
Sincerely,

The entire

117688
--

June

6,

1994

U.S. Department
of Energy
For Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge,
Tennessee 35831-8723

1

Re:
1

Dear

Maywood Site

- Proposed Cleanup of the Storage

Pile

Sir/Madam:

We have a
We have been residents
of Maywood for 6 years.
child
and are deeply concerned
about this so called
interim
In reading
various
articles
and hearing
various
storage
site.
that
conversations
within
the town, we were under the impression
We have recently
this
storage
pile
was going
to be removed.
We are
learned
that
there
is a proposal
to wash the soil.
completely
against this for the fear of endangering
'our health
and
also for our home depreciating
in value because of this.

small

Maywood is nothing
but a residential
area, there are no hightherefore
we totally
no big businesses
or factories,
risers,
disagree
when we are told that Maywood is not a residential
area.
We think
it is inexcusable
that our health
and our childrens
health
be put in danger.
Sincerely,

1
1.

Robert & Lisa Fiscina
47 West Grove Avenue
Maywood, New Jersey
07607

1
I.
I
.I
.1
.t
.I.
1
I
-1
s
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.I
I
1
.l
1
.I
I

1 .I 7 6.8 8
Thursday. Aprit 21. IppdbUR

residenti&

Dear
Editor
By waiting a week on your

birthday prcsmt u.I thorium
tick. you could have saved

congrarmrn Torricdli from
extreme embarrassmmt
and
asked him what’s 8Ob On?
Who is pressuringwhom?
You quoted him on Much
21. standing by the pile that
he created,on the Maywood
Interim Storage Site (MISS)
he helpedcreatevia an agreement between the Department of Energy (DOE) and
Stcpan Company. Without a
MISS, the hazardouswastes
would have been shipped
elsewherejust like at Montclair, ‘Glen Ridge, West
orange, etc. Yes. excavate
and disposeout of state. The
NJ Department of Environmental Protection and Energy (NJDEPE) plan for MaYwood was used for Montclair instead.You statedthat
Torricelli said the pile
removal will take two to three
yearsand DOE will releaseits
plans in May for all the
wastesbeneaththe MISS and
at various residential and
commercial properties in
May-wood, Rochelie Park,
and Lodi.
Also, that DOE plans to
USeL “Sd WdiiK”DrO~

I
.I
1
I
.I
.I
1
‘I.~

to separate and r&cc

.I
.~
I

VOI-

tune of contamination from
clean soil. A processthat did
not work u the Montclair
area sites and Maywood has
higher concentrations of
radioactive material than
Montclair!
Fiiauy. you said Torricelli
made assurancesthat it is
both the DOE and hi intention to sa to it that the clean
up be cvriad out to the highest EnvironmentalPrelection
Agency (EPA) standards.
But three days later. on
March 24. Senator Lautenberg announced that EPA
and DOE had now agreedon
“strict” cleanupguidelines of
5 pci/g abovebackgroundfor
residential propertiesand 15
pci/g for commtrcial/govemmcnt areasof the site. The

_f
.I
I
_I
1.

arc in lodi

TOWN.

and

Rochellc Park. Tbhentbcrc
will be “inacxssible” prcpertics, like under buildings.
which

will

be ignored

tmtll

they UC danolisbcd in the
future or othawite. If soil
wuhing worked, the soil left
behind can be contaminated
as high as 15 pci/g, with no
limits under the buildings.
Thus along with unrmlcditied soils under buildings,
Maywood will be changed
from an Interim StorageSite
to a PermanentDisposalSite.
But they promised five-year
reviews to insure human
health remains“protected”?
The statecleanupstandard
is 5 pci/g and NJEP.+ and .:.:.:.:.p:.:.~.
................................
...........
........................................................
USSEPA had clearly proven
that 15 p&g is nor a health
based standard and cited Shipmentof all wastesdirect
cancer risks involved.
to Utah!
As late as November1993. Mavwood officials should
six months after the May- insistnow that thesepositions
wood dispute started. the be reflectedin the DOE proEPA issuedthe action criteria posed plan unless they disfor a West Chicagosite, with agra with Mr. TorriceUi as
the samekind of waste.They SenatorLautenbergdoes.
cited the law to prove 5 pci/g
Sincerely,
is a health basedstandardfor
Chuck Parodi
cleanup of the residential
48 West Grove
areas including commerical.
institutional and municipal
properties.And that 15pci/g
is not a health based standard! But on March 24 the
New York EPA acting administrator cavedin by ignoring the EPA’s own health
basedfacts. Who is rcsponsible? An investigation is in
~~cr:,,Lct’s calf it “BackOur state officials must
stand fum. Our local officiais i
must urgethe NJDEPE to insist on a 5 pci/g cleanupOf all
contaminatedsoil whereverit
is, and tiie County and State
Boardsof Health aswell! Mr.
Torricclli said, “I will be
working closely with both
departments to ensure that
the concernsof the citizensof
Maywood are reflected in the
final plan.”
So bq it. Excavateand dis.
pose in Envirocare. Utah.
No unproven soil washing
delay. No more intnim OI
permanent disposal site.
/
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618 Haywood Avenue
Naywood,
New Jersey

II

June

1,

_-

1994

U.S. Department
of Enerc,f
Former
Sites
Restoration
Division
Susan M. Cange,
Site
Manager
Att:
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge,
Tennessee
37831-8723
fi-

Dear

Ms.

Cange;

If the
I am opposed
to your plan of soil
washing
and tests.
soil
washing
works.
it is logical
to assume that
the contaminated
Some of that
soil
is from Lodi
and
soil
would be left
in Mavwood.
Rochelle
Park and I sure you are aware that
Maywood strongly
opposes
this.
Still
you ask for comments.
11-I

ll
I
I
i

In a copy of Hazardous
Waste News #371,
it reports
"A higher
prevalence
of birth
defects
and liver
disease
among persons
living
You
near a thorium
waste
disposal
site
in Wayne, New Jersey".
Maywood has the
want to wash and leave
the soil
in Wayne, too.
but
wonder
what the consequences
I can't
help
same
kind
of waste.
Has a proper
study
of possible
for
the people
of Maywood will
be.
In my opinion,
there
are no
health
risks
ever been conducted?
acceptable
levels
of radioactivity.
It also
says "There
is a move afoot
now in Washington
and in
the mass media to divert
attention
away from the problem
of toxic
wastes.
The goal
seems to be to cut funding
for the Federal
It seems clear
that
Superfund
Program
of toxic
waste
cleanup.
such a move, if successful,
will
result
in increased
health
costs
What will
be Maywood's
costs
be?
for the American
people."
NOT.
D.O.E.

Maywood
Is President
Clinton
in favor
of this?
Move &
the soil
out
as promised
and promised,
out land
let
E.P.A.
or the state
manage it.
Very

1
Ii

5,
A.

c/c
ti

President
Governor

Clinton
Christine

Whitman

truly

and Wayne ARE
or move the

yours,

-0
A<-~
M. Pacciani

&

'

June 5, 1995
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Jun 15 9 04lw94

_SusanCange, Site Manager
U.S. Dept. of Energy
Former Sites RestorationDivision
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee3783 l-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:
I am pleasedthat the Departmentof Energy is committed to
removing the contaminatedsoil in Maywood. However, I am
quite displeasedwith the option of soil washing possibly to be
undertakenin such a denselypopulatedregion. There is only one
safe alternative and that is the removal by excavationand
shipment to a permanentstoragesite.
The people of Maywood deservethe safest removal . Maywood
cannot take any more risk to the health of its citizens .
Sincerely,

Annette Schmidt
97 Belle Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607

June 8, 1994

347688

Susan M. Cange
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
378314723
Re:

Maywood Interim

Storage

Site

Dear Ms. Cange:

In Response to the proposed

soil washing of the contaminated
soil located
The figures
and ideas represented
in Maywood, New Jersey,
GIVE US A BREAK !!!
as to the soil washing are nothing short of a scam. Any person associated
with this type of situation
and a reasonable
intellect
can see that.
This
is nothing more than a pacifying
maneuver in which a feeble
attempt
is being
made to silence
the people who are directly
affected
by this.
What they are
doing is risking
human lives
to save few dollars.
Years ago, they said that the site was not a problem.
Then they said if they
Then after
determining
how dangerous it
bury it,
it wouldn't
be a problem.
really
is, they came up with the correct
answer.
Remove it in it's
entirety
Now they say, it's
not that bad, if we wash it we can make
and dispose of it.
it safe and in the mean time save some money.
HOW absurd ! With all the time
if they would have just removed it as
and effort
spent on this issue so far,
origanlly
planned it would be gone and done with instead
of wasting more time
the resources
for more practical
ideas.
As has been
and money. We could,use
shown in the pass, these new "revelations"
of safety
limits
in regards to the
soil washing proposed,
will
again be found to be erroneous
and once again we
will
be right
back where we started
wasting more time and finances
but more
I say why not just
importantly
exposing and risking
human lives
needlessly.
dispose of it and be done with. it.
It’s the only logical
way and the only
RIGHT thing to do.
affected
by this nuclear
Ms. Cange, it is easy for people who are not directly
poison to sit back and say "don't
worry,
everything
will
be fine".
As a lifelong resident
of Maywood, not only is my physical
health,
livelihood
and property
value under a direct
assault,
most importantly
my childrens
futures
and their
For less money than they waste on bogus governchildrens
futures
are at risk.
ment studies
and programs, you can dispose of and be done with once and for all
with this most dangerous situation
for which there is ultimately
only one
We all know this is the RIGHT
solution,
REMOVEAND DISPOSE OF COMPLETELY !!!
thing to do.

cc:

Carol Browner (EPA)
Hazel O'Leary (DOE)
Governor Whitman
Senator Lautenberg

83 Belle Avenue
Maywood, N.J 07607

David & Michele Holmes
605 Oak Avenue
Maywocd, NJ 07607-1515

197688
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June 4,1994
Ms. SusanM. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 3783 I-8723
Re: NOT “HAPPY”
ProposedCleanup of the Maywood Interim storage Site
DearIvkCange
Firstly, we do not share your happiness regarding the DOE’s proposal to consider volume
reduction treatment as an option.
The volume reduction is nothing more than “soil washing” which is an unproven cleaning
method. As you well know in preliminary experiments, performed by your department in
conjunction with the EPb there is no guarantee that a level of 5 picocuries can be achieved
The soil washing, at best, may clean to a level between 5 and 15 picocuriw. It is unconscionable
that the DOE would permit such a site to exist so close to a community recreational facility
frequented by children, let alone residential homes. The EPA supports the established “health
based”level of less w or‘equal to 5 picocuries. Why should we accept anything less?
Secondly, the value of real estatewill decreasein MaywocKl as a result of the site having gone
through an “approved” DOE remediation. I believe you are aware of the ‘No Further Action”
(NFA) sites being published in the Comprehensive Site List. We do not appreciate the
“American Dream” being tamperedwith or destroyed
Thirdly, we are positive that if the hazardousmaterial was excavated and disposed of fkom the
onset the cost would have been far less than the mismanaged tab currently being run up. We
assureyou this is one causeworth fighting.
Q~+y&&o-

David & Michele Holmes
Maywood Residents
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June
Dear

Ms. Cange,

I am against
reasons:'
noise

5, 1994

1. Noise
code

levels

your
will

soil

washing
probably

plan

for

be higher

2. Your "cleaned
soil"
after
soil washing
placed back into the pile
immediately,
meaning
being formed and more contaminated
dust getting

the

following

than

Maywood's

can't
be
more piles
into the

air,

3. Most likely,
Maywood would become a soil washing
regional
center
for other
surrounding
towns (if soil
washing
worked)
due to the size of the soil washing machine needed
for this
site and because of the DOE's attempt
to cut costs.
In
comment
written

closing,
please
record my comments in the public
section
of your report.
You can also send me a
reply
to these questions,

Sincerely,

A

8.8

1’7688
6/6/94

Dear Ms. Susan Cange,
Your 'PUSRAPUpdate flyer says you seek public comment
for your MISS pile clean-up plan. This flyer says:
Data reviewed have shown that 5 pCi/g
level was met in the majority Of
cleanup efforts where the standard was
15 pCi/g.
Please mail me this data you based this statement
I believe the only way this could have been achieved
is by removal- not soil washing.

on.

Did you reach this health based standard of 5 pCi/g
in your Montclair cleanup?
I feel, after speaking with members of the Maywood
Concerned Citizens, that your statements have been misleading
in the past and that this is another .example via this
slick public relations
flyer. The costs of this flyer should
have gone to paying for . . .
COMPLETE& IMMEDIATEPILE REMOVAL!!!
Please make this letter
section in your report.

part of your public

Sincerely,

comments

The DOE Public Information
Center and I are celebrating our
second year as part of the
Maywood community.
A lot has
happened for me and the lnformation Center during that short
time.
The opening day was April 9,
1992; I had no idea what to
expect. It was a slow start. In the
beginning, the questions asked
most often by visitors were “What
is this place?” and “What do you
do here?” When I explained the
administrative
record, the information repository, available fact
sheets, and the history of the
Maywood Interim Storage Site,
they were amazed at the amount
of information
that was available.
Some have sent their children to
the Information Center to do their
term papers. Many residents have

Site Cleanup

come in with questions and
concerns that are serious and
important to them. They want
answers right away, and the
Information Center offers them
someone to speak to. Some
visitors have other concerns-they
ask for bus schedules, doctors’
addresses, state agency phone
numbers, and even a glass of
water..
My two years at the Information Center have exceeded my
expectations. It is satisfying when
college students who come in to
work on a term paper are surprised at the information available, and it’s very rewarding to
help people find answers to
questions of great concern to
them. And helping the historical
committee prepare a presentation
for the Maywood Sidewalk Sale

Criteria

In March, DOE and EPA agreed on the cleanup
criteria to be used for radioactive contamination
at the Maywood site.
After much discussion and analysis, the
agencies agreed that
cleanup criteria will be
determined
based on sitespecific risk analysis for
different
land uses.
Residential properties
will be cleaned to
5 picocuries per gram
(pCi/g) above the naturally occurring level of
background
radiation in
the area. Soils greater
than six inches deep on
commercial and govern-

._

helped me
the history
If you
to visit the
yet, I hope

to learn a lot about
of Maywood.
haven’t had a chance
Information Center
you will!

Resolved

ment properties will be removed to attain a level of
no more than 15 pCi/g above background, with a
further goal of 5 pCi/g above background to be met
where possible. Data reviewed have shown that
the 5 pCi/g level was met in
the majority of cleanup
efforts where the standard
was 15 pa/g. Risk analysis,
using very conservative
assumptions, has shown
that these levels are protective of human health and
the environment.
With these criteria,
cleanup efforts at the
Maywood site should
proceed in a timely, safe,
and cost-effective
manner.

JIM 1s

480 Hill
Street
Maywood, NJ 07607
June 7, 1994

8 53 AM‘34

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Dept. of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:
I was glad
to approve

your

I also
business

to read

so called

clean-up

oppose your

and especially

that

not

plans
cleaning

the State

of New Jersey

refused

Plan.

including

this

soil

up to the State

ROBERT MEYER

washing
standard.

June 3,1994

Ms. Susan Cange:
I am a 76 year old senior
41 years.

I lost

of my home for

my wife

pile

2 years

ago and my son takes

I have and I don't

anymore.

My home is my only
in Maywood under
Thank you for

investment

15pCilg,

and hence lower

want it

You have promised

long as I can remember and I want it

site

in Maywood for

over
care

me.

This home is all
Thorium

and have lived

it's

poisoned
disposal

by this
for

as

removed.

and by leaving

contaminated

you make Maywood a permanent

soil

waste

my home value.

your attention.
Mr.Angelo Gas0
428 Poplal Ave.
Maywoad, N.J.

_-

June 8, 199-l

Ms. Susan Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
P.O. Box 200 1
Oak Ridge, Tennessee3783 l-8723

Dear Ms. Cange,
As a homeo\vner and resident of Mayvvood I am kv-riting\v ith regardsto the cleanup of
the storage pile locatedat the Maywood Interrm Storage Site. The recent statements
attributed to Mr. Nick Mar-tone,the state Department of Environmental Protection and
Energy site managercalling the DOE’s cleanup plan “dangerousto the public” as reported
in The Record newspaperhas me deeply concerned. As !ou are a\vare,Maywood is
mostly a residential communitv, not a commercial district. and as such, the I5 picocuries
of radiation per gram standardused for commercial areas should not apply to the
proposed cleanup program for Ma)xvood. I would hope that the DOE, together with the
EPA, could formulate a processand procedure for the remo\,al of thorium-tainted soil in
Maywood taking care to protect the safety and health of the citizens they serve.
Sincerely,

,/ John M. btto
.77 Lenos Avenue
Maywood, N.J. 07607

117688
.&IM 15

9

23 Stelling
Avenue
Maywood, N.J. 07607
June 6, 1994

28bn’y

Susan M. Cange
Site Manager
U.S. Department
of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Tennessee 37831-8723
Oak Ridge,
Dear Ms. Cange:
As a life
long resident
of Maywood who has chosen to raise my
children
in the same town in which I grew up, it is with much
alarm that I have read of your agency's
recent proposed
solution
regarding
the contaminated
thorium
soil
stored at the Maywood
Interim
Storage
Site.
Your tentative
plan to implement volume reduction
treatment
(soil
washing)
as a means to solve Maywood's thorium
problem is totally
unacceptable.
There is no guarantee
that soil washing will
effectively
remove all the contaminants
from the site.
There is
no doubt,
however,
that shipping
the entire
pile
to the Utah
storage
site will.
When carcinogenic
materials
are involved,
every citizen
has the right
to expect his government
to guarantee
their
total
removal.
This is the only way to ensure the
elimination
of the potential
health
risks
associated
with these
deadly materials.
Thank you for your consideration
in this
matter.
Sincerely,

n
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Dear

Ms.

1994

I

Cange:

I am enclosing
a picture
property
in Glen Ridge,

5,

from the newspaper showing
New Jersey,
is cleaned.

how

There is no reason you cannot do the same for the Lodi
properties
and no need for years of delay with your soil
washing plan.
Just bag it and start
getting
dump some of your surrounding
towns in Maywood.

it out.
You are not going to
contaminated
soils
from nearby

Sincerely,

I- .
I.
1
I .
II
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I
I
l
I
II
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:m an environmenfol

cleanup concern removing radioactive
on Lorraine Street in Glen Ridge

by Joe Gigli
soil from the yard of Photo
a home.
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June 2, 1994
MS. Cange:
I have seen page 34 in your book about the pile
removal
and soil washing.
StlYOly
you are aware that U-uf itiayGL
ti..-and' council
‘nave
notified
you and the EPA that they oppose soil washing and
leaving
wastes behind and want a 5 pci/g
clean up.
Your page 34 states
the removal with option would be
conducted
only with the approval
of the affected
local
authorities.
That kills
soil washing!
What about removal with the 5-15 level? Are you going to
again defy Maywood officials
and residents?
We will
not roll
over to your arrogance.
It is 5 pci/g
or say good by!
Yours

cc:

President
Governor

Clinton
Whitman

truly,

W ”’

--

42.2 Availabihty of Servicesand Materials
Availability does not apply to Alternative 1, the no-action alternative. The services and
materials required to implement.Altematives 2 and 3 are readily available.

4.2.3 Administrative Feasibility
Administrative feasibility considerations include the potential of a proposed action to
achieve responseobjectives and to satisfy state and local concerns. These concerns include
permitting and interagency cooperation, public and occupational safety, transportation factors,
impacts on land use and values, compliance with policies and requirements, and public
acceptance. The NCP specifies that a formal community relations plan be developed to provide
information to the public and to obtain public comment. A site-specific community relations
plan has been developed for the Maywood site (BNI 1992).
State and local authorities and citizens have indicated a strong preference for removal of
the MISS waste storage pile. Since Alternatives 2 and 3 achieve this objective, they are
expected to have favorable administrative feasibiIity. Alternative 1 would not address these
concerns. Short-term negative impacts on the community would include traffic and noise
associated with removal, treatment, and transportation of the contaminated materials under
Alternatives 2 and 3; these impacts would be minimized by conducting all activities according
to pertinent regulatory requirements, by using good engineering practices, and through an active
community relations program.
No administrative feasibility issues are anticipated with respect to commercial disposal
of the waste. The waste volume associatedwith this proposed removal action would be a small
fraction of the total waste capacity of the commercial disposal facility.
Removal activities conduct
II and state and local government authorities. Active
communications would be maintained with the public, local media, EPA, and state and local
officials, as specified in the community relations plan for the site (BNI 1992).
4.3

COST

The costs of alternatives are considered only in a comparative manner to determine if the
cost of one alternative is much greater than that of another alternative of similar effectiveness.
General estimates of potential costs for each alternative can be compared to permit a screening
accordingto relative costs. Funds from DOE, not from EPA’s Superfund, would be used to
implement the proposed removal action. Because the proposed action would be completed
within a short time, present v&e considerations would not appreciably affect cost estimates;
cost estimates for this analysis assume no discount or escalation.
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1:
June
:>ear-

Mrs.
If

wastes

1,

1994

Cange:
you

in

Locations

were
building

where

allowed
to
soil
Tell
us
76?
they
were
found.

would
wash,
what
kind
of
(See
attached

you include
chemicals
memo

the
chemical
and
the
from
Mary

Carton).
Why

was

waste

removed

Did

you
label
the
of
the
drums?

from

the

560

drums

and

the

drums

disposed

drum

labels

before

of?

disposal

the

Do you
think
D.O.E.
it
is

Just
jersey

dig

ISA

anybody
A-L-A-R-M

up the

wastes

boxes

is
!

the

going

and

same

to

ship

as

the

believe

it

out

your

like

ALARA

the

of

New

says!

I seriously
wonder
if
pile.
Maybe
a cancer
study
is bei.ng
Thank
threatened.

we are
living
in a safe
area
due
to
this
should
be conducted
to see
if
our
health
God for
the
Concerned
Citizens!

Sincerely,

cc:

state

With

pitch?

MI-.
Gov.

Shinn,
NJ EPA
C. Whitman

June 2, 1994
Susan M. Cange, Site
Maywood MISS

Manager

Dear Mrs. Cange:
has not decided whether to pursue the responsible

Your DOE has said it
or parties

in Maywood and Wayne, New Jersey.

plan report

states,

Environmental

Response, Compensation and Liability
and clean up sites

the responsible

parties

in their

own report

will

ACT (CERCLA), or "Superfund.lq

contaminated

with hazardous waste

how and why the DOE can ignore

and switch the costs to the taxpayer

Then they have the nerve to say soil

clean up level

year

pay for damages and cleanups"

I want to know from the DOE Secretary
law cited

However your 1994-1998 five

l' another law that DOE must comply with is the c'omprehensive

Its goals are to identify
and see that

party

save the taxpayers

the

funds?

washing and a 5 - 15 less strict,

money???

So I am opposed to your EEKA plan and your 5 - 15 plan and I demand an
investigation
instead

as to why taxpayers

of the responsible

cc: Hazel O'Leary

party.

(WE)

Sen Lautenberg
Cov. Whitman
U.S. Attorney

General Reno

are paying for

the Thorium clean up

--

June

9,

1994

Dear Ms. Susan dange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for .your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I amopposed
to the
DOE propos.al
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
for the following
reasons:
if feasible,
treatment,
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
lad nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
with
to leave "cleaned
soil"
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
that this issue is a political
one
soil.
It seems apparent
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

Juli 111

June

9,

2

11 PII '911

1994

Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this
form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am'opposed
to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatme.nt,
for the following
reasons:
if feasible,
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
level
of protection

(2)

Property
values will
probably
"cleaned
soil"
to leave
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

law nor
to the

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

that they do not have enough money
The DOE has claimed
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
that this issue is a political
one
soil.
It seems apparent
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

6/7/94

JtmI4 2 10PH94
MS.

Cange,

We received
from

the

a copy of a paper

Concerned

Citizens

called

Hazardous

Waste News #371

What does DOE say or do about

of Maywood.

this?

Persons
the

government

going
out

living

near

wants

to cut

on in Maywood with
all

the

wastes

out

funding

your

soil

waste

site

are

at higher

for

clean

ups.

That

is what

business

that

does not

washing

risk

and
is
take

wastes.

You still

would

at the

leave

up the

area.

wastes

expense

What Maywood wants
clean

a thorium

That

of the

is

the

is not

but

you would

health

level

Government
the

Dept.

cut

costs

of the clean-up

Agency
of

the

that

Energy!

-can

of moving
site.

--and will

June 3, 1994
Dear Miss Camge,
I am opposed to your soil washing tests and pile
+-PmnT?=
- -...- . --1 . +pecially-if
ycr;r soil washizlg worked! You would
leave part of the contaminated
soils in Maywood. You would
even try to do this with soils
from Lodi and Rochelle
Park.
and you know for a fact Maywood strongly
opposes this.
Yet
still
you ask for comments!
In a copy of Hazardous Waste News #371 it reports
"A Higher prevalence
of birth
defects
and liver
disease among
persons living
near a thorium waste disposal
site in Wayne,
N.J. " I believe
you want to soil wash and leave contaminated
soils
regardless
of what the nearby residents
and local
authorities
desire.
It also says- "There is a move afoot now in Washington
and in the mass media to divert
attention
away from the
problem of toxic wastes. The goal seems to be cut funding
for
the federal
superfund
program of toxic waste clean up. It
seems clear that such a move, if successful
will
result
in
increased
costs for the American people."
Is President
Clinton
in favor of this? Maywood and Wayne
are not! Move it out as promised and promised,
or move DOE
out and let EPA or state manage the site.
:f-:-yk~0

&,.3;
~4

oood bud'+.

cc:H!!2EiZ!LitJC:214;iH
Governor Whitman

&-I
c

-

. . v

Providing aews aad resources for environmenud justice - laauxy 6. 19%
CHEMICALS AND HEALTH--Part 3

Several studies of industrial dumps and
mated water supplies during the last
reported adverse health effects among exposed human
populations.’ The principal health findings include:
l Significantly reduced stature (height) for a given
age among cbiidren
chemical waste

I

is a naturally-occurring radioactive element Proceued
on this site by a private firm under contract to the old
1 Atomic Energy Commission, now called the Department of Energy.)
- J
l Low birth weight and birth defects in California
children born in c&us tracts having waste disposal
ites.’ L
l
Enlargement of the liver (hepatomegaly) and
abnormal liver function tests reported in residents
a to& waste dump in

I

F/mptOtliS

irri:ation, neuroiogic
and pancreatic cancer at 7 waste dispG,l

sites.’
l Significantly
elcvarcd rates of illness, including
chronic kidney disease. stroke, hypertension [high
blood pressure], heart disease, anemia and skin cancer
in a population exposed to todc metals (cadmium and
lead) from mine wastes in Galen Kansas ’
l
Leukemia (cancer of t P----O
c blood-formtng
. cells)
among a group of children drinking water contaminated with industrial solvents in Woburn, Masr. In
addition, a study of 4936 pregnsnaes and SO18residents of Woburn aged 18 or younger rcvcaled significant positive associations between intake of contatinated water and birth defects of the central nervous
s;stem, eie, ear, tid f2.Z (e.g., CIC:t paLiiC), 3s ueii ZS
abnormalitics of the chromosomes.’
0 In Lowell, ~&lass.,3 group of lC43 pcoplc living
1200 feet trom a large chemical waste dump was
higher in self-reported comp!aints of wheezing, shortncss of breath, cough. and persistent colds; incgular
heart beat: constant fatigue and bowel dysfunction,
compared to people living 2 and 3 times as far from
the dump.’ This study examined the possibility of
rcmll bi;u (pcop!e sclcc~ivcly rcmcmbering health
problems, or chemical exposures) and concluded that
recall bias did no: explain the lindings.
l
In Hamilton, Ontario, a study of people who
lived and/or worked ncnr an industrial dump revealed
significantly elevated rates of the following conditions:
bronchitis: difficulty brea:hing: cough; skin rash:

rl4lA

ff768t

arthritis; heart probkms (angina @e’& pa&j, and
heart attacks); muscle weakness in arms and leg;
tremors, cramps, and spasms; he>daches; dizziness:
lethargy; balance problems; and mood symptoms
(anxiety, depression, insomnia, irritability, and &lessne.ss compared to populations living further from the
site. )’ Recall bias was exrmtined and rejeacd as the
source of these problems.
. A survey of 2039 petsons in 606 households
living near the Stringfellow Acid Pits in Riverside
County, California revealed significantly elevated rates
for the following conditions ear infections; bronchitis;
asthma; angina [chest pain]; skin rashes; blurred
vision: pain in the ears; daily cough for more than a
month; nausea;.fie uent diarrhea: unsteady gait; and
frequent urination.?9.._.mall
bias was examined and
rejected as the cause of these problems.
l In Tucson. Arizona. a studv of 707 children born
--a
I
revealed that 35% of them were
( with hezd%ets
born to parents living in a part of the city where the
water supply was contaminated with industrial solvents
(trichlorbk<hylene [TCE], and dichloroethylene). The
rate of birth defects of the heart wry three times Y
high among people drinking the contaminated water,
compared to eop!e in Tucson ttot drinking contaminated water.’P
l
A study of 296 women exprriencicg a spontaneous abortion during the first 27 weeks of prrgnxxy,
rompared to 1391 women having live hiiths, rcz.4cd
an association benvcen spontanco~s :A:.5x
and
drinking water contsminsnts (d:tcc:;l>!r k~!s of
mercurv, or high levels of arsenic. p>::;;.;ic.m .\nd
silica).”
l Residents of Bynum, North CXC?X
~!rir.i:i::g
raw river water contaminated by industrini an>;!-:!ri;zltural chemicals, have developed cancer:’ 3.1 t-1 2.6
times more often than expected.”
To summarize: Epidemiological studies c~.not
prove a cause and eifcn :elationship. Ncvcr:>~lcss.
zvnilatle information indicates :ha: hz&ocs
waste
dumps can harm, and have harmed, humxm living
nearby. likewise, contaminated water supplies have
1
harmed people.
c’
The problem ofwasre dumps is continuing to grow.
As the National Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences said in 1991, “A limited number
of cpidrmiologic studies indicate that increased rates
of birth defects. spontaneous abortion, ncurolopic
impairment. and cancer have occur&l in some residential populations exposed to hazardous wastes. We
-arc concerned that other populations at risk inight not
have been adequately identiticd.” And the Ceun;il
said, ‘Willions
of tons of hazardous materials arc
slowly migrating into groundwater in areas where thcv.
could
pose
probiems in the future, even thoughcurrent risks could be ncgligible.“‘J
rThefe
is a move afoot now in Washington, and in
1 tbc mass media, to divert attention away from the7
s
G-

.I

June

9,

1994

Dear Ms. Susan

.
Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this
form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the,

(2)

Property
values will
probably
with
to leave "cleaned
soil"
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed
that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

--

June

9, 1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this
form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am.opposed
to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1) The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.
(2)

complies
with state
level
of protection

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

law nor
to the

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in t-heir budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
soil.
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been,overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

June

9, 1994

Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this
issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

June

9,

1994

Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pil,e.
I am .opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
if feasible,
treatment,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed
that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

June
Dear

Ms.

Cange,

Site

5,

1994

Manager,

I am enclosing
a copy of a letter
to the- editor
from the
by a
OUR TOWN newspaper
of March 31, 1994, and was written
Louise Torell.
I believe
every paragraph
should be included
in y3ur report
of comments made vn what you cali
an EE/CA for
the pile
in Maywood.
Tore11 so consider
the
I totally
agree with Mrs.
Isn't
it long overdue
comments made by her mine as well.
the people of Maywood to be free of this hazardous
waste
pile?
How could the EPA agree to 15 pci/g
clean up standard
when they have yet to find where it could be used in
residential
communities?
How could

the

DOE do the

same?

for

--

Torell?. .

4’

.sDear Kathy -.
Your article last Thursday
read “Thorium RemovalTo
Begin in Fall” and reported
CongressmanTorricelli gave
assurances that both the
Department of Energy
(DOE) and !t:s i2:axiea 2 ;ii
see that the cleanup be carried out to the highestenvi- J
ronmentalprotection agency
standards.
That would mean a cieanup to JPci/G above background. The site managers
Jeffrey Gram,Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA),
and Nick Marton. NJ De- J
partment of. Environmental
Protection and Energy
(NJDEPE), haveboth clearly
establishedthat S Pci/G is the
health-basedstandardand IS
PciIG is not applicableand
notprotective enough!!1
.., Aho Ronald T. Corcory
(11/10/93) replying for Acting Commissioner Jeanne
FOX (NJDEPE) said the J
NJDEPE has goneon record
Sating support for the 5
I’d/G cleanupand on record
dS0 for a)) Wastes generated
by the cleanupbe disposedof
at an out-of-statefacility.
A NJDEPE, July IS, 1993
Je:icr stated the same posi- L /
tions for the Wayne site
cleanup.
Later Vincent Pitruuello,
USEPA Region II. wrote on
October IS, 1993, and assured the Concerned Citizens of Maywood that the
remedial action for the
Maywood site will be as protective as the dean up at
Montclair that called for excavation, transportationand
offsite disposalof all wastes
exceedingthe 5 Pci/G cri*
&a. Soil washing did not
work, so let’s get to excavating- not delaying!!! i
The EPA in April, 1993.
said their agencyhas yet to
identify situations in residential communities where
the 15 Pci/G could be conJ
sideredappropriate.

_.----

In November, 1993,CongresswomanRoukema wrote
to DOE Secretary O’Leary
over the cleanupprocess.She
;y

$J:*i;

urged safeguarding. public
he&h and that the concerns
of the local residents be
addressed.
I hope all our officials will
IOUCUY and publicly demanda
S’Pci/G cleanupstandardof
all contaminatedsoils. A permanent cleanupis necessary
to getoff.the NPL Superfund.
List.
A May%%&that is finally
hazardoirr waste free will be
of benefit ~t%?$lLAfter 14
vearswe.desetie%cleanup-not a political compromise.
LouiseTore11
415 Bergen

178 Van Cleve Street
Maywood, NJ 07607
June 10, 1994
-

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department
of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:
In response
to your notice
Interim
Storage
Site pile,

seeking public
comment on proposed
I am writing
my comments below:

cleanup

of the Maywood

(1)

The cleanup
plan must adhere to the 5 Pci/g standard,
which is the EPA longestablished
"health
based" standard,
regardless
whether they are residential
or
commercial
properties.
I have a letter
written
to me by an EPA official
last
year attesting
to 5 Pci/g
as the absolute
health requirement.
Subsequently,
I
quoted paragraphs
of that letter
in my letter
to the editor
of our town paper,
"Our Town".
In commercial
properties
where employees are working
9 AM to 9 PM in many
instances
and there is a constant
flow of customers,
it is conceivable
the same
standard
should be applied.
After
more than a year of arguing
over the cleanup
EPA later
caved in to DOE demand under political
pressure
rather
than
standard,
on the basis of scientific
justification.

(2)

As the majority
of Maywood residents
do, I strongly
oppose the method of "soil
washing"
as a means to reduce radioactivity.
The "soil
washing"
method has no
successful
record of reducing
radioactivity
to below 5 Pci/g.
Instead of costsaving,
it is only a further
waste of time and of taxpayers'
money.

(3)

All soils
above 5Pci/g,
no matter how deep it is, should be excavated
to Envirocare
in Utah in accordance
with the New Jersey State Plan.

(4)

All thorium-contaminated
soilsabove
5 Pci/g in Lodi and Rochelle
Park should
shipped directly
to Envirocare
in Utah.
They should -not be allowed
to be
transported
into the MISS.

Thank you for

cc:

your

attention.

New Jersey Governor Whitman
New Jersey Senate and Assembly
New Jersey DEPE Commissioner
Bergen County Executive
Schuber
Maywood Mayor and Council

and shipped
be

la

111

2

05 Pi

‘911

June 9, 1994
Dear

Ms. Susan Cange:

Please
water

note
from

that

water

classifies

the

and site

In your
behind

and leave

on contaminated

How could

under

closed
because
site

Please

put

wells

water

would

soil

probably

the

site

its

years

as

became public,

and were

forced

to

The State

as potable.

However,

still
to use

have to be cleaned.

wash and leave

worse contamination

contamination
under

buildings

sites.

Most importantly,
does not

about

of the comtamination.

you would

the aquifer

health

use to get

the M ISS. In recent

their

ground

and aquifer

plans,

the town of Lodi

was revealed

town officials

purchased

it

years

the aquifer

more information
the

for

be cleaned?

15 pci/g

is not a health

seem to be a priority

me on record

Sincere1

g/fgimd
d

as being

with

opposed

based

standard.

Our

the DOE.

to your

propsed

plan.

. .

Some residents want St&pan
to pay more for clean-up
duck,theniG
million to clean similar llfe12 andkdslikea
thorium cites in West Chicago, got to be a duck”
For some reason, Toronto
Ill. under an order from that
While the federal govemstate. Illinois, unlike New Jer- speculated,
government
ment has consistent!y balked at
sey, does not have ita hands tied authorities do not want Stepan
the request, some citizens in in taking enforcement action by
to psy more toward helping to
Maywood and Lodi are urging federal elected officials. Kerr&an gmundwatcr contaminaauthorities to take enforcement McGee, like Stepan, inherited tion, as well se thorium-tainted
action against Stepan Company the West Chicagopropertyfmm
soil contamination, which has
to pay more toward cleaning Up a predecessor 6rm, Lindsey pollutad a portion of his comarea groundwaterand thorium Chemical and Light,’ in 1967. munityaswellasMaywoodand
contamination.
Yet Kerr-McGee has no protec- Rochslle Park
The federal Environmental tion from state and federal enIn defense of Stepan, Katz
Protection Agency has cleared forcement action.on came after cited a report on the Lodi wellStepan of polluting Lod?s mu- Stepan had already consented field from Ehasco Services Cornicipal wellfield. Meanwhile, in to pay for a remedial invest@
porati0~ which pointed glt
Maywood, Rep. Robert Tor- tion feasibility study regarding that the”km3ioactive iaotops
ricelli (D-9) is holding steadfast thorium, which is scatted
found in ‘a test well differ from
to his position that Stepan throughout the region and in those which emfmanted from
should not be held linanciahy eight burial pita on grounds the old Maywood Chemical
liable for footing the bill to clean surrounding the site. After re- Works site (acquired by Stepan
thorium-tainted
soil, even fusiig to cooperate. for over in 1959).Stepanhasalsodenied
though the EPA already cited three years., stepan since octo- liability for thorium.
Toronto said the borough inthe firm as a potentially re- ber 1991 hss been working
EPA orders to study and tends to retain ownership of the
ponsible party (PEP) for the under
eventually remediate chemical dormant wellfield. He said he
tainted soil several months pollutants
using company
envisona that it wiI.l someday
before Torricelli and Sen. Bill funds.
Bradley intervened legislat“Everything leads back to again bs a viable watersource.
ively to make the federal gov- Steps&” complained Mayor councilman Walter Curioni, a
emment the PBP in 1983. To Phillip Toronto of I&i, where Toronto supporter, agreed
Yt would be tremendous if
secure cleanup funds, U.S. municipal wells will stay
Public Law
polluted under EPA’s “no ac- they could pinpoint the source,”
Torricelli’s refusal to change tion” findings. Qey polluted Curionl said. “But I think it wilI
also corneadespite the fact that the aquifer and I believe they only be _a matter
_
._of time_.before
new
technology
is
developed to
are
still
polluting
it.
If
it
looks
Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation is committing some $140 like a duck, walks like a duck clean up the site.”

SyCHRlSNElllENSERG
Mlhe ShopptrWm

.

June

9, 1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

\
Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
treatment,

I
I.

(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
level
of protection

(2)

Property
values will
probably
with
to leave "cleaned
soil"
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

law nor
to the

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)
:

that they do --not . have enough money
The DOE has claimed
in their
budgets
to simply move out all tne contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

June

9,

1994
7

Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

I

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
has given
I.that.* a neighbor
to me to send to you for your solicitation
ot comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1) The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

I:
I.

I
I

(2)

complies
with.state
level
of protection

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

law nor
to the

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed
that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this
issue is a political
one
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

\

June

9, 1994

Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
prcposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1) The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.
(2)

complies with state law nor
level of protection
to the

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

.

JUH 111

June

9,

2 02 Ill

‘94

1994

Dear Ms. range,
My concern with the DOE soil
washing plan that you are
hoping to implement
in Maywood are the many operational
problems
that could possibly
arise.
Loading and moving the
noise from the soil washing machine that may be
soil around,
violating
our noise level
ordinate,
and the production
and
storage
of contaminated
water as a result
of the soil washing
process
are all problems
that could arise.
More importantly,
the continuation
of 15 pCg/ level
wastes stored
and located
near residences
and our municipal
pool gives me the impression
that the residents'
health
has
taken a back seat to costs incurred
due to storage/movement
of wastes to Utah.
Please make my comments part of your record on the
proposed
cleanup
of the pile.
Sincerely,

II
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June

9, 1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

\
Site

Manager:

Please accept this
form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the May-wood pile.
I am'opposed
to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
treatment,

(1) The DOE's plan
affords
public.

(2)

neither
an acceptable

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site
after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed
that
they do not have enough money
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
in their
It seems apparent
that
this issue is a political
one
soil.
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

3’19688

June 9, 1994
Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to ycju for your soiicitation
of comments on the
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option of implementing
volume reduction
for the following
reasons:
treatment,
if feasible,
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies with state law nor
level of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will probably
to leave "cleaned soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
in their
-. . - one
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
since budgets are estimated
through the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

149688
Am Id

June

9, 1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

2 02 PII ‘94

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am bpposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1) The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies with state
level
of protection

(2) Property
values will
probably
with
to leave "cleaned
soil"
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

law nor
to the

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health
been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

rl
,'/;" .'-(1d.- j
!'

&y7

149688

June 9, 1994
Dear Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies with state law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

June

9,

1994

Dear

Ms.

*Susan

Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
of
implementing
volume reduction
DOE proposal
with the option
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets
to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets
are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

I
11

117688.
Jla 111 2 01 PH'94

1

Dear Ms. Cange,
After reading in the Star
I see Wayne residents
article),
people from Maywood:
1. property
2. harmful

values
effects

Ledger today (see attached
have the same concerns as the

dropping
on peoples'

health

Please record my opposition
to soilwashing
for these
reasons.
Take out all the contamination
as previously
promised and ship to Utah.

117688
-_
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Klein gains thorium cleanup funds
By ELIZABETHMOORE

lo bstration, that it’s been there for

FLep.Herb Klein has announced so longand It’s a&ted their livesand
he has secured$4 million &om the $~~$<pv!h~&dM they want it
Departmentof Energy(DOE) to clean
An esltmatetli15.000
cubicyards
up thorium-contaminated soil in OCsoil
became
contaminated
during23
Wayne.
meh (D-(u~ok) aaid,,ew
yearsen two companiesprocessed
he wants the moneyand an upcoming mom&? sand at the site on Black
meetingof z~wnship,stateand feded Oak Nd@ RoadLpefim:t chemca!s
tvirtiy
to hastenthe Cleanup &~M~&~b@~&d~~~~~
“Eve; siuceI started my term of mdioactivethorhun.
Rare Earths Inc. processedthe
office,peoplehavebeentalking to me
, sandbeginningin 1948until the Davidson ChemicalDivisionof W.R.Orace
Co.acquiredthe sitein 1957.Theplant
closedin 1971.
The DOE wasgiventhe responsiMuty of handlingthe contaminationin
1983.In March, federalofficialssaid
they would considera soil-washing
pmcessrather than containmentto
cleanup the site.
Federalo6cial.ssaid a soil washhg machinedevelopedby the EnvironmentalProtectionAgencywill be
sentto Waynethis summerto conduct
atestmnofthewashingpmcess.

117688
--

June 9, 1994
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site

.
Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that
neighbor has given
the
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am.opposed to the
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
a

on

(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies with state law nor
level of protection
to the

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or
below on the site after soil washing (if it works)
becomes a reality.
The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent that this Issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated through the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

li
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\
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117688
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June 9, 1994

\

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal with the option of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:

(11 The DOE's plan neither
affords
public.

an acceptable

complies with state law nor
level of protection
to the

(2) Property

1.
1.
k

1

values will probably decline if a DOE plan
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or
below on the site after soil washing (if it works)
:
becomes a reality.

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent that this issue is a political
ohe
since budgets are estimated
through the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

117688

June 9, 1994

.

Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal with the option of implementins
volume reduction
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
treatment,

(1) The DOE's plan neither
affords
public.

an acceptable

complies with state law nor
level of protection
to the

(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or
below on the site after soil washing (if it works)
becomes a reality.
The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated through the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked in the politics
of
superfund?

:I

017688

June 7, 1994

Dear Mrs. Susan Cange-

The following
1

the Maywood pile

as sought by your

Please

part

i

J:,I
I.

make this
1. I support

stated
II
*-

are my comments on the proposed

in $&

:1
11-

"NJ balks

in their
at thorium

stance

as

cleanup"

which

I have attached.
2. I am against
town because it

the 15 pCi/g

is not a health

3. Maywood's population
a square mile area with

J

of comments from the public.

the DEPE of New Jersey

Record article

of

by June 13, 1994.

office

of your record

cleanup

A 15 pCi/g

Ship the wastes

is approximately

in my

10,000 persons

to increase
consequences

to a storage

ALL OF IT'!'::

being applied

based standard.

potential

would have negative

standard

site

due to its
for

central

location.
Bergen County.

in Utah as proposed!

NOW!:.!

Sincerely,

in

.N.J. bilks at thorium.deanup
Ry MICHAEt MOORE
swfwna
‘Restate Department of Environmental Pmtection and Energy
is refusing to appmve the federal
govemment’e plan to remove Lhorium-tainted soil spread throughout Maywood and Wayne, a move
that could further delay a cleanup
first pmmiaed mom than a decade
am.
“CaUing the federal Department
of Energy’s cleanup plan for
510,000 cubic yards of radioactive
soil “dangemua to the public,” the
DEPE is withholding its needed
approval until the federal agency
agrees to meet stricter standards.
“We don’t believe the DOE’s
cleanup plan either complies with
state law or affords an acceptable

A&s US to meet
tighter standards

picomrien is too high and want the

level of mtection to the pubIic,”
said Ntc4 Martone, DEPE manager for tbe Maywood and Wayne
&es. -We’re not going to go along
with this and give residents a f&e
eem3epf security.”
Trumpeted as one of the 6na1
obstacles to rolling the mdioactive aoil woea of North Jersey, the
DOE’s long-anticipated cleanup
pmposd. hammered out with the
federal Environmental Pmtection
Agency, call.9 for contaminated
dirt to be cleaned to a 1eve1of 5
picocuries of radiation per graro of
roil in residential areas and 16 pi-

‘I picocurie standard applied to
both residential and commerciai
pmperties. hi&one aaid cIeanup
cannot legally begin without
DEPE approval.
A picocurie ia a unit bf mdioactivity. Thorium is 8 radioactive
dement that breakn down into radon, a gas proven to caum lung
cancer and other ailments.
Area officiafa rupport the
DEPE’s demand for a uniform 5
p&curie standard.
Wayne Mayor David Waks. who
has been writing to the DEPE to
push for stricter standards, apSee MORIIJM Page A-8

amries
dhtdcta.

per gram in commercial

But DEPE officials believe 15

!

:TI~~FWJM~ State bak at us. proposal
iktb Jends Ukum dikmme Wr LOOl arty to my wbt ~0% do. 1 The thorium is a byproduct c
, ,md ia willing to intervene.
We’m dill waiting to pt rhe the manufactureof gaslantemr e
the old Maywood ChemicalWork!
‘The pvernor knows residenta’ ahte’a position b, writhg.”
hnvea goodrmse for wncern,” he
The EPA, which origindl~
nun- bctwenn1916and 1956.end at the
former W. R Grace&Co. plant in
aaidTbiihestobe&aoedup
ported a uniform d pic&u;ie
“At leant the DEPE baa taken a and. after coneuftiag with DEPE cleanupatanderd but later backed W e bntwecn 1948and 1971.
tough, pmtective rtance. The fed- commidiner [Robert Shin& ahe ofi after grap ling with the DDE
IF Eicidn fearthat the procera01
wiil get tlhga _moving.witb, the for a year, WI*8the federalagencies developingnew rtandarda.coupled
federal agencies.m4y hsva to reconsidertheir. no&
. ~. with the Possibility of disngreeBut the DOE aaid New Jera$a tionr
ment negotiating a compromise,
a parent refusal to approve the
“IR understandablewhy the could further delay the cleanupof
pf an could further delay the rtnte ban misgivinga,”add Jeff the aoil jut as the DOE and EPA
dennup. hrat proposedin 1983.
Cratz,
EPA site manager in squabbledelayedthe existingplen
“I don’t know what will .bppen Maywood and Wayne. “Our as- for 13 montbn.
nextand-rrn not sure what the aumpti~n ot 15.picacur+ being “I hopethis doesn’tturn out like
DOE or EPA’8 posnmn w now..- pmmtrve may have t,, h rreva. it did a year agobetweenDOE and
said SusanCange.DOE rite man- hated We may have to look at a EPA,”Cangesaid “But I can’t ray
ager for Maywood and Wayne. _ her hte.dn
for lure that it won’t.’

,

June 9, 1994
Dear Ms. Susan Cange, Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am.opposed to the
DOE proposal with the option of implementing volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies with state law nor
level of protection
to the

(21 Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or
below on the site after soil washing (if it works)
becomes a reality.
The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It 1seems apparent. that. .this issue is a political
one
since buagets
are estlmatea
tnrough the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked in the politics
of
superfund?

197688

I

.June 6, 1994
Ms. Cange:
I understand
your soil washing has not worked yet
soils
like in Maywood or over in Montclair.
that soil washing if it did whatever
do would save taxpayers'
money.

Aiso

it

on waste

is supposed

to

What I don't understand
is why the taxpayers'
money is being
used to clean up the situation
caused by an identified,
responsible
party.
I want to know why the government is
making the people incur the costs for a known polluter.
Soil washing would not be necessary
responsible
party'was
made to clean

if the identified
up the site.

197688
i

Dear Mrs.

Cange:

I am totally
against soil washing because if
contaminated
soil under 15 pCi/g is left after soil washing
in Maywood, our properties
would likely
decrease in value.
Remember, Bergen County is among one of the nation's
highest
priced real estate markets.
Is the federal government going
to reimburse property
owners for the likely
drop in real
estate prices?
Please

make this

part

of your record

of comments.

Yours truly,

.

c
117688

.

June 9,
Dear

Ms.

1994
Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing (if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
in their
soil.
It seems apparent
that this
issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?

.

June

9, 1994

Dear

Ms. Susan Cange,

Site

Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor
has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed
clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal
with the option
of implementing
volume reduction
treatment,
if feasible,
for the following
reasons:
(1)

The DOE's plan neither
affords
an acceptable
public.

complies
with state
law nor
level
of protection
to the

(2)

Property
values will
probably
to leave "cleaned
soil"
with
below on the site after
soil
becomes a reality.

decline
if a DOE plan
levels
of 15 pCi/g or
washing
(if it works)

The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their
budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent
that this issue is a political
one
since budgets are estimated
through
the political
process.
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,

f17688
June 8,1994
L
Ms. Susan M. Cange
Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration Division
PO Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:
Regarding the Maywood Interim Storage Site - Hasn’t it been an interim site long
enough? I want the thorium tainted soil gone! I am outraged that the Dept. of Energy is
considering “soil washing”. By making Maywood a permanent waste site, this will effect
property values which means my house value will decline. I use this as a form of savings.
The state requires a SpCi/g, why are we not following this health standard? I will urge
my politicians to follow NJ. health standards and urge complete excavation and shipment to Utah as promised by politicians.
The information about this facility is limited because of the limited readership of the local
town newspaper. Many people are unaware of the crisis. Is there a cancer cluster in
Maywood as their seems to be surrounding the thorium pile in Wayne?
I hope the Governor will involve herself in making this issue a state’s rights vs. federal
control. I will urge my politicians to follow NJ. health standards and urge complete
excavation and shipment to Utah as promised by politicians.

I)
Ii

11768

KEN & CORAL PETRElTl
33 Parkway l Maywood . New Jersey

1:
1.
I.
1

l

07607

Dear Ms. Cange,
We are concerned over the status of the Maywood, New Jersey
Thorium site. The New Jersey DEPE has said that the proposed plan
for clean up is “Dangerous to the public”. We request that no action
be taken until we are guaranteed of a safe and complete cleanup.
In addition many rumors of cancer deaths continue to circulate in
our community which we find extremely alarming. Many of these
rumors cancer cases and deaths are in the site area.

-I

2
1’

Sincerely,

..

-k
w-J@@
Ken & Coral Petretti
Concerned parents, citizens of Maywood.
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COUNTY OF BERGEN
Administration Building l Gwt PlazaSo&

I.
J-

l

21 Main St. l Room 300E l Hackens& NJ. 07601-7ooO

(201) 646-3630
William P. Schuber
countyExecutive

June 13,1994
Ms. Susanhf. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration Division
Department of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee3783 1

.

%
s
m
52

Re: Maywood Site - EEKA to Remediate The Storage Pile
Dear Ms. Cange:
This letter will serve as my comments regarding the engineeringevaluation/cost analysis(EWCA)
for the remediation of the Maywood storage pile.
I concur with your proposed recommendationof Alternative #2 -- “Expedited removal of the
contaminated material from the waste storage pile, followed by transport of the wastes for off-site
commercial disposal..“. The uncertainties of the soil washing technology, contained in
Alternative # 3, which has been raised by the community, municipal and county officials; indicates
that total excavation of aI1materials from the MISS is the only viable alternative. The DOE and.
EPA have been on record indicating the uncertaintiesin the performanceof this treatment
technology-. Your proposal to conduct the treatability study in 1994 of the proposed soil washing
technology for the Maywood soils, provides a reasonableplan of action.
While I am pleasedby your recommendation,I do have severalreservations. First, the 5-l 5 pCi/g
cleanup standard has not received universalsupport and endorsement. Community, municipal,
county and state officials have not endorsedthe negotiated policy between the EPA and the DOE.
Determining the appropriate cleanup standardcontinues to be a major stumbling block and halts
the cleanup process. Further discussionsto resolve this discrepancyneed to take place prior to
commencing the cleanup.
My second reservation involves the processin which it is determinedthat the soil washing
technology can reliably achieve significant reduction in the volume of waste requiring off-site
disposal. As the 5 - 15 pCiig cleanup debatehas garnered considerableinstitutional obstacles,;we
may revisit the sameparadox of determiningwhether one option is more preferable over another.
Quite frankly, I envision the same debate and extended negotiation processbetween all
environmental agencies, Therefore, I am recommendingthat comprehensivecoordination

MS. SusanCange
June 13, 1994 EJYCA
amongst al! interested parties take place to ensurethat we are not subjectedto another prolonged
mediation phase.
Third, I have great concerns with respect to the protection of human health and the environment
during the actual soil removal activities. I will be expecting the DOE, and its contractors, to
ensurethe following: that contaminateddust will not be generated; that you wili employ the
most stringent safeguardsto ensurethat no spillage of soil will occur during transport to the
MISS; and that wind and water erosion will not 0-r. The community expects appropriate
measureswill be uti!ized to reduce theseand a!! other potendzl adverse environments! impacts
and human risks.

1
I

,’
,I.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide commentsto your EECA report. I look forward to
continuing my dialogue with you regarding the Maywood Super-fundsite.

f-Bh-

W ‘am “Pat” Schuber
Bergen County Executive
WPSfas
cc: Borough of May-wood
Borough of Lodi
Borough of Rochelle Park
Bergen County Department of Health Services

COUNTY OF BERGEN
Administntioa Building

l

Court Warr .Soutb

l

21 Main St.

l

(20116463630

FAX (201) 646-3101

COMMENTS:

#

LI;F

Operator

PAGES (INCLUDING COVER)

Kmm 3OOEl Hackensack. N.J. 0X01-7ooO

Y

3176aa
June

9th

1994

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department
of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge,
Tn 37831-8723
Dear

Ms.

Cange:

Your EE/CA report
for removal of contaminated
materials
from
the Miss Storage
Pile is unacceptable.
One reason is we cannot
believe
DOE reports
or statements
based on our past experiences
Another
reason is DDE's current
attempts
to avoid
with you.
excavation
and disposal
of all wastes offsite
as directed
by
reported
in the June 1st 1984 DOE memo of Franklin
Congress,
E. Coffman,
director
(OTWDRA) enclosed.
Carefully
note that
FUSRAP, not Congress.

the DOE secretary
included
the project
in
Maywood is and never was a FUSRAP site.

As a result
Maywood and Wayne are caught up in a diversionary,
delaying,
unproven
soil washing scenario
to mask the fact "That
Congress is underfunding
the FUSRAP Program."
So is Tonawanda N.Y. where DOE's Richard
Guimond let the
out of the bag as p&r the 4127194 news article
enclosed.

cat

Note what else he said: The program can't
write
checks without
congress
money - The public
will
be involved
as long as people
can "Come up with some alternative
other
than shipping
everything
to Clive,
Utah",
the location
most often
cited
for proper
storage
of the waste.
In other

words

give

He also says DOE
most protective.
and Wayne called
and doesn't
know
If it
forget

him the

alternative

he wants.

has to do what is the least
expensive
and the
But he opposes the 5 PCI/G level
for Maywood
for by the State and wants to try soil washing
what it would cost if it worked.

does not work he may call Wm. J.
about what we said at our little

Muszynski
meeting.

(EPA) and say

On top of that I received
a memo from a Tonawanda N-Y'. Official
quoting
Guimond as saying soil washing worked in New Jersey
and on more highly
radioactive
materials
than Tonawanda.
He
This is DOE's concept of truth
in
did not identify
where.
reporting.

417688
Now read carefully
II He,referred
to New Jersey's attempt to
transport
off-site
statig that the objections
by other states
to the dangers of transporting
through them made it
unacceptable."
When do we find out about this?
This is not
unbelievable.
This is DOE at its best.
Like there is no
Montclair
wastegoing to Utah? Or' Colonie, N.Y.?
He also said what's done here would reflect
on other decisions?
Sound familiar?
Capping the N.Y. site was so opposed by
residents
he talks about soil washing instead.
Just like
.his letter
of April 19th 1994 to Congressman Klein
he says DOE withdraws Capping plan for Wayne and talks soil
washing.
Also that if it did not work it would take much longer
to excavate and ship offsite.
He has blamed underfunding
by
Congress.
As in West Chicaqo,funds
should be sought from the responsible
parties
for Wayne and Maywood. That's not FUSRAP. EPA could
ignore DOE's "Draft"
5-15 comments as they did not in New York.
Maywood and Wayne should be excavated and shipped out of state
as was directed
and promised.
The 5 PCI/G standard is in and
soil washing is out.
An investigation
described above.
concerned.

is certainly
in order to correct the actions
Mr. Guimond is also out as far as we are

We would also expect some explanations
Congressional
Officials.

and actions

by our

wgk&
69 Lenox Ave.
Maywood, N.J. 07607
CC:Vice President Gore
Hazel O'leary
(DOE)
Carol Browner (EPA)
Governor Christie
Whitman
Congressmen Torricelli,
Klein
U.S. Senators Lautenberg, Bradley
Mayor and Council, Maywood, Wayne
Bergen County Executive Schuber

Tonawanda, N.Y.
Robert Shinn
NJDEPE
State Senator
Byrdn Baer
West Chicago,
Illinois
TAG
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Action
Vicinity

DesctIption
Properties,

Xemorandon
Kapood,

(ADH) Review:
Hew Jersey

Proposed

Remedial

Actfon

of Energy

of

TO: File
After

reviewing

aI1

of the

pertinent

facts

fncloding

the

attached

Actfon

Description kmmdum (KM), I have determined that the remedial actfon
described in the subject ADM is an action which in.and of itself will have
a clearly
hsignificant
impact on the quality of the human envtronment

wfthin
U.S.C.

the meaning of
4321 et sea.

the

Rational

Environmental

Policy

Act

@EPA),

42

The Conference
Report accompanying the Energy and Uater Appropriation
Act
to the
for FY 1962 directed the Department of Energy (DOE) to give priority
undertaking
of a decontamination
research
and development
oroj_ect at the
Styan Companysite at Haywood, New Jersey. and the vicinity
properties
rhrch became contaminated
from the site.
The Conference
Report directed
the work fn fiscal
year 1984-&
$2,000,000
to be used to Initiate
Secretary has included the project in the Formerly Utilized
Sites RemedjaT
Yrogram.
1
-to
;

The general
approach to the project
at this s<te is, in the fnitial
phase,
f;ttecontaminate
the vicinity
properties
and store the waste on the Stepcti
.
se DOE will
take correctfve
actions
as necessary
prevent
o fsite
contamination
fror;: the site.
DOE will
also
Ourin further
tY
restore
the vicinity
properties
to a physical
conditton
equivalent
to that
In
before the remedial
action.

Separate
envjronmental
rev<ews will
on remedial
action
at other vicini?y
materials
or other
. the contaminated

.

quality
of the
4321 et sea.

human environment

be prejare d to suPport future
decisions
properties,
permanent disposition
of
remedtal
actions'that
may fmpact the

wtthin

I
e'I

Of the

HEPA, 42 U.S.C.

Franklln
E. Coffman", Director
Offfce
of Tenlnal
Waste Dtsposal
snd Remedial dctfon
*
0ffjc.e
of Hutleer
Energy
\

Attachrrrent
: v/attach.
R. Stern,
PC-25
S. treenleigh,
iC-j:!

Luzc -.
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Dear

3s.

!c,,ge:

h ..3 z.
,i
resijent
of
the
City
of
!-iac!.:ensack,
New Jersey,
I am
concerned
aboc,t
what
1s’ happenir.5
ir; tCe neic;b,;bar ins tour:
,:,f
I am writing
ta you
to express
my deep
concern,
no
Maywood.
at
tne
prc:gcosed
plans
put
fc;rward
by U.S.
Representative
aut r age,
iNJ-'st,+
I::D:! , at
the
behest
.=f his
cc~rporate
i?ober t T,:.f.f in-e: 1 i,
TSLepan
Chemical3,
to
raise
the
spons.3r
C;c i nr; St Epa;
in and around
the
level
itf the thariL:.m
tainted
soil
asceptabi?
it/
“Mount
To:r
ice:
1 i-Stepaz
!I:hemical
Tc~:xir
Waste
Dump”
from
5 pc i/g
as was. reported
in newspaper
ascounts
in
“The
t 11 ?5 >c11g,
That
Torricelli
and
Stepan
would
put
our
children
Shopper
News. ”
c.:mmmunities
at
risk
for
rorporate
profit,
the
“bottomand
OUf
not
speak
too
well
of
them.
1 ine:’ does

the
soil
in questiC:n
‘were in their
suspects
that.
if
caval ier
attitudes
about
its
they
would
scion
lose
their
June
1, 1934
Enclosed
are
newspaper
accounts
from
the
fclr
your
edi f icat ion.
edit ion of “The
Shopper
News”,
I assure
is not
going
to be the
last
you
hear
from
me co this
ycc~, this
matter.
One
backyards
removal.

Sincerely,

encl.

cc.

Amy Goldsmith
Chuc 1: Par cad i
David
.Yr ingle

. . .
..P..

.

i

_

se

99762
L&ii COu”lii‘;iLereacts
to MI, Chic&g0 cksion iC>’
EPArep:pibjecfsare notthe s’ame! i:
mAtwOOD - lko hii reddenkquestionedontheInat&r

iMstt&tstate.locsImdmunlyof?kiahshouldheu~
pE+aiveh6gheagulefederal
govemmeattommovede.ma
thotilan mated
s.9 thestste

ofmaoiihasbeendoiigfor
west chicago.
An announcement, made in
April by Illinois’ Republim
Gov. Jim Edgar, again points
as that the are StliLing &f.
femnms a3 to how the matem
have been handed by l lwkd
oGicid3 in the rqective
cornmunities.

hss&abed ToniceUi’aeffoas.
kmrdiDgtorbttw~to
RepubIicMComuGmM ahud WNe& DOE motma~r
Bccbtel N~tiond Goqwmh
hasspents39mGIionh~ymbd @irue1984.
NemtimttheSt.steofllUnoi,
basimpmedsucbhugeiines
?gPiDSt~ti-pattp,~eM
timeetsthatrtatardeuuadfor
tipping alI 640.000 cubic
yuds thorium-kinted mil Out
oltheregion,dm7nsLoditidenk Flank lad Cam1Bieniek
They questioned why are6 offlcide and the State of New

Tf0v0llOMEPAregiOa~in
NC YwU sues sup-g

tbeusaofl5p&g,tbat~Y
2,“”

f?r US,’said Guetler,
corimmdthattheMay.
d
urd West Chicagosite3
we aacuy similar. except for
DOES involvement
We’re amened.
hecam

DOEissuedthe EPAcanmenu
on our pmposedcleanupplaa
whentheyhmnobusincss
ItdoeauRlndutbougbtbe being here;” CuetIer added.
ektedoffi~in westchlcago %lt bemusethey issued the
EdgaraadtheStateofIlli.
CWnmCn@
in ‘dr& tirm. weke
we @ting reeulk so hr.’ tid
noia have been embroiled in Cm1 Bieniek a Lag V&y
beenunableto seethem”
litigation with Ke~~-bfcCee E&adr+ient.
She rpeculakd that DOE is
nexus
because any 3th-t
Chemical C!~rporatioc~Kerr.
in upset &muse
in West CbicagDwill
McGeehasbeenforredunder a sheIhemdwomen
her hu&.wi, Fmak deaaup
iaamse pmssum on the d+
ststelawtopay~peMItyofs33 wenottoMby~rdtorthat
pertroent to do the same for
dlioa. which will be held in the home wna matpminored
eacmw unless and until the with tainted wil upon buying Mngnood Lodi aad Rotbelle
PUL
carpamtion meete two dead- the property. The pmperty hu
lines for starting the perma.
But Jeff Gratz, EPA pmjm
a radiologid soil readingof 35

neat cleanup of 64.000 cubic
yards of 1 Us)2 thorium-tainted
soil (the exact 8mne clarisiGation as hlaywood). The annual fee will be capped to $26

million, providedthat the mrporationprovide tbe state an

Jgzycgytti.keE~

u-

piacuriu per v.
DOE has
put Bieaiek%i pmperty 00 I
scbedale for cJeanap. It is seek.
ingtocleaathesoUtotivepeUk
Their story mimm that of
Raymond cad Angel& toss.
who in 1991. Ippm dialocrted
ftom the Avenue C home they
pvthased
when the DOE
moved soil to the MISS. *etatlag massivr opposition ia

amptile
plaa for crcavatlag
and disposing the remaining
576.600cubic ywds of waste.
Any opportunity for the gwemment t4 take simbr
enfOrcementactions againat a Gya=d.
CuoI Bienieksu&sted tbar
printe pdy on thorium in the meideata
iu bfaywo&and ladi
Mq+Fmod mgios rbich h8.e

the West Chierp ap
bout 395,ooocuhii yard3 of kke
puada and baad togetherritb

roil. mu cfTectiwly Mpped in
1983. At that time, Rep. Robert

offidaktopmwumDGEaad

mrnsger for Maywood. titi

thattheWestChimg0si~bps
dXemt chpranetig
The aamuaptioa out them

pmpetiea
that

right Mw ia thet mast of the
we resideatial.”
Gmk tid They do not have
these hge canmemial tram3
like !&mod.
‘lbt’s
l big dif.
femaa:
initial
When informed

rem04
ofsoil in WestN
involra e lwgwxnmerifal dtc
(the pile at Kerr&f&a fattwy de), Gmk comparedthat
pb to U’A’e pmpmal for
CliminatitlgLhaJdISS-

pile.

Mayor John Steuert said be
Toni&ii (D-9) and U.S. Sen. WAtanndaULodi’rrrstc
BilI Bra&y (D-NJ) belpedob. dinc;lY west, as bss been wasenviousof West Chimg0’8
Gmk and &maaded tbar
tdn congressionaI appmv6J of espousedbythemate’rwti
a legishttivc amendmenS U.S. Iplq. ratherthan to theMISS. Haymodbe affordedthe same
kalwds, He rejectedGmtd
Public Law 9840.
Yhe pmblem ia tbc people ia
s9imltbatuseof~st.luldald
?be 1983law. supportedby, Lodi hare not gntbered
wer than the est&i&ed
15
among othem. Rep. b&ge
+ther to do somethingand I XUgekaded is mlevant in the
Rmkema (R-5) and U.S. Sen.
hinkth8thesahdthingc4
~~rmYw,lwimer,
Rank
Imaxherg
CD-Nfi.
bmv” she raid We needto aid Tonicelli would have ta
eventually created the Mayoin forces with Kpynood lecide whether
Stapaa abould
wood Interim
Stomps Site
ather than Ggbtingthem. Aa oat Meyrrood’r
thorium
(MISS) and removed Stepaa
he saying goes.‘United we leanup bill.
tad, dividewe fall.’”
Company a.3 e potentially mBarbaraGuetkr. a rep-nsponuble perty (PRPI for
ative of West Chicago’s
thorturn-tamred
contamiaatioa. The muat+
top FLepublican Bergen County EL.
ecuuvc WliLctm ‘Par* 5huber.

‘bonus Action Gmup (TAG).
aid her members are connnced -that B firm resatw

i?
!
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael MO ‘s
51 East Hunter Avenue Tul IO I 29 fy’gq
Maywood, NJ 07607
(201)36843663

June 4,1994
Ms. Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
P.O. Box 200 1
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8723
Ms. Cange:
I am shocked about the flip flop of EPA from a 5PCVG health based standard for cleanup to
the 15 PCIlG DOE standard.
Especially after EPA proved 15 PCVG is not health based. They did not flip flop in
Montclair.
DOE’s plan is not health based and I oppose it especially your untried cost cutter soil
washing. That’s my comment.
Now let’s hear from DOE and EPA. Will you please furnish Maywood a copy of the
transcript of the taped meeting between Mr. Guimond and Mr. Mustynski at EPA in New
York.
We certainly are interested in the answer to “what’s next after the Guimond and Muszynski
meeting”.
Sincerely,
Michael and Barbara Morris
cc: President Clinton

‘94
JlJi
I5 I 35 P#
June 9, 1994
Dear

Ms.

Susan Cange, Site

.
Manager:

Please accept this form letter
that a neighbor has given
to me to send to you for your solicitation
of comments on the
proposed clean up of the Maywood pile.
I am opposed to the
DOE proposal with the option of implementing
volume reduction
if feasible,
treatment,
for the following
reasons:
(1) The DOti's plali neither complies with state law nor
affords
an acceptable level of protection
to the
public.
(2) Property values will probably decline if a DOE plan
to leave "cleaned soil" with levels of 15 pCi/g or
below on the site after soil washing (if it works)
becomes a reality.
The DOE has claimed that they do not have enough money
in their budgets to simply move out all the contaminated
soil.
It seems apparent that this issue is .*_.
a political
one
- process.
since buagets are estimated through the polltxal
Has our childern's
health been overlooked
in the politics
of
superfund?
Sincerely,
/o$&
lv\PpJKb

.
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1
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CONGRESSMAN
ROBERT G.

New Jersey

9th Dlstrlct
.*-

QontactL
Phil Goldberg
(201) 646-1111

Monday, Uarch 21, 1994

Richard Guymond, Principal
(202) 566-7709

Dep. Asst.

sec.

of Energy

TORRICELLS ANNOUNCES START DATE POR CLEW-UP OF
THORIUM-TAINTED SOIL AT XAYUOODSUPERFUNDBITE
WYUOOD, NJ -- Rep. Robert Torricelli
announced that work will commence in July
35,000-cubic-yard
pile of thorium-tainted
stored in Maywood for close to a decade.

(D-New Jersey) today
removal of the
soil that has been

on the

"Within a matter of weeks, engineers will begin to prepare
And within a.matter of
for the removal of the Maywood pile.
months, the first
thorium waste will be sent on its way by rail
from Maywood to a permanent home in Utah," Torricelli
said at the
announcement.
"Today marks the culmination
of 14 years of hard
work by the Hayvood community and its elected officials,
and 14
patience."
years of considerable
A final schedule for removal of the waste was negotiated
by
l/;;rep . Torricelli
and the U.S. Department of Energy over the last
several months.
In May, the Department will release its plans
Work at the site will commence in July to
for removing the pile.
prepare for the first
shipment of contaminated soil by rail to
This work will consist
the Envirocare facility
in Clive, Utah.
of upgrades to rail
spurs already present at th6 rite and
decontamination
activities
to allow access for equipment and
workers.
In October, the first
tainted sci.1 will leave the site
for Utah.

.t

1

The Department of Energy has set aside 513.6 million
in its
Fiscal Year 1995 budget for the Maywood project,
including
$11.1
"The illocaticn
of funds
million
for actual removal actlvlcies.
shows that the Department of Energy iS fully committed to
I will be testifying
before
commence removal activity
this year.
the House Appropriations
Committee later this week to ensure that
Torricelli'added.
this funding is preserved by the Congress,”
Removal of the pile is expected to take two to three years.
In addition,
negotiations
between DOE and the EPA on a draft
clean-up plan for the thorium-tainted
sol1 this
still
spread
throughout several dozen properties
in Haywood, Lodi and Rochelle
Once the plan is released,
the
Park are nearing completion.
nave 60 days to comment.
public irl
Torricelli
said, "1 will be
working closely with both v
to ensure that the concerns
7
of the citizens
of Maywood are reflected
in the final
plan."

L

1.
I
1.
- 1 -lI
1
1

Noveinber 22, 1993
c

IVsshington, PC mr-;oog

Dear Friend:
I'm pleased to inform you that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC)
recently
made a decision
that will be of enormous benefit
to our efforts
to \
remove thorium waste from Y~ywood. The NRC has granted-a
license to
Envirocare
of.Utah to permanently store thorium waste.
This license r&es
Envirocare
the first
facility
in the nation to be licensed
to store such ---waste, and means that a repository
for the Maywood waste has now been
identified.
As you know, the United States Department of Energy has been working
L
with the U.S. Environmental
Protection
Agency to draft a final cleanup plan
for the Maywood cleanup.
The plan is certain
to call for the shipment of
most of the Maywood soil to a commercially
licensed site out of state.
In the meantime, I have beenworking
to ensure that once a final plan
is approved, there is a site*.iiii&r
contract
with the Department of Energy
that can legally
Zcept and safely store-the
thorium waste.
The NRC
approval removes the final roadblock to the granting
of such a contract
to k
Envirocare.
I am confident
that once a final
cleanup plan is approved,
there will be no delay in sending Maywood's thorium to Utah.

The citizens
of Maywood
the arduous effort
to remove
all regret the delays, it is
careful
environmental
planning
Id
lead to a better
cleanup that
__ d.isposal and efTicxent
use of

1

.I

should be commended for their patience during
deadly toxins from our neighborhood.
While we
important
that the job be done right.
The
and evaluation
that has been performed will
will guarantee safe transportation
and
. ~------‘---\
Federal dollars.

Please be assured that I will continue to'work
thorium waste from Maywood as soon as possible.
If
or questions,
please feel free to write or call.

to remo ii! eve
you ha&an?
z$%f)

.L

1

1.
I

1
1

RGT:reh

ROBERTG. TORRICELLI
Member of Congress
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143 Lenox Ave.
Kaywood, NJ 07607
June 08, 1994
Susan Cange, Site Manager
US Dept. of Energt
Former Sites Restoration
Div.
PO Box 2001
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-8723
Dear Ms. Cange:
At the recent Maywood Sidewalk Sale I received a flyer
at the Concerned Citizens
table, that included a newsclipping
dated February 26, 1992, that said, 'EPA could
lead thorium clean up and DOE would not oppose it.
Your Mr. Seay said EPA could come in and continue
DOE's work without interruption.
It's now June, 1994 and no clean up.
EPA a chance?
Didn't you let
for Montclair?

Why not give

EPA take over Maywood's Utah Plan

the

t: .
I:

.
4.176
OONTANT,SCHB=I3Y&ATKINS
ATTORNEYS

AT

33

STREET

XUDSON

XACKENSACE.

LAW

N. J. 07601

NEW VORK OeTICE

,914
FENSTER

June

1 ',
1

88

9,

61BJSZS
6 WEISS.

ESOS.

1994

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Department
of Energy
Oak Ridge Operations
P. 0. Box 2001
Oak Ridge,
TN 37831
Re:

Borough

of Maywood,

New Jersey

Dear Ms. Cange:

I:

Please be advised
that I am the attorney
for the Borough of Maywood. I
have been asked by the Mayor and Council
to write
to you to advise you
of the opposition
of the Mayor and Council
to the cleanup proposal
of
and Council
have become
aware
with
regard
to the
which the Mayor
I enclose
for your review
Maywood Interim
Storage
Site
("MISS").
of my letters
of April
13 and June 6, 1994, to William
J.
copies
Muszynski
and Kathleen
C. Callahan,
Director
of the United
States
The Mayor and Council
of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency ("EPA").
Borough remain steadfastly
opposed to any cleanup standard
other
than
the 5 pCi/g standard
that had previously
been endorsed by the EPA.

I
II

we have learned
that the New Jersey
As noted in the enclosed
letters,
Department
of Environmental
Protection
("DEPE") has continued
to call
for a cleanup
in accordance
with the 5 pCi/g standard,
and the Mayor
and Council
hope that the DEPE's opposition
will
cause the EPA and the
DOT to adhere to the 5 pCi/g standard.

1
1.
\
t
1,

the enclosed
letters
indicate
the opposition
of the Mayor
In addition,
and Council
to the proposed soil washing operation.
There are at least
two reasons for this opposition.
First,
the Mayor and Council
have not
that
the so-called
soil
washing
been provided
with
any evidence
technique
will
safely
reduce the level of contamination
to the 5 pCi/g
standard.
are of the opinion
that the
Second, the Mayor and Council
proposed
soil
washing should not be conducted
on the MISS.
This site
is in the middle of a highly
pop.ulated
and heavily
traveled
area.

117688

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Re: Borough of Maywood, New Jersey
June 9, 1994
Page 2

Accordingly,
based on all of the information
available
to the Mayor and
of the
Council,
the position
of the DEPE, and the previous position
EPA, the Mayor and Council have no intention
of approving the proposed
resolution
of the dispute between the DDE and the EPA, and oppose the
revised cleanup proposal'which
we are told is scheduled to be formally
presented to the public for comment in June 1994. Please consider this
letter
as the opposition
of the Mayor and Council to that proposal if
As I have not received a
it has been presented for. public comment.
copy of same, I also ask you to send it to me.
Thank you.

ATF:RG
Enclosures
cc: Mayor

and Council

117688

1.
4,
1,
I.

June 6, 1994

Kathleen C. Callahan,
Director
Emergency and Remedial Response Division
United States Environmental
Protection
Agency
Region II
Jacob R. Javits
Federal Building
New York, NY 10278-0012
Re:

J_
I
1.
?I
1.

Borough of Maywood

Dear Ms. Callahan:
Thank you for your Hay 10, 1994 letter,
which replies
to mine of April
13, 1994.
The ,Mayor and Council have asked me to write you to adain
express
their
strong
disapproval
of the 'S/15"
criteria
for the
cleanupI and opposition
to a "soil washing" operation
on the Mayvood
Interim Storage Site ("MISS").
The MISS property should be cleaned to
Although you refer to land use consideration&
in
the 5 pCi/g standard.
your letter,
the Mayor and Council are convinced that the 'residential"
standard is the only viable health-based
standard for the'HISS.
ofhe
property
shculd be cleaned up so that residential,
commercial,i.or
industrial
uses are permissible.
The time
to do this is now, ‘hot
later,
3s
you imply, as land use changes affect
the properties.
i,
I enclose for your review Resolution
No. 66, of the New Jersey Sonate
which calls for the immediate removal of all contaminated soil from thj
MISS,
and the related properties.
The Mayor and Council of the Borough,',
of Maywocd have also oxpressed this demand by Resolution,
as have the:
.
voters of the Borough of Maywood, by referendum.
rThe Mayor and Council
also must again express opposition
to theproposal
for 'soil
washingW on the MISS.
The MISS is in a highly.
populated and congested residential
area.
This is not the place for
the use of the untested
"soil
washing"
operation.
I note the
following,
as reported
by The Record on Ray 24, 1994:

1.

1.
1,
;

k,afhlfienoroufh
C. Caoi 1fiaywbo8irector
han
June 6, 19 4
Page 2
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An April 1993 report by the EPA on the proposed cleanup of
thorium
and radon in Orange stated:
.'No treatment
technology
is known today that can substantially
reduce the
toxicity,
mobility,
or volume of the type of radiation.'
The
report suggested disposal of all the contaminated soil.
According
to an EPA report
released
in December 1993,
'before
it and tile DOE resolved long-standing
differences
on
hou to remedy the Wayne and Haywood contamination
problems,
wseparation
of soil and radioactfve
contaminants
has been
ineffective
and was considered wnot feasible.
for Maywood and
Wayne.
Released in February, DOE literature
introducing
the soilwashing alternative
said:
'The effectiveness
of [soil
washing],
or now well
the process will work, is uncertain..
With this information
at hand,
soil washing at the MISS.

the Mayor and Council

strongly

oppose

Of even greater significance,
however, is the strong position
taken by
Protection
and Energy.
As
the New Jcraoy Department of Environmental
reported
in The Record on June 4, 1994, the New Jersey DEPE has called
the proposed clean-up plan -dangerous to the public."
The DEPE has
correctly
called for strict
adherence to the 5 pCi/g standard..
The Mayor and Council urge that the E.P.A.
and the D.O.E. follow the
lead of the New Jersey DEPE. I also request that you provide me with
the information
you refer
to in your letter,
which you state would
indicate
that the type of soil washing unit being considered has been
operated safely and effectively
elsewhere in the country.
I also ask
that you advise me of when and how the =revised cleanup proposal.
will
be formally
presented for public comment.
c
Thank you.
Very truly

yours,

ANDREWT. PEDE
ATF:RG
Mayor and Council
cc:
Congressman' Robert G. Torricelli
Senator Frank R. Lautcnberg
William P. Schubor, Bergen County Executive
James Pasqualo, New Jersey Department of Health
Nicholas Martono, New Jersey DEPE
Governor Christine
Todd Whitman
Commissioner Robert Shinn, New Jersey DEPE

.
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May 17, 1994

Hon. Mayor John A. Steurt
Members of the Council
Borough of Maywood
459 Maywood Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607
Dear Mayor Steurt

and

and Council

Members,

Enclosed is a copy of SCR 66 dealing with the removal of
all thorium waste from Maywood and from your neighbors in
Lodi and Rochelle Park.
This matter has been a nagging
problem for Maywood's citizens
for too long and calls for
immediate settlement.
I'd like to draw your attention
to the fact that the
resolution
addresses contaminants
that might be underground
as well as those found in the pile.
My office
remains ready to do everything
assist you to reach a satisfactory
conclusion.
your advice and help.

possible to
I welcome

li
1
J

1J
I
1 .’

-.

mmorialirirq
the united
States
Environmental
PEgtectt
Agency,
Wm8ioa
in conjunction
with the officials
ofeX
action,
effectuate
the imediate
and prmazent
removal
of
Borough,
contaminated
POU fran
sitea
iu KA
Perk Township, and ZlodL Township, New v ereey.
8
WHEREAS, The radioactive
metallic
element thorium,
byproduct
of certain
manufacturing
proceaeeo that occurred
chemical
ccqany
on-site
from 1916 to 1959 at the Ha
fn Xqwod'
New Jersey
was mixed wr"d
th other mbotancee and
used as fili
in eeveral bcations
in residential
areas
of
and had contaminatd
sm properties
in

A CQXCURRSNT
RBOLUTION

NNJutment
the
expedient
State, to
thorium
Rochelle

k!ie

the
Nnetgy,
Nuclear
Regulatory
of

waste

iti%?

P knrhip

Because
x&e
United
a cleanup
that
contaminated
soil
and
conetructed
the contaminated
Chemical Coupany;
Thio

and

Ledi

Tamship;

and

’

of the 5,minent
danger thin
situation
Stateo Department of Xm3x
removed approximately
40, 811
from meveral of the affected
the Xaywood Interin.
Storage SP f?%%
Waywood
aoil on the mite .of the fanner
and

contaminated

to reduce

in

soil

im

the ris

now atored

on-site,

Interim

Storage

EREASi&horium

contaminated
soil etill
must be removed at
of the Haywood Chemical Company, which was
and at
purchased in 1959 by the Stepan Chem&~~llora~
oeveral
other
sitee
in Xaywood,
I: andbodi
that were contaminated
by
thorium
waste from the Kaywood
Chemical Company site? end

I

‘t
1

This widespread contamination
mm.
health,
oafety
and welfare
of
the
communities;
and

threatena
citizen6

z$z? puzk&

Although
the United
States
Department of Kner
mm,
haa been alow to develop a plan
for
the removal
of th 9y8
contaminated
soil
and the Environmental
Protection
Agenc
has not es yet decided on a final strategy
for
the remova f:
of the thoriwn
contaminated
soil
frca these
sites,
the
Couuaiesion.has recently
licensed
d site
Nuclear Regulatory
in the
State
of Utah to accept t!ais type of waste and the
Department of Ener
has made a coumilxent
to remove all
the contaminated
soY 1 to that site; and
It
is imperative
that there be no further
dela
in
~~e,,~emov~l ziatthe
thorium
contaminated
eoil
from t i eee
immediate
action
be taken to permanently
remove all
soil
from the Haywood,
thorium
contaminated
Rochelle Park, and Lodi nites; now, therefore,

WHEREAS,

13, 1994

April

William

3. Huszynski,
P.E.
Acting
Regional Administrator
United States Environmental
Protection
Rogion II
Jacob’K. Javits
Federal Building
NY
10278-0012
New York,
Re:

Agency

EPA Region 2'3 Position
on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup
Levels for Radionuclidc
Contamination
at the Maywood
Chemical Company Superfund Site, Mnywood, NJ

Dear Mr. Huszynskiz
Please be advised that I am the attorney
for the Borough of Naywood.
The Hayor and Council of the Borough have received a copy of your March
to Joe La Crone in regard to the above-referenced
23, 1994 letter
Although a more detailed
statement
is forthcoming,
the Mayor
matter.
and Council authorized
mo to immediately write tc you to indicate
their
objection
to the proposed clean-up plan referred
to in your letter.
The Mayor and Council strongly
object
to the use of the 15 pCi/g
The Hayor and Council were under the impression that the.EPA
standard.
is not a
was enforcing
a 5 pCi/g standard.
The 15 pCi/g standard
health-based
standard according
to the information
provided to us and
is therefore
unacceptable
as a remcdiatfon
love1 in the affected
aria.
Accordingly,
the Mayor and Council
of the Borough of Maywood urge 26,
advancing the clean-up levels reached in $our
to stop any proceedings
letter,
and this demand is also being made 'to the Department of Enedgy,
as a copy of this .lettcr
is being sent to Mr. La Crone. The Mayor and
Council
had hoped that the EPA would not waiver from the 5 pCi/g
They
standard despite the position
taken by the Department of Energy.
insist
that you reconsider
your proposal to agree with tho Department
of Energy's clean-up standard.
-A

:

i

William J. Muszynski, P.E.
Re: EPA Region 2's Position on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup
Levels for Radionuclidc
Contamination
at the Haywood
Chemical Company Superfund Site, Maywood, NJ
April 13, 1994
.
Pago 2

In addition,
the Mayor and Council insist
on the immediate removal of
all of the contaminated soil from the Maywood Interim
Storage Sito and
The Hayor and Council
other affected
properties
in
tho
vicinity.
oppose any soil washing program on the site beciuse of the obvious
in the area as well
effects
this will have on the health of residents
The Mayor and
as people working
for businesses.surrounding
the site.
Council have not seen any evidence indicating
that soil washing is an
effective
remodiation measure that will reduce the. level of contaminaAgain, the Mayor and Council ask you to
tion to the 5 pCi/g standard.
immediately
rethink
your position
in regard to soil washing on this
site.
Instead,
all contaminated soil should be removed from the site
and either stored or treated elsewhere, far away from populated areas.
Thank you for your considerat ion , and if you have any questions,
do not hesitate
to contact me.
Very truly

yoursI

ANDREWT, FEDE
ATF: RG
cc: Joe La Gronc
Mayor
and Council

,

please
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N.J. balks at thorium cleanup .
ZMQHAE’

MOORE

The&ate Department of Environmental Protection and Energy
is refusing to approve the federal
government’8 plan to remove thorium-tainted soil rpread throughout Maywood end Wayne, a move
that could further delay e cleanup
first promised more then a decade
asO.
Calling’the federal Department
of Energ ‘8 cleanup plan for
610,000 cufi ~c yards of radioactive
soil ‘dangerous to the public,” the
DEPE is withholding ite needed
epprovel until the federal a ency
agrees to meet rtricter rtan ct rde.
“We don’t believe the DOE’s
cleanup plan either compliee with
8th~ hW or affords an acceptable

I THORIUM:
are starting t& aee the light df
dsy.”
“At least the DEl% haataken a
tough, protective stance.The federal agenciesahould get in line
with the stata’adiractiveao WI can
clean this up quickly and safely,”
raid Bergen County Executive
William “Pat” Schuber.“I will he
pressingGovernorWhitman to interveneand push the federalagencies to adopt the standardsof the
DEPE.”
Whitman apokeamanCarl Colden raid the governor ia aware of

I

Asks U.S. to meet
tighter standards
level of protection to the public,”
raid Nick Martone, DEPE manager for the Mnywood end Wayne
rites “We’re not going to go along
with this and give reaidenta a false
8en8epf eecurity.”
Trumpeted. ee one of the final
obetadee to raking the radioactive 8Oti woea of North Jersey, the
DOE’8 long-anticipated dennup
pmpoaal, hammered out with the
federal Environmental Pmtection
iiTT2becTknf~
tE%E~
picocuries of radiatbn per em of
coil in residential are&s en f 15 pi-

cccurie8 per &em in ooaunercial

diatrictaBut DEPE o&ids

believe 16
picocuriea ie too high end want the
‘6 picocurie standard applied to
both residential and com~zrciel
properties. Martone said cleanup
cannot legally begin without
DEPE approval.
.A picozutie is a unit of radioactivity. Thorium is a radioactive
element lhat break8 down into zadon, a gas proven to cause lung
cancer and other ailments.
Area officials rupport the
DEPE’r demand for a uniform 6
picocurie rtandard.
Wayne Mayor David Wake, who
bas been writing to the DEPE to
push for rtrictar standards, apSee THORIUMPageA-8

Statebalks at U3. proposal

duct of
North Jeraay’athorium dilemma “It’s too early to aaywhatwsl’do. ’ Tba thorium ia a
9 anternsat
,.and ia willing to intervene.
We’re atill waiting to get the the manufactureof gaa
the old MaywoodChemicalWorks
‘The governorknowa raaidenta e.hta’s sition in writing.”
havea goodcausefor concern.”he
The eoPA, which originally aup- between1916and 1956.and at the
said. ‘Thh bnn to be cleanedup ported a uniform 6 picocuria former W. R. Grace &Co. plant in
and, after consultingwith DEPE cle.anup standardbut later backed
comm’~ioner [Robert Shii), rhe
ling with the DOE ~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~
will get thiip moving ,with, the
the federalagerciea
federalagencies.”
ve to reconsidertheir ;aai- : with the possibility of diaagreeBut the DOE aaid Naw Jer&a
ment negotiating a compromise,
tfOM.
apparent r&.sal to ap rove the
“It’r undemtandablswhy the could further delaythe cleanupof
plan could further a elry the r&da haa mkgivinp.” aaid Jeff the aoil.just aa tha DOE and EPA
cleanup,tint proposedin 1983. Crrtr, EPA site manager in quabble delayedthe existingplan
“I don’t know what will happen Mwwood and Wayne. “Our as- _ for 13 months
next and I’m not sure what the aumption of 1.5pi;ocuries being
“I hopathis doesn’tturn out like
DOE or EPA% position is now,” rotactive may have to be raava- it did a year agobetweenDOE nnd
aaid SusanCange,DOE rite man- Puated. We may have to look at a EPA,”Cangesaid.“But I can’t-say
ager for hfnywwd and Wayne. - lower criteria.”
.for sure that it won’t”

I
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Parodi. . .
mu

Editor

-

By waiting a week on your
thorium bwlday present artitii~~im”
extreme aubarrassmcnc and
asked him what’s soing on?
who Is pccs.surillgwhom?
You quoted bhn on Mar&
21, standing by the pile that
he created. on the Mwwod
tntcrim Storage site (MISS)
he helped crate yia m-agree-

:.
.__
:
residcntials are h Lodi and
Rochclle Park. Then there
will be %accasible*’ properties, like undcr.buBdings,
whii will be ignord until
they arc danoushcd in the
future or othcdse. If soil
washing worked, the soil left
behind can be coatatuinated
8ShighISlJpd/&With~O

limits under the buildings.
lluls along with unranducd soils under *buildings.
Maywood wiU be changed
from an Interiut StorageSite
tnent bawcal the Depart- to a Pcrmatlatt Disposd Site.
,I’ * mcnt
of Energy (DOE) and But they promised five-year
Stepan company. without a reviews to insure human
I\ MISS. the hazardous wastes health remains“protated”?
would have been shipped
The state dcanup standard
\ 1 c&where just like at Mont- is 5 pd/g and NJEPA and
dair. Olen Ridge, West USSEPA had dearly proven
omngc, etc. Yes. exavate that I5 pd/g is nor a health
t, and disposeout of state. The baud standard, and cited
1 NJ Departmax of Environ- canar risks involved.
mental Protection and EnaAs late as November 1993.
&J CGDEPE) $&I foi May- dx months afk%T’the May-.
; wood was used for Mont- wood dispute staned, the
.I clair instead. You stated that EPA issuedthe action criteria
Torricelli
said the pile for 8 West Chicagosite, with
removal wiU take two to three the samekind of wane. Ihey
: years and DOE will releaseits dted the law to prove 5 pd/g
’ plans in May for alI the is a h&h basedstandardfor
I wastesbeneathtbc MISS and dautup of the residential
at various residential and areas including commerical.
: commercial properties in institutional and municipal
i Maywood. Rochclle Park, properlies. And that 1Spci/g
I, d Lodi.
is not a hca.lth based stanAlso. that DOE plans to dard! But on March 24 the
, ise a 3oil washing”process New York EPA acting ad; o separate and reduce vol- ministrator cavedin by ignorL e of mntamination from ing the EPA’s own health
deansoil.Aproassthatdid:
basedfacts. Who is.rmponsi101 work at the Montclair ble? An iyesttgatlorf, is in
uca sites and Maywood hss o~tcrx,,Lct s call it Back\ I tighcr concentrations of
radioactive material than
Our state offidals must
Otltdtil
stand futn. Our local officials
must urge the NJDEPE to inr Finally. you said TorriccBi
&adc assurancesthat it is sistoor5pci/gdcanupofall
both the DOE and his inten- con~aminatcdsoil whereverit
ion to seeto it that the clean is. and the County and State
: a be carried out to the high- gso;f
Hyh as weI!! Mr.
t Environmental Protection
“I wlu be
I ency (EPA) standards. working dosciy with both
But
three
days
kiter,
On
departments to ensure that
, ‘ad 24. Senator Lautcnrg announcal that EPA
’d, dDOEhadnowagrcedon
9trict”
. . cleanup
. guiddin~s-of
_ xi/g abovebackgroundfor pose at Envirocar~.’Utah.
;idcntial properties and IS No unproven soil washing
I ‘/g for Commerdd/gOv- delay. No more interim or
:mment arcasorthe site. 7%~ permanent disposal site.

. . . . . -..A-..o.-.v.-2.-.v.-.-.
A...... . ..A ..555......1.%

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..*.
. .
. .

Shipmeatof aIt wastesdirect
to Utah!
Maywood officials should
insist now that theseposnions
be reflmcd in the DOE proposed plan unlcs.5they disagree with Mr. Torricdh as
SenatorLautcnbcrgdoes.
Sincerely.
Chuck Parodi
48 West Grove
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International
Association
Of Machinists
And Aerdspace
Workers

Local Lodge 1016
Post Office Box 31
La Guardia Station
Flushing, N.Y. 11371
Phone and Fax Number
516-997-0!12

_

-2:
Faith In The Future

Pride In The Past

Public Comments (EE/I
on clean up

475 Bergen Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607
June 07, 1994

.

Cange, Site Manager
U.S. Department of Energy
Former
Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37831-8723

Susan

Dear Ms. Cange:
to R.P. Whitfield
The DOE lacks credibility
in Maywood. See our 11/22/89 letter
giving many reasons for our opinion for comments in DOE FY 1991-1995 brochure-8189.
Note Comment and DOE Response (1989)
..DOE Response PS. .247
ENVIRONMENTAL
RESNXA=IlON
--

IWJB 17
.COMMEm DOE hasno craiibiiry in &pocd.
NcrvJcmey,whaeDOEoffiklraaaMbelWai
~yuwdhubca%Uuviccima[liu~nddccck

Five years later,
our opinion is that DOE lacks greater credibility.
DOE has
not improved relationship
with the public in accordance with above Response, and
even despite the establishing
of an office in Maywood to improve their public relation
image.
See 3/30/93 (Tore11 to O’Leary) ltr - regarding
DOE personnel,
political
activity
on Tag Grants,
Approximately
5 years ago,
Envirocare
representative,
the permit to accept mixed
received DOE classified
the
the ll(e)2.

further
subterfuge
activity
by
lies and deceipt.(copy
attached).

March 18, DOE personnel met with local officials
and the
at which time it was decided that when Envirocare
obtained
waste, it would be shipped to Utah. When this permit was
waste ll(e)2.
Envirocare
later received a permit to accept

See attached newsarticle
(g/21/93)
Record - Agency OKs dump site for contaminated
Clears
the
wav
for
clean
un
in North Sersev. Senator F.R. Lautenbergquotes,
soil “Soon,
there
will be a facility
to ship these deadly toxics to.
This clears a huge
stumbling block in our efforts
to get these wastes out of hew Jersey.”
1.

S. Cange
6/W/94
Re:

Public Comment on
Clean up of MISS

Subsequently to this good news, DOE personnel comes up with a soil washing methodan UNAPPROVEDMETHODfor clean up. Such a method DID NOT WORKIN MONTCLAIR, but
DOE personnel has the &
to attempt to use it in Maywood and the nerve to call
We have asked our officials
that their office
of
such aaurqroven method-technology,
public relations
be closed, but perhaps while they are still
here, the office
should
be called a propaganda office
to brainwash the public into accepting the soil washing.
We have fought long and hard in Washington for passage of the'Right
to Know Law,
which was enacted to protect
the worker in hazardous industries
and people who live
See attached copies of Rachel's Hazardous Waste News 1370.
near toxic waste sites.
facts
Chemicals and Health - Part 2 and #371-Chemicals and Health, Part 3, stating
regarding increased risk of birth defects and some specific
cancers to people
living
near a hazardous waste sites.
See attached Record newsarticle
(6/4/94)
N.J. balks at thorium cleanup - Asks
U.S. to meet tighter
standard and states that cleanup cannot legally
begin without
-EPA cuts price tag for radium cleanup DEPE approval,
and 6/S/94 newsarticle
Essex project also taking less time.
IT CAN BE DONE FASTER AND CHEAPER- The clean
The DOE should not

sacrifice

the health

up. THIS SHOULDBE APPLIED TO MAYWOOD
TOO!!!

of the publicatany

expense

The original
plan for Maywood is "Excavate and ship out once there was a place to
put the waste". That is what the public has been fighting
for the last 10 years.
While Secretary Hazel O'Leary welcomes whistle blowers, DOE personnel never acknowledged
our requests for a meeting with her.
We therefore
have every reason to believe that
our letters
never reached the Secretary,
but have been cut off with responses forwarded
by her underlings.
,
Unless DOE personnel in charge of this project brings our requests to the attention
of Secretary O'Leary, and giving her the true facts on this serious
health issue,
the matter should be forwarded to the Attorney General's office
for a full investigation.
Sincerely,

eter

ENCS: As stated

above

cc: Concerned Citizens

of Maywood

T, Tore11
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I(r. uhlrfkld
Q.3 - 11/22/89
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# P 326 190 825
475 Bergen Avenue
mywood, NJ 0700f 7 6 8 ;
March 30, 1993
Hazel O’Leary. Secretary
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585
Dear Ms. O’Leary:
These are my comments on the DOE Five Year Plan 1994-1998,
inclusion
in the comments and responses.

sent to assure

First,
the Site Manager and personnel involved at the DOE “information”
office
in Maywood have carefully
managed to keep the 1994-1998 plan out of the hands of
There has been no copy at the office and, as late as March 24,
Maywood residents.
the site manager said,.“Oh,
they are updating the 1994-1998 Plan”.
of DOE heleand at the site in Wayne, X.J.
Yes, there is a general lack of trust
Such an information
office is a waste of taxpayers money. This is what DOE terms.
a Community Relations Program to educate the public.
See the first
attachment
showing pickets and the cost for the unnecessary office.
(NO MORE THORIUM, PROTESTORS
DEMAND- 4/24/92)
And the second attachment - (Why Have They Lied to You!!! - You Have the
Right-to-Know!!!
) Thfs quotes Mr. William Seay and James Wagoner (both DOE)
saying more funding to start a Utah (disposal)
move would be available
if EPA
reassumed control of the Maywood Project through its Superfund.
Mr. Wagoner
is quoted saying EPA has a pot of money called Superfund and DOE does not because
they have to request the money. Why shouldn’t EPA reassume control of the Project.
It was a Superfund Site since 1983 and never was a Fusrap Site.
Proof of this
is readily available.
The third attachment is an August 25, 1992 memorandum from Concerned Citizens of
May-wood, N.J. to Bergen County Executive, km. Pat Schuber on the subject:
Legal
EPA TAG Grant vs. DOE Illegal
TAG Grants?
.
While Page 1-172 of the 5 Year 1994-1998 DOE Plan says the cleanup process must
not be politically
controlled
but must be a joint effort
between municipalities
and the government for the benefit
of the public - the memoshows use/missuse of
a $50,000.00 carrot to set up a local politicians
coalition
to work toward
DOE’s goal of overcoming the public’s
objections
to and mistrust
of DOE personnel
and activities
- especially
DOE’s intent to continue to store wastes in Maywood
from other towns about which they lied.
After 10 years Maywood has 35,000 more
cu. yards from outside.
We certainly
“summary”.

expect some investigative

action,

not just

the usual

curt

response

Sincerely,

cc:

President

Bill

P.S. See attached for
of enclosures

Clinton
list

&w
(201-845-8394)

:

Clearsthe way.
for cleantipiri .!
N&h :: Jer$e’
yI.,
.

&ed fscilIty In the United St&f&
the
‘&pod of low-level radioactive&te&l
. like thorium. Ford appmvd from the
federd Ewironmenti Protection Agency
bqectedwithinthemonth.
:’
Thorium, a byprixiuct Of the Amfac.ture of gss lanterns at the
“d” 19$
Chemical WOrkabetween 1916 an
, ~flCIHil$lSTOPHi~fWhl”‘ ’:_
has been found on property forme&
owned by the Stepao Co. Thorium b is
Tbe federal Nuclear Beg&&y Com- radioactive element that breaks down into
m$ion o~.hfonday granted a key approv- radon, a gas linked to lung cancer.
al m the long--In
effort to clean up
By th~eatimates of the federal Departthorium-con&z&a tei roil IO M~ood
ment of Energy, there are &out co0.0oo
and Wayne, allowing for the stotaee af
ir vrr& nf thn,.imm+,~~mat&-J
s,,fi
uranium and thorium at a remote
‘1 :
Utah.
Park, and L&i. About 36&$&~?$
In approving thi (-yea&d applicati&
by Envirocare of Clivc, Utah; the NRC
established the first. commercially liSeeTHORIUMPage8-f
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1993

IINNRBIU~~EPA approval eipected__

mote location ahout ‘100 miles
west of Salt Lake City. Just off
Interstate 80 in the Great Salt
Lake Desert, Clive is home to two
large hazardous-waste disposal
firms, and not much else.
Clive is part of a larger. lOaspite the delw, New Jemy
sen.
square-mile zone known as the
welcomed
R I,aubn&rg
sOi1 from that Sib WflS COllk3OliHazardous Industry Area, where a
nated when the firm extracted the
e anoroval bv federal reaulators.7 number of haxardous waste fir&
element and rare materisls for use
‘ti
is
news for be citi- are located, said Myron Lee;::a
in gas lamps and optical lenses. x.ene
of
Wsyne
Maywood,” public education specialist in
Both sites are on ttie EPA’s Su- f LeutenberP said and
1::.
in
a
statement. Toelle County, Utah.
---c.-1 I<-.
“It’s not really a town,” .tp‘e
The DOE, which has been in
aaid. “It’s kind of like a milepost &
charge of the cleanup since 1966,
$rrf,d.
It’s 60 milee ffp,m
was expected to release a cleanup
*
‘;.
plan for the Maywood site io July.
-.
That plan, which could coat up to
The Utah site to which the soil Staff writer Colleen Manclno coflt$t;
$416 million. ccllled for the diiposal of some part of the roil in Utah will be taken is an uninhabited. re- uted to I this Ireport.
‘.
.
FromPage9-I
.
ie stored under tarpaulins ‘in
Maywood.
?‘he Wayne Irite, formerly owned
by !he W& Grace Co.* achemicd
and shipping firm, contains about
40,000 cubic yards Of contaminated coil, all of which is being stored.

.o: Washington. No timetable for
the removal of the roil has been
eatablished.
I But a disagreementbetween the
DOE and the EPA over the definiti on of contaminated soil has delayed the release of the ph. De-
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hazardous waste sites to the hum of people &
countieswitbout &xdow WC situ Roth studies
found an iocreasedtiequency of cananin counties
with hazardousvrtte mtu. A 1983 study reported
that age-adjusted
intatinal (GI) anar death
ma were higbcr r an nui~nrl mnga in 20 of New
Jers.$s 21 eountiu (for the period 196WJ77). ‘&e
a~virottmctttd variables that ax&ted most closely
with elevated dutb rates were popuiatioa ‘density,
urbaniution, and rucaa of toti waste disposal
situ.’ A 1989stuBy lookedat 593 hazardouswaste
situ In 339 US. counties tn 49 states)where amtamiruted ground water vu S e sole soutte for drink&
during the period 19XW79.’ (Sn m
#J27.)
&cus canar deaths were found in. cn*rnties vith
:::..M
hardous wsste.sitcs comparedtn ~~unh
hzardous wrste cites for the following .kinds of
aocen: lunh bladder, esophgus, stomach, large
&tutinc, and rectum for white tnaleq and uaan of
the lung, breast,bladder, stomach,lar
rectum for white~fcmakNo

CHEMICALSAND HEALTH-Part 2
tic AS&US Surgeon Generd of the U.S. PubIk
Health Service, Rarty L Johnson, told fi~ngm fn
May 1993 that Ml& war a h3urdou.s w-ute de
keems [to be] ossocntai
with I small to modcntc
incrcascd risk of some kinds of birth defects andsome spccitic canan.” Since 1986Johnsonhas been
hisant
Administrator of the Agcn~ for Toxic
Substancesand DiseaseRegistty[ATSDRL the unit of
the Public Health Service that Congresscreated to
deal with hazardouswaste he&h iasuea
Johnson told Coa~css that ‘health hwestigatioarof
axnrnuaitics around some,. hazardousw&e sttes
have found increasu in the risk of biih defect&
neurotomc disorders, kukemuq caramascuIu [hart

studied.

(such M lead) ot 87%, lad
inorganic compounds
pesticides at 50% of the sites He said 41 miI!ion
Americans live within 4 miles of 1134Superfundsites
that were studied. On average,3325peoplelive within
one de of each site; since there are 1331listed sites,
this mc3ns a total of 4.6 million AmericansQvcWithiD
a mile of an official Superfundsite today.
Johnson said a typical site contains more Ihan 100
Merent chetnicsLr;‘suchraixturu maybe much more .
toxic than any of the individual ehemiols: he told
Congrur me situation ic actually tiincwh3t wrse
than Johnson described U.S. RnvhonmentalProtection Agency (EPA) analyzedleachateat l3 reprcmutive hazardous waste sites born acrossthe country.
OnIy 4% of the organicchemicalsin the lea&arc were
identified by gas chrornatogrrphylmar spcctrosqy
[Gc/MSj, but this 4% included2C0individualcbemicai
compounds, including 13 meti
lhe unidentified
96%‘of the organicc&mic3k it ‘of uaknowntotiry,
the National ResearchCouncil said when it reported
EPA’s findings in 1991.7
To illustrate the point tbnt evea a single chemical
can cause real problems, Johnron discussed the
industrial soIvcnt trichlorocthylcne the s-ad-most
common chemical found at Supc6 nd sites, after
lad).
He said, ‘An increasing body of scientiIic
evidence indicates past exposuresto haurdous tubstances can cause latent [delayed] rdvene
he&t,
effects. Recent findings from the A’IXDR exposure
W’kWy of approximatelyX00 personsexposedin the
pan to trichloroethylene (TCE) in drinking uater
showed registrantsreporting elevatedratesof diabetes,
stroke, elevated blood prusure, md ncurolo&
problems’
Johnson then described two large cancer studies
that compared the health of people in countieswith

CAKERS and BI

Johnson dcxriied a study by the New Jersey
Deputment of Health of reproductivceffects rwocia- .
ted with contaminateddrinking nter.s Public drinking water systemswere evahated in 75 toam ht
northern New Jersey. The study looked at ill live
births and stillbii
@eluding chromosoma!defects . md plural biihs) dunog the period 198S-1988in the
75 tows. The 75 towns were not know to have
aassive health noblema Although some water
syxlems h3d lcveE of art&t
contlminanu above
fcdenl st3nd3rdsat Jhe time of tbc study, contamination levels in the 75 tows UC tbougbt to be typical of
told Congress.
US. water supplies,Johnson
In the 75 IowDJ,statisticallysign&ant associations
were found for the fobwing total trihaiomcthanes
[the c.het+ah formed in drinkingaatcr supplieswhen’
chhnc IS added to kill gcnns] were associatedtith
low term birth weight, intrautenncgrowth retardation,
central UCIVOUS -em
dcfccts, and major heart
defects. Tricbiorocthyiene’t’fCE)was associatedwith
neural tube defects [defects of the spinal cord and
brain] and onl cleft defats [for aamplc, cleft palate).
Carbon tctracbioride was associatedwith low term
bib weight, intrauterine groplth retardation, centnl
OCNOUJ
systemdefects,and omi cleft defects. Dichioroethanewat usociatcd with mjor heart defects, and
dichloroethylencswereassociatedwith centrd ncwous
Iynem defects.
Johnson then described a large study of birth
defects among children whose mothers lived near
S-WC dumps in New *York stat& ‘A particularly
important stud* cxammtd the association between
congenital malformations in children and maternal
mhity to hazardouswastesitesin the state of New
e ory Johnson to!d Congress. Researchersat the.
Yak UniversitySchoolof Mediiine and the New York
StareDeparunent of Health (NYDOH) studied 27,115
.-* biihs and concludedthat, overall, women living Mtbin
a mile of an inactive dump have a 12% gruter chancQ
of bearing a child with a major birth defect, compared
to women Living further than a mile from a dump.
(SeeRHWN R3N.)
The researcherslooked at 590 inactive dump sites
in u3 nortbem New York Counties. Among the WJ
sires studied, 90 were ranked s ‘high riser’Sita
bzuuc there W-U documented evidencethat cbemicab bad migrated off the situ. The study found that
wmenliviD~wilhinamileofanyofchese90sitcshad
a 63% greater chanceof bearing a child with a major
L:-L J-C-- -------A IA wnmc., ~h..i,.ofurrber rbm a
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CHEMKALSAND H&4LTH-Pm 3
Several rtudia of iudusuial dumps and con&hcd water ntppfia duting the last decade have

f 4

7-6 82

arthritk hart problems (atqina [chest paia], rad
hart attacks); musde waLnc.ss in arms and Irs
t?cnxm, cramps,attd rpumg hudachtz dir&~
lelugy; balsaa problems and mood symptoms
(Lndcty,dcprcssion,itwmnit. irritability, and rcslcssncu~cornpycdto populati0~ living fu+.r hm lhc
site. Rcui! biaswu aamintd and rqtoed LT tit
muca of these problems.
.Asmtyof2U39ptmons&6&5househofdr
near the Stringfebw
Acid Pits in Riverside

IkIng

County,Califomia rtvulcd signiBcady clcvatcd rates

fix rhc folbwingcuaditions ar inftaio~z

bmnthitk

aschmx angba [that pain]; skin cashes; bhtrrcd
vision: pain in the can; daily cough for mart rhat a
monrlq natmea; fr ttpnt diarrheq urmady gsit: sad

htqocnt urimiot~ ..._.FGiA hiss was aatnincd and

rcjcacd as the aum of theseproblem%

l Enkrgemcnt of tbc liver (hcprtome@y)
and
abnomal liver funaioo tau rtwntd in ruidtnu
exposed

to

mlvenu

kom

l

to&

wute

dump in

Iiardcmzaa Couory, TclipJ
l
Deraxatitis, rcspimtoty Mation, ncamlogic
symptoms sad pancreatic cancer at 7 v15fe disposal
lifes.’
l Signifmntly elevatedrates of illacrr. including
chronic kidney direarc. stmkc, hypenension[high
blood pressure],heart disuse, mtxnir andskin anar
in a populatioo a-posedto totic meti (admium and
lead) &om mine wastesia Gslctta, Kaasxi.’
l Leukemia {c.u~cu of tht blood-Conning
As)
among a group of cbildrcn drinkingwater contamiaated with industrial solvents in Wobura, M;m Ia
atklition, a study of 4936 prepada and 5018 residcau of Wobum aged 18 or youagerrevealedsignificast positive wociationt betweeniatakt of mntamiaucd water md birth defectsof rht central aavous
syx-rcm.eye.tar. aad face (e.g. deft p&e), aswell as
ahormaIiciu of the ctuomosoma.’
l &I Lowe& Mu.,
0 group of IO4dpcopleliving
L?OOfeet &ota a large chetaiul wasrt dump WLT
higher in self-reported complaiatsof whecziag shonm.s.sof breath cough. sad pet&tent coldr; inegulnr
Hun boat: constant fatigue sad bowel dysfunction.
compared to people tiving 2 and 3 tima as far from
the duyp.
This study asmined the posnbility of
rtcd btas (people se!cctivcIy rcmctaberiag health
problem& or chemical exposures)sad mncludcd that
red biar did aot explain the findings.
l
In H?miIton. Ontario, a study of people who
lived andfor worked near an iadustti dump tevenled
sigmf%aatlyelevatedratesof the folfowiagconditions:
bronchitis: difficulty breathing; cough; sti
rash:

l In Tucms Atizoaa, a stttdy of 707 chU&ca born
with hart defects&cd
that 35% of them were
born to parentsliviag io a part of the dty where the
watersuppIywu coaumittatcdwith industrial soIvents
(tichlorocthylcnc [TCE), aad dichl&oethylene). The
fate of birth defectsof the hurt war thrct times as
high saxongpeoplecl&king tht contaminateda?>;.
comparedtogapIe in Tucson not drinking cooram~natedwater.
l A study of 296 -mea aperiencing a pmantQa.tabortion during the 6nt 27 week of prcguxy,
comparedto 1391wmat having live births, revealed
W sssociationbetween sponfamous abortion and
drinkhe water contaminants (dctecaxblc IcvcLr of
~aofnic,
potassium and

%aip

l Raidcau of Bynuns North Carolina. d&king
raw riverwater coatimiruted by industrial md ~gi=icuICuralcheatials, have developeduncen 2.4 to 2.6
tima more often than apcctcd.**
TO sumat;lrizr Epidemiological studies cannot
pmvc a ause sad &a re!uionship. Ncvcnhclcss,
awih!Ae information indicxa fhtt hazrdou; waste
dumps caa bana. sad have harmed, humsrz living
nearby. LJrcwisc axttaaziaatedwater supplies have
harmedpmplc
The pmblem of wine dumps is continuing (0 glow.
As the National Raarch Council of the National
Academy of Sciencu said in 1991.‘A limited number
Of cpidemiolot+ studiesindictte ihat ms
of&h
defects. soontaacousabortion. aexoloaic
~P?ifment.
and uaccr have occurred ia some rtddanid populationsaaosed to bazxdous was:-. WC
are concernedthat other wuulatroas at rtsk ttuefit not
have been adequatelyde&ficd.~ Aad the &uncil
ti4 7vliUionr of toas of hazardous materials are
SlOwiymigratinginro groundwaterin areaswhere they
could pose probleats ia tht future, even though
cwrmt risk could be negligible.“’
7hcre is r move afoot now in Wqsbiagton.and in
the maSS1aedi.xto divert atteatun away from the
problem of toxic wastes. The goal SCCIXIS to be to cut
fuading for the federal Superfund ptogmm of toxic
waste banup. It seemsdear that such a move, if
SWXSfcful will result in increasedhe&h costsfor the
Americaa people.

.N.J. balks at thorium cleanup .
By MICHAEL MOORE
staffwtiw
The rtnte Department of Envi:
ronmentnl Protection and Energy
is refusing to approve the federal
government’splan to removethorium-tainted soil spread throughout Maywood and Wayne,a move
that could hrrther delay a cleanup
first promised more than a decade
ago.
Calling the federal Department
of Energy’s cleanup plan for
5 10,000cubic yards of radioactive
soil “dangerousto the public,”the
DEPE is withholding its needed

Asks U.S. to meet
tighter standards

cleanup plan either complies with
state law or affords an acceptable

picocuries of radiation per gram of
aoil in residential areas and 15 pi-

level of protection to the public,”
said Nick Martone, DEPE manager for the Maywood and Wayne
rites. “We’re not going to go along
with thia and give residentsa false
senseof security.”
Trumpeted as one of the &al
obstaclesto solving the radioactive soil woesof North Jersey,the
DOE’s long-anticipated cleanup
proposal, hammeredout with the
approval until the federal agency
federal Environmental Protection
agrees to meet stricter standards.
Agency, calls for contaminated
“We don’t believe the DOE’s dirt to bs cleaned to a level of 5

State balks at U.S.proposal

THORIUM:
From Page A-l

cocuriea per gram in commercial
diatrictaBut DEPE officia!s believe 15
picocuriaa is too high and want the
5 picocurie standard applied to
both residential and commercial
properties. Martone said cleanup
cannot legally begin without
DEPE approval.
A picocurie is a unit of radioactivity. Thorium is a radioactive
elementthat breaksdown into radon, a gas proven to cause lung
cancer and other ailments.
Area officials support the
DEPE’s demand for a uniform 5
picocurie standard.
WayneMayor David Waks. who
has been writing to the DEPE to
push for stricter standards. apSeeTHORIUMPageA-8

I

,plsuded the age&
decision. “I
heil the DEPF,” he laid. ‘They
are starting LO see the light of
day.”
“At least the DEI’E has taken.
tough. protective stance. The fed-

eral agenciesshould get in line

with the state’s directive so we can

North Jerssy’s thorium dilemma
and is willing to intervene.
’ ‘The governor knows residents
hsvc a good cause for concern,” he
said. ‘This has ta be cleaned up
and, after consulting with DEPE
commissioner [Robert Shinnl, she
will get things moving with the
federal agencies.”
But the WE ssid NewJersey’s

cleanthis up quickly and rrfely.”
said Bergen County ExecuLive apparentrefusallo approvetie
William “Pat” Schuber.“I will be plan could further delay the

pressing Governor Whitman to intervene rnd oush the federal seenties to adopi the stsndards oirhe
DEPE.”
Whitman spokesman Carl Colden said the governoris aware of

cleanup, fimr proposed in 1983.
“I don’t know what will hsppen
nest snd I’m not sure what the
DOE or EPA’s position is now.”
ssid Susan Gangs. DOE sits man.
ager for Maywood snd Wayne.

“It’s too early to say what well do. ’ The thorium is l b roduct of
We’re still waiting to get the the manufacture of gss‘& ntems at
the old Maywood Chemical Works
slate’9 osition in writing.*
The e PA, which originally sup. between 1916 and 1956. and at the
former W. R. Grace & Co. plant in
ported a uniform 5 picocurie
clsanup standard but Inter backed Wayne between 1948 and 1971.
Officials fear that the process ol
off after grap ling with the DOE
(or a ycsr. sat3 the federal agencies developing new standards, coupled
may have to reconsider their posi- ‘with the possibility of diegree.
tiona.
ment negotiatinga compromise,
“It’s understandable why the muld further delay the cleanup of
stats has misgivings,” said Jeff the soil. just as the DOE and EPA
Grstz, EPA site manager in
rgusbble delayed the existing plan
Mrwmod snd Wayne. “Our as. _ for 13 months.
suiption of 15 pi&curies being
“I hope thii doesn’t turn out like
protective may have to be resvs- it did s ear ago between DOE snd
lueted. We may have to look at a EPA * &nge said. “But I can’t ssy
lower criteria.”
for s&e that it won’t.”
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‘. ifor radium cleanup
'~'&se~

project&-t

:takinn less time
’ : Rv MARIS PERLOW
~+sk;socllled
Rss
- The US. Bnvi-

- TRENTON
Lonmental ProtectionAgencye&iTmates that cleaning up radium
‘.contaminatingthreeEaserCounty
$eigib$~
won’t be as~costly
r- M 6rSt prOJeCted,
h othcial said Monday.
i The original EPA estimatewas
I $250 million, with a target date of
’ %ODO.The figure has dropped to
3200 million, with completion
gsometimein 1997.
! EPA engineerRobertMcKnight
, :aaid. the reductionscan be attrib: luted

to

the

agcncyk

overestiit-

,~a=L~;o~k&>~;;~
were contaminated.
In those areas, there are 350

homesshad to be cleanedup, and
100 have been decontaminated,
hIcKnight said
The cleanup cost for at& 20
percent of the homes ia about
$500,000each, he said, but for
somethe work CM cost as little as
$1,000.Cleanupinvolvesremoving
the radium-tamted aoil and bag.
ging it.
The bagsthen are rhipped to a
federally licenseddisposalarea in
Clive. Utah. So far. about 115million pounds has been shipped ”
pcrea smcethe protect began 111
1”““.

:ing disposa!costsand contractors’ Radium pBs a l,gOO-yearhalfs,rnakhg
lower.than-erpectedbi& life. Or the time WnOd it takesfor
:to landscape the mnteminatad half the atoms in a radioactive
“homes in Montclair, Glen Ridge, substanceno d-y.
, and West Orange.
As radium decays,it emits gam: The EPA suspectsthat the area ma radiation and radon. Both are
: Zwas contaminatedsometimedur- known carcinogensand E(U)seep
sing World War I, whena company into homes.
Tin Orange called U.S. Radium
McKnight saidradon mitigation
ipainted the radioactivesubstance systemshavebeeninstaRedin the
‘on watch dials to makethem glow homes,but the removalof radium,
iin the dark. Radium waste from the sourceof the emissions,fs the
:the manufacturing process IMY
most important part of the
-have been dumped in the three cleanup.
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June 8, 1994
Susan M. Cange
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration
Division
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
37'%8723
Re: EE/CA proposed

pile

*

removal with

option

for

soil'washing-public

comment

D'oar Ms. Canger
The following
are comments of Concerned Citizens
of Maywood (CCM) on
above EE/CA which we strongly
oppose. However, this may again be an
exercise
in futility.
Why?
Because the letter
(T/20/93)
from Michael J. Nolan (CCM) to Secretary
Hazel O'Leary requested she include his letter
of January 27th 1993 with
attachments
to Wm J Musznski, Acting EPA Regional Administrator
Reg II,
in the administrative
record as modifying criteria
per EPA Directive
No 9355.03-01 FS4. Mr. Albert S. Johnson (DOE) refused for Ms..O'Leary
despite requirement
that known community concerns should be reflected
in the preferred
alternative.
Mr. Muszynski did place the letter
in the EPA Administrative
Record and
Ms. O'Leary should now do the same since this EE/CA conflicts
with the
DOE Preferred
Option mandated by Public Law 98-50 per Congresswoman
Llo d (6/l/84)
to Shelby Brewer (DOE) and agreed to by Brewer to Lloyd
and reported
to Congressman Tom Bevill
(4/11/86).
Letter
copies
(7/&W
enclosed.
Comments filed
by
Year Plan were not
Concerns. DOE also
1989 NJ DEPE Utah

Maywood and Wayne residents
on the 1994-1998 DOE Five
included in the August 1993 Volume III - Public
omitted the Borough of Maywood endorsement of the
Plan as a comment on a prior 5 year plan.

Accordingly,
we request that all copies of all comments received on this
EE/CA be spread in the Administrative
Record rather than a Cange style
summary.
We challenge DOE to excavate and && --all the Pile offsite
for disposal
and say what day it will start and be completed. Contractors
have already
estimated
the Wayne Pile can be removed in less than 6 monthsl
But the DOE wants the option of implementing volume reduction
treatment?
They want to experiment with unproven soil washing which was rejected
in
Montclair
because the EPA could not separate the soils for a 5 pCi/g
health based standard clean up. What happens if SOi1 washing did work?
It makes two piles.
But instead of 'j pCi/g the DOE wants a 15 pCi/g
which is not a health based standard. The Pile reading above
level,
15 pCi/g would be shipped out and the Pile reading as high as 15 pCi/&

:

Susan M. Cange
Rer CCM comments
June 8, 1994

page
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would be left on the MISS. Instead of a clean up, paywood would become
a permanent .+--dis osal area instead of an interim
stora e area site.
Jeff Gratz (EPA in writing
told Susan Cange (DOE)(l /"28/94) that
"proposals
that leave residual
contamination
onsite results
in a perma-: .
.-nent disposal area." Maywood wants a clean up that allows for unrestricted
use of properties,
The Mayor & Council have gone on record that they oppose the soil washing
and leaving contaminated
soils.
They have called on the EPA/DOE to
excavate and dispose offsite
all the contaminated soils above 5 pCi/g
.
standard.
Page 34 of the DOE EE/CA on the Pile Plan states the removal with the
option would be conducted..only
with the approval of the affected
local
authorities.
Are you going to ignore your own published comittment?
facts:
Who could allow YOU to ignore the followine:
from MaywGod Borough Attorney
(6/6/94) to Kathleen C.
1. Letter
Callahan (EPA) expressing Mayor & Council opposition
to the
“5/15” criteria
and soil washing. It includes the New Jersey
Senate Resolution
No. 66 introduced
on May 12, 1994 calling
on
DOE, EPA and NRC in conjunction
with-state
officials
to effectuate the immediate and permanent removal of all thorium contaminated soil from the MISS and other sitesin
MaywoodBorough, Rochelle Park Township , and Lodi Township, N.J.
2. Senator Byron Baer (our District
37) May 17th letter
pointing
to the fact that "The Resolution
addresses contaminants
that
might be underground as well as those found in the Pile."
Borough Attorney Fede's letter
of April 13, 1994 to Wm. J.
Muszynski's
(EPA) reporting
Mayor e: Council opposition
to any
use of the 15 pCi/g standard and urging a stop to any activities
advancing the EPA Region 2 position
on the dispute.

4. Maywood Council

clean up standard
Maywood.

Resolution
136-93 dated 10/26/93 endorsing
removal with no further
storage within

5 pCi/g

5* Page C-39 of NJDEPE Comments (Karl

3. Delaney) to DOE 1994-1998
5 Year Plan - advises "State uses criteria
of one in a million
excess cancer occurrences within an exposed population
and this
is a minimum which is applied to all remedial activities
conducted within New Jersey."
DoeFthi
not settle
the issue?
No-other meeti==
necessary. Would you dare send your Mr.
Guimond to NJDEPE as you did to EPA and with whose approval?

6. June 4, 1994 (The Record)

"R.J. balks at thorium clean up" does not comply with state law, dangerous to the public - not
acceptable level of protection
to the public - and a 5 pCi/g
standard should be applied to both residential
and commerical
properties

:

Susan M. Cange
comm&ts
!keCCsM 1994

11768

page 3'

7* Jeffery

Gratz (EPA) March 14,1994 letter
to Wayne resident"For the Montclair
site - soil uashing could not effectively
and efficiently
meet the DOE remedial action objectives"
- which
was a 5 pCi/g clean up level!

8. Fage 11 -12 - 18 of consultant!&

Soil Separation Report for
of the
Wayne - page 12 states "in this test, the characteristics
stream." This was
"clean" stream are in fact that of a 'dirty'
Montclair
test. Page 18 says "at this juncture,
it is likely.
that DOE will go for the 15 pCi/g standard, arguing cost
minimization
and savings to taxpayers."
In May 25,1994 letter
to'
Maywood Mayor and Council, County Executive Pat Schuber stated"if the 15 pCi/g standard is being utilized
for cost measures,
then we are subjecting
future inhabitants
of'these
properties
to questionable
health risks due to economics." He also stated
"The protection
afforded
to residential
properties
should be
applied to commerical settings"
and "the EPA/DOE Decision,
however is not endorsed by the general public."

(11/19/93) to Mayor and Council - he supports the
9. Schuber letter
5 pCi/g standard for clean'up as recommended by NJDEPE and EPA.
letter
10. Congressman Torricelli
to work to remove "every bit"
soon as possible

(11/22/93)
of thorium

11. Letter
(S/18/94)
to NJDEPE Commissioner
Resnikoff,
Maywood's consultant
clearly
for a 5 pCi/g standard for clean up.

assures he will
continue
waste from Maywood as
Robert Shinn from Dr.
establishing
the necessity

for Wayne by RWMA- "In
12. From Soil Separation Report (4/20/94)
the agreement pertaining
to Maywood, the DOE has stated they are
bound to "clean" only to a level of 15 pCi/g but they will make
a "Best Effort"
to exceed this and approach or exceed the 5 pCi/g
limit where possible.
Thi,s agreement leaves considerable
uncertainty with the DOE having the option to "clean" only to the level
of 15 pCi/g, when the "Best Effort"
proves too costly.
Having
15 pCi/g material
remain at the site means the use of the sites
will be subject to restrictions,
essentially
forever,
and is
likely
to result
in the decreased values for adjoining
properties,

13. Page 5 - 6 - 13 of RWMAcomments on Baseline

Assessment: Wayne
"Some of the Wayne wastes came directly
from Stepan Chemical,"
shipped October 11, 1963. Look at those pCi/g radioactive
concentrations
- nothing under 3270 and on up to 98100. And they
came from, Maywoodl Montclair
could not Soil wash 40 pCi/g!

14. ICet;;;;

f;;;i.rzEzE;
Pavlou, (EPA) to Nolan (CCM) (4/4/94)
and
(7/6/93.) to A. Drol .(Wayne).. Pavlou states
.
"that DiE chose to &.spose of waste only from UMTRCA sites at
the south Clive facility
rather than waste from Maywood and
Wayne during 1983 through 1988 was a DQE waste management
decision;
EPA was not part of that decision making process."

--

Susan M. Cange
Rer CCM comments
June 8, 1994
page 4
.
Judd says 2.5 million
cubic yards of ll(ej2
waste was disposed
of in that period.
In 1989 EPA/DOE rejected
State's Utah Plan. Meanwhile we
were told no site was available
while DOE tried to force the
I
State to locate a site in N.J.. So don't talk to us about delay
or cost savings to the taxpayers while you ignore the
responsible
parties,
Talk to us about the truth!
Talk to us
about excavate and disposal
offsite
as was mandated by Congress.
Nothing else!
Talk to us about our.federal
officials
and what they have
said through the years and especially
now when they talk of
.
cost savings to the taxpayers but cannot spell RESPONSIBLE
PARTY or admit they cannot fund the projects,for
proper clean
ups. Richatd Guimond (DOE) has said Congress is underfunding
FUSRAPI Wa'ff.t proof?

15. Look at the DOE memo of January 26th 1994 under December 14th
1993 - Maywood Disputer Review of the next steps after Guimond

puswniski
meeting. We know what took place and we suggest that
Mr. Guimond head his ship away from NJDEPE officials
and us.
One cave in has been corrected
by the State's
insistence
on the
health based 5 pCi/g clean up standard.

As we said, no more meetings or "agreements" or "positions"
necessary. Let's get on with it or a full investigation.

are

Thank you.

Chuck Parodi
FAX : 201-845-3271
President,
Concerned Citizens
of Maywood/
cc: Governor Whitman
Carol Browner (EPA) Administrator
Hasel O'Leary (DOE) Secretary
U.S. Senator Lautenberg
Congressman Torricelli
Wayne Mayor & Council
Maywood Mayor & Council
Congresswoman Roukema
Bergen County Executive Pat Schuber
N..J.. PIRG
Robert Shinn (NJDEPE) Commissioner
Jeanne Fox EPA Region II
Dr. Marvin Resnikoff
Enclosures:

For numbers one through

fifteen

West Grove Avenue, Maywood,NJ
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To:

HACKCNSACK

Kathleen
C. Callahan,
Director
Emergency and Remedial Response Division
United States
Environmental
Protection
Agency
Region II
Jacob K. Javits
Federal
%uilding
New York,

Re:

NY

Borough

10278-0012

of Maywood

Dear Ms. Callahan:
which replies
to m ine of April
Thank you for your May 10, 1994 letter,
13, 1994.
The Mayor and Council
have asked me to write
you to again
express
their
strong
disapproval
of the
"5/15"
criteria
'for
.ths
operation
on the Maywood
and .opposition
to a "soil
washing"
cleanup,
The M ISS property
should be cleaned to
Interim
Storage Site ("MISS"1.
Although
you refer
to land use considerations
in
the 5 pCi/g standard.
your letter,
the Mayor and Council
are convinced
that the "residential"
The
standard
is the only viable
health-based
standard
for the M ISS.
property
should
be cleaned
up so that
residential,
commercial,
or
The t jme to do this
is now, not
industrial
uses are permissible.
later,
as land use changes affect
the properties.
as you imply,
I enclose for your review Resolution
No. 66, of the New Jersey Senate,
which calls
for the immediate removal of all contaminated
soil from the
M ISS, and the related
properties.
The Mayor and Council of the Borough
of Maywood have also expressed
this demand by Resolution,
as have the
voters of the Borough of Maywood, by referendum.
The Mayor and Council
also
again
express
must
opposition
to the
proposal
for "soil
washing"
on the M ISS.
The M ISS is in a highly
populated
and congested
residential
area.
This is not the place for
the use of the untested
"soil
washing"
operation.
I note
the
following,
as reported
by The Record on May 24, 1994:

:

An April
1993 report
by the
thorium
and radon in Orange
nology
is known today
that
toxicity,
mobility,
or volume
report
suggested
disposal
of

According
to an EPA report
released
in December 1993,
before
it and the DOE resolved
long-standing
differences
on
how to remedy the Wayne and Maywood contamination
problems,
"separation
of soil
and radioactive
contaminants
has been
ineffective
and was considered
"not feasible"
for Maywood and
Wayne.

1.
1:

Released in February,
DOE literature
introducing
the soilsaid:
washing
"The effectiveness
of
alternative
[soil
washing],
or how well the process
will
work, is uncertain."

1i
1'
I

1
liL<
\
II.,
1.

1
1

3

EPA on the proposed cleanup of
stated:
"No treatment
techcan substantially
reduce
the
of the type pf radiation."
The
all the contaminated
soil.

With
soil

this
information
washing at the

at

hand,

the

Mayor

and Council

strongly

oppose

MISS.

Of even greater
significance,
however,
is the strong position
taken by
the New Jersey Department
of Environmental
Protection
and Energy.
As
reported
in The Record on June 4, 1994, the New Jersey DEPE has called
to the public."
the proposed
clean-up
plan "dangerous
The DEPE has
correctly
called
for strict
adherence
to the 5 pCi/g standard.
The Mayor and Council
urge that the E.P.A.
and the D.O.E. follow
the
lead of the New Jersey DEPE. I also request
that you provide
me with
the information
you refer
to in your letter,
which you state
would
indicate
that the type of soil washing unit being considered
has been
operated
safely
and effectively
elsewhere
in the country.
I also ask
cleanup proposal"
will
that you advise me of when and how the "revised
be formally
presented
for public
comment.
Thank you.

ATF:RG
cc:
Mayor and Council /
Congressman Robert G. Torricelli
Senator Frank R. Lautenberg
Bergen County Executive
William
P. Schuber,
New Jersey
Department
of Health
James Pasqualo,
Nicholas
Martone,
New Jersey DEPE
Governor
Christine
Todd Whitman
Commissioner
Robert Shinn, New Jersey DEPE

:

NEWJERSEYSENATE

BYRONBAER
scNATG*.,h" DISTRICT
BERGEN

Coma-~

12s SrATeSTRrrs
SurTe 20s
HACIUWSAC~. New JERSEY
UOII 3433313
TAXPoll 3434ss.

May 17, 1994

omo~

Hon. Mayor John A. Steurt
Members of the Council
Borough of Maywood
459 Yaywood Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607
Dear Mayor Steurt

and

and Council

Members,

Enclosed is a copy of SCR 66 dealing with the removal of
all thorium waste from Maywood and from your neighbors in
Lodi and Rochelle Park.
This matter
has been a nagging
problem for Maywood's citizens
for too long and calls for
immediate settlement.
I'd like to draw your attention
to the fact that the
resolution
addresses contaminants that m ight be underground
as well as those found in the pile.
My office
remains ready to do everything
assist you to reach a satisfactory
conclusion.
your advice and help.
SincAely,

BY

Se

possible
I

_3

to

welcome

_ I

.-
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Re:

0,
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P.E.

Acting Regional
Administrator
United States Environmental
Region II
Jacob

NCY.CK

NY

Protection

Agency

Federal
Building
10278-0012

EPA Region 2’s Position
on the Dispute
Regarding
Cleanup
Levels for Radionuclide
Contamination
at the Maywood
Chemical Company.Superfund
Site,
Maywood, NJ

Dear Mr.

Muszynsk i :

for the EjDrough of Maywood.
Please be advised
that I am the attorney
The Mayor and Council
of the Borough have received
a copy of your harch
to Joe La Grone in regard
to the above-referenced
23, 1994 letter
Although
a more detailed
statement
is forthcoming,
the Mayor
matter.
and Council
authorized
me to immediately
write
to you to indicate
their
objection
to the proposec
clean-up
plan ref erred tc in your letter.
The aMayor and Council
strongly
object
to the use of the 15 pCi/g
The
Mayor
and
Council
were
under
the impression
that the EPA
standard.
was enforcing
a 5 pCi/g
standard.
The 15 pCi/g
standard
is not a
health-based
standard
according
to the information
provided
to us and
is therefore
unacceptable
as a remediation
level
in the affected
area.
the Mayor and Council
of the Borough of Maywood urge you
Accordingly,
to stop any proceedings
advancing
the clean-up
levels
reached in your
letter,
and this demand is also being made to the Department
of Energy,
as a copy of this letter
is being sent to i-It. La Grone.
The Mayor and
Council
had hoped that
the EPA would not waiver
from the 5 pCi/g
standard
despite
the position
taken by the Department
of Energy.
They
insist
that you reconsidar
your proposal
tz zgrze ~i:h the Dcpert;nent
of Energy’s
clean-up
atanc?2rd.

c3

, /

:

William J. Muszynski,
P.E.
Re: EPA Region 2’s Position
on the Dispute Regarding Cleanup
Levels for Radionuclide
Contamination
at the Maywood
Chemical Company Superfund Site, Maywood, NJ
April
13, 1994
Page

2

In addition,
the Mayor and Council insist
on the-immediate
removal of
all of the contaminated
soil from the Maywood Interim Storage Site and
other affected
properties
in the vicinity.
The Mayor and Council
oppose any soil washing program on the site because of the obvious
effects
this will
have on the health of residents
in the area as well
as people working for businesses
surrounding
the site.
The Mayor and
Council have not seen any evidence indicating
that soil washing is an
effective
remediation
measure that will reduce the level of contamination to the 5 pCi/g standard.
Again, the Mayor and Council ask you to
immedia;;~;e~~think
your p.osition
!n regard to soil washing on this
site.
, all contaminated
soil should be removed from the site
and either stored or treated elsewhere,
far away from populated areas.
Thank you for your consideration
do not hesitate
to contact
me.
Very truly

, and if you have any questions,

yoursI

ANDREWT. FEDE
ATF:

cc:

RG
Joe La Grone
Mayor
and CouncilJ

I

please

’

MAYOR
JOHN A. STEUERT. JR.

CLERK
MARY ANNE RAMPOLLA. RMC
(201) 845-2900
FAX (201) 909-0673

COUNCIL PRESIDENT
ANTHONY NAPOLI

459

COUNCIL MEMBERi
JOAN T. WINNIE
mow3 h4. BERNTSON
RICHARD P. O’NEIL
MICHAEL J. RUBER
ANNE SALVATORE SCHMIDT

MaywoodAvenue, Maywood,NJ07607

RESOLUTION 1136-93
ENDORSING CLEAN UP STANDARD FOR THORIUM
CONTAMINATED SOIL
of the Borough of
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council
to be concerned
about the need for adequate clean
for thorium
contaminated
property
in the Borough
and

continue
criteria
Maywood;

Maywood
up

of

have learned
that the
WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council
Environmental
Protection
Agency (E.P.A.)
and the New Jersey
Department
of Environmental
Protection
and Energy (N.J.D.E.P.E.)
L five picocuries
per gram,
a
have advanced clean up criteria
OL
for the clean up
health
based standard,
as the recommended level
of thorium
contaminated
soil
for unrestricted
use at the Maywood
site:
of

the

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the
Borough of Maywood t.hat:

Mayor

and Council

The five picocuries
per gram clean up criteria
is
1.
endorsed
by the Mayor and Council
and.the
U.S. Department
of
Energy (D.O.E.)
is urged to resolve
the dispute
resolution
with
E.P.A.
by accepting
and including
the five picocuries
per gram
clean up plan for the Maywood
standard
in the D.O.E. proposed
site:
Board

of

The Bergen County Board of Health
and the Maywood
2.
Health
are urged to also support
this clean up standard;

3.
A copy of this resolution
be sent to the Secretary
the N.J.D.E.P.E.
Commissioner,
the Administrator
of
of the D.O.E.,
E.P.A.,
County Executive
William
P. Schuber,
the N.J. State
Congressman Torricelli
and U.S.
Legislators
for the 37th
District,
Senators
Bill
Bradley
and Frank Lautenberg;
and

RESOLUTION 11136-93

PAGE 2

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that with the health
based
standard,
the D.O.E. proposed
plan should also reflect
the
affirmative
Maywood Referendum message - "TO secure clean up and
removal of the thorium
contaminated
soil within
the Borough of
Maywood and to prevent
the further
storage
within
the Borough of
Maywood of any additional
thorium
contaminated
soil
from outside
the Borough of Maywood; and
resolution
available

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of the within
be on file
in the Office
of the Borough Clerk and be
for public
inspection
during
regular
business
hours.
3 .

'

(-----

I

R
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+N.J.balks at thorium cleanup 1
~MklHAELMOORE
The&t8

Department of Envi-

ronmental Protection end Energy
Is refusing b 8pprove the federal
government’8 plan to r8mov8 thorium-tainted 8oil rpread throughout Maywcmd end Wayne, a mwe
that could further delay a cleanup
tint promised more than a decade
ago.
Calling the federal Department
of Energy’8 cleanu plan for
610,000 cubic yerda o P redioactive
41 “dangerous to the public,” the
DEPE is withholding ite needed
approval until the federal ency
agrees to meet 8tricter 8tanz rde.
“We don’t believe the DDE%
cleanup plan either complies with
state law or affords M acceptable

Asks US. to meet
tighter standards
level of rote&on to the public,”
raid NIC
3 Martone, DEPE manqer for the Maywod nnd Wayne
rites. “‘We’re not going to go along
with thin and give residents a f&e
seole pf R?cul%y.”
Trumpeted e8 one of the final
obltaclel to lolving the radio.lctiw
roil woea of North Jersey, the
DOE’s long-anticipated cleanup
pr0poad. hammered out with the
federal Environmental Protection
Agency, c& for contaminated
dirttobeclean8dtoalevelofC
picocurier of radiation per gram of
8ooilin residential ureae and 16 pi,

diltdcte-

-

But DEPE o&i&
believe 16
picocuried is too high end want the
6 p&curie 8tendard applied to
both re&mtial and commercial
properties. h&tone 8aid cleanup
cannot legally begin without
DEPE approva!.
A picocurie is a unit of radioactivity. Thorium ie a radioactive
element that bmake down into radon, a gas proven to c8uee lung
cancer and other ailments.
Area official8 eupport the
DEPE’e demand for a uniform 6
picocurie rtandard
Weyne Mayor David W&s, who
hae been writing to the DEPE to
pueh for rtricter Iltandards, apTHORIUMPageA-8

!

fromPageA-1
3 laudedthe age&e decrroa.
&il the DEPE.,”h.’ eaik *ml::
me starting to eee the light of
day.”
“At least the DEPE heatakea e
tough, protectivel tence.The federal egenciesrhould get in lie
with the ~tute’~directivem ~8 can
cleea this up uickly end a&y,”
raid Bergen E ounty Executive
William “Pet” Schuber.“I wiU be
pressingCovernorWhitman to bkwene and push the federalegen.
feiep; nadopt the l tenderdeof the
Whiiman epokeemenCerl Golden eaid the governor ia aware of

proposal

North Jemey’athorium dilemma wa tooearly to My wbAtwelt do. 4 The thorium is 8 byproduct <
,.end ia willing to intervene.
We’re rtill waiting b get the Ihe menufectureof ga8lantern8l
‘The governorknows midente’ atate’a ition in writing.”
the old MeywoodChemicalWork
havea oodcausefor concern.”he
The E”Pk which0rfcinnJlymap- between1916end 1956.end at th
raid. ‘+‘his heabb8cleenedup
ported l uniform 5 picocurie’ former W. R Gracek Co.plant i.
and, after consultingwith DEPE cleanupl tandardbut later backed W e between1943lad 1971.
commWoner [Robert &ii], ehe off after prop I& with tie DOE
79fficiak fedr that the pc
will get things mwlnn with the for uenr, m 4 thef$erel rgenciea , developingnewstandarda,couple
feded rgen&.”
1.
~ayhave to recautdertheir posi- _ ~m-iththe possibility of disagr&
But the DOE said NearJerae&
ment negotieting a compmmisc
umarent fehaal to mctmva t&e
‘*Ih undentandnhlewhy the could further delaythe cle~up o
piia could further -delay the date has misgivings,”mid Jeff the MU. JustM the DOE end EPP
cleanup,lint pmpwed ia 1933. Gratz, EPA rite manager in tible
delayedthe etiting ptar
“I don’t know whet wiU hnppen Maywood and Wayne. ‘Our u- _ for 13 montha.
next 8d I’m not lure what the cumptioa of 15 p&curies being
“I hopethii docan’tturn out like
..
DOE or J3PA’rporition L now,” mrecuve
may haveto be ~SVI- ft did a year egobetweenDOE end
raid SueanCenge,DOE cite man- Puated.Wemayhavetelaokrta
EPA,”Caogeraid. “But f can’t eey
-. Md---__
ager Ior mm
WW= _ lower cdbfia.for sure that it won’t.”
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hds. Sue Purlanova
17 IAcas Lane
Wayne,

NJ

iJ7470

Dear Ms. Portaoova:
This letter is in responseto your correspondenceof March 9. 19!J4regarding the soil
washing treatment rechnolo~ and its applicability al the W tlyne Jn:erirn Srorage Site.
Spccjfically,YOUasked wh
ir/Glcn RidEe sites and why
1 bc:licveit might work at
The most significant factor in determining whether thi? t~hno!o~v can or cannot work at

J
meet cleanup obiectives
I~JII
less o limistic about the viability of the soil separation rcchno~qy for rhe material
*+ pits beneath the pile where levels of contaminan:s itrc several ortlcrs of ma n11u e
in thcburAa
lhan those in the pile. However, I believe we should give thi Department of Energy
) the opportunity to test the technology, At the meeting 31 Ccqrcssman Klein’s oiiicc on
hllarch 4. lYY4. which you referred to in your letter. the Undcrsecl-etarv I’or ihe Environmen lor
DOE. Thomas Crumbly, stated that if treatn:el;t :urned out ~?otto ht viabje, all contaminttted
material that could not be treate.dwould be removed from the sit? We intcrrd in ovcrscc this
lr&rmcnt and rrmoval operation IO eniiat
it 15 prcifccri\.s- atlti Thici in prccercts in :I limeI)

nli!illlCL'.

Thank you for your mncern Ii you have any further questions on this issue, pleasti call
me ai (212j

264.6667.

..

Soil SepcrmrionlRWMA

April 20. I994

plausible explanation of the error. Given the potential impact of this technology on
. Wayne, we are concerned regarding the lack of flaw-free tests.

THEMONTCLAIRSOIL!3
The processesjust described can be carried out on small quantities of material in
a laboratory relatively inexpensively. However, there are major uncertainties regarding
what will happen when a machine capable of processing several tons per hour is
constructed. In this section we will examine how laboratory and pilot-plant processes
compared for the only casewhere they have been applied to soil from the same site.
The Laboratory Test
Soil from Montclair was tested by the EPA’ IO help determine the feasibility of
soil separation. When received, the soil had a measured radium-226 activity of 54 pCi/g,
with an error of plus or minus 10 pCi/g. The EPA then tested the material to gauge the
applicability of soil separation; their results are shown in IIIC first three columns of the
seven column Table 1.
The first column gives the sieve size, where a higher mesh number indicates thal
only smaller particles can pass through.* The second column shows what fraction of the
material (by weight or mass) would not pass through 111;~sieve, but would pass through, z
the one above. For example, 11.1% of the material was too large to pass through the .
coarsesieve, #4. 5.6% would pass through the #4, but not through the #16 sieve. In the
end, 32.5% of the input material was fine enough to pass through the #400 sieve.
The third column shows the results of radiological measurements. After the soil
was separatedaccording to size, as just described, each fraction was measuredfor Ra-226
activity, and the results are shown on each line. For *example, 13.9% of the material
would passthrough the #50 mesh, but not through the #loo, and after being dried, it had
a Ra-226 activity of 15 pCi/g.
If the activity of the whole sample is calculated by multiplying each.activity by its
weight fraction and summing over all the fractions, the result is 71.6 pCi/g. This shouhl
be the same as the 54 pCi/g we started with (According to the EPA, tllcFe w;Is I,CJ
measurableactivity in the water.); the difference indicates the limits on the accuracy of
the measurementprocess. This indicates that the activities of all of the streams could be
off by several picocuries per gram, and shows the need for additional testing,

*

1.1 76
Soil SeparaliotdR WhfA

April 20, 19!N
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Still using this example of [he daIa from the lest d&e on Montclair soils, we now
have eight streams of different size material. However, what’s really wanted is two 1
streak - a “clean” stream and a “dirty” stream. The different possibilities are gotten by
deciding where to.“cut” the eight streams, that is, deciding on a size where all the larger
material will go in the “clean” stream and all the smaller material in the “dirty” stream.
The results of the different possible cuts, calculated from the data in columns two and
three, are shown in columns four 1hrough seven and in Figure 1.
For example,‘if we put only the malerial which did not pass lhrough the #4 mesh
in the “clean” stream. it will constilute 11% of Ihe inpul material and will have an
activity of 12 pCi/g. The dirty stream will have the other 89%. and will have an activity
of 79 pa/g. If, however, we put all the malerial that failed to pass through the #16 mesh
in the clean stream, and all Ihe material lhat did in the dirty stream, we get a clean stream
consisting of 17% of the material with a specific acIivi1y of I5 pCi/g and a dirty stream
containing 83% of the material, with an activily of 83 pa/g. As we add more’and more
ma1erial to the clean stream, it a1 first stays s1eady a~ 15 pa/g. then when quite fine
material is added, it begins IO have higher activity levels. Of course, if we pu1 all lhe
nialerial in the so c;~llrJ “cIc:;In”s[rcam, i1 conliiins llrc lotal iIcIivily uf the matcri;ll, 72
pCi/g, and all of 1hr makri;ll.
The characIeris1ic.zof the “clean” stream for 1hesr labora1ory results are graphed
in Figure 1, where the fraction of the soil put inlo the clean stream is plotted horizonially,
and the corresponding Ra-226 aclivity is plotted venically. In general, the more maIerial
is put into the “clean” stream, the dirtier it gels, but there is a substantial plateau where
this effect is so small it is negligible, for this sample. For this soil, the clean stream is no
dirtier if it comprises 50% of 1hematerial than if it comprises only, say, 20%.
It should be noted thal lhe “cleanest” soil produced in the test on Montclair soils
was 12 pa/g and this level is uncertain by several picocuries per gram. This is
significandy above the level of contaminaIion that RWMA feels should fall under the
definition of “clean” and significantly above the levels of contamination Ihat should be
retained on site, as discussed in Scctiou 1 end Appendix B.. In this test, the
.
characteristics of the “clean” stream are in fact that Of iI “dirty” stream.
.
The Field Test

L

,f

1!I

I-

I.*
I.

:

:.-.

The results of Table 5 are plotted in Figure 3. This figure assumesthat the lab
tests are a reasonably accurate predictor of how a full-sized plant would operate. If this
assumption is correct, then, soil separation of up to 53% of the WSSSpile could result in
a coame stream with material below the 5 pa/g limit.
However, as indicated in our previous discussion, it probably is not safe to
assume that the pilot plant will operate in a manner that is comparable to the lab tests.
The pilot plant has not been run for long enough to predict with cenainty how it, or a
larger system, will operate. The procedures and results of further tests must be examined
closely and evaluated carefully.
Also, Figure 3 also indicates that up to perhaps75% of the material could be kept
on site if a 15 pa/g criterion were used. DOE has already given an indication that the
agency’s preference is to move IO the 15 pCi/g criterion with the decision IO classify the
W ISS site as commercial and its stated intention IO make only a “best effort” to achieve
the 5 pa/g standard. AI this juncture, it is likely that DOE will go for the 15 $i/g
standard, arguing cost minimization and savings IO taxpayers.
’ W. S. Richardson, T.B.Hudson, J.G.Wood
Radionuclidc
Contaminated
Soils’, Auburn
Soil Trcr~menr. Pub??, date??.

i:I
J

I

Page 18

Soil ScparacionlRWMA
.
.

‘Characrerization
and Washing Studies on
and C.R.Phillips,
lJ/S.Cobc~~ Assoc./US EPA-Montgomery.
in Sonlaminated

‘. For example, a #4 mesh will pass particles up to 4.75 mm, 0.19 inches in dianieler, while a #ZOO mesh
will only pass particles of 0.075 mm, or 3/1000 inchesdiameter or smaller.
’ W. Doletal and P. Pierce. “Preliminary
Conceptual
Design of a Unit IO Demo
!rate 0~ Field
-4
Treatability
of Contaminated Soils in Montclair and Glen Ridge. NJ”, S. Cohen & Associalcs, M&can
VA for the US EPA Office of Radiation Programs, Dec. 1988.
’ M.C.Eaglc,
W.S.Ricbardson,
S.S.Hay and C. Cox. ‘Soil Washing for Volume
Reduction
of
Radioactively
Contaminated
Soils’, jIcmcdiation.
Summer, p. -327 and accompanying
“Preliminary
Report on the VORCE Pilot Plant Pbasc 11 TCSI.”
’ ‘Preliminary
Charactcriwrion
and Bcncb Scale Testing of Soil Samples from W.R.Grace and Company
(Wayne Plant) and Maywood Chemical Company Sites’, S. Cohen and Assoc.. McLean VA, for the US
EPA, Oflice of Radiation Programs, May 1991.
Rep011 for tbe Inlcrim
Storage Pile at the Wayne Interim Slorage Silt’,
‘ ‘Chrracleriulion
National, Inc., Oak Ridge TN, for the VS DOE, DOROR\1949-298,
Sept. 1991; Ihis qon
‘errors in iIs averaging procedures which musl be corrected to make tbis claim apparent.
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COUNTY OF BERGEN
Adminisnation Building l Court PlazaSoulh l 21 Main St. l Room3OOEl Hackensack,N.J. 07601-7ooO
(201) 646-3630

F. Schubcr
calnry Exs:urIve

William

John Steuert
Borough of Kaywood
459 Maywood Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607
Mayor

Re:

M.I.S.S.-

and Council

Thorium Contaminated
Cleanup Standard

Soil
Dispute

letter
is to discuss
with you my views
on oing ninformal
dispute"
between the
agencies
two federal
9 nvolved
in determining
the cleanup
standards
at the M.I.S.S.
and the vicinity
properties.
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'm suiwrt

I would be remiss,
continued
concerns
criteria.
There
federal
agency,as.
overall
.scolje
of
sites,
expand the

however,
if I did not reiterate
my
associated
with
this
new
has been no indication
from.ci?KF
to,how this new standard
wif~‘&"f&~~!$he
work.
Will
the DOE. revisit
cleaned
timetable
for cleanup
and removal
and
request
an unconscionable
amount of funding
to comblete
the project
which may cause further
delays?
e tougher
-~clean~~.'standd~~~.“'
dcYbe. .a
q-k:
.oommunities-:dus$~&'%@&
&&f&&e
4#
.~hn8'.Y~~~~"~~~faents
will
h8ve

P
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always,
important
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Thank

Bergen
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please continue
to communicate
with me on this
issue or any other
issue of interest
to you.

you.

County

Executive

WPS/as
B/C Health
Services
cc:
Mark A. Guarino,
Michael
Nolan, Concerned
Citizens
Chuck Parodi,
Concerned
Citizens

-‘:

CCongrm

of the It;lnited

%;tates

190useof 9Representatibee
November 22, 1993
Dear Friend:
I'm pleased to inform you that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC)
recently
made a decision
that will be of enormous benefit
to our efforts
to \
remove thorium waste from Maywood. The NRC has granted a license
to
This-li.gense..naaes
Envirocare
of-Utah to permanently store thorium waste.
Envirocare
the first
facility
in the nation to be licensed to store such
waste, and means that a repository
for the Maywood waste has now been
identified.
L
As you know, the United States Department of Energy has been working
with the U.S. Environmental
Protection
Agency
to draft a final
cleanup plan
for the Maywood cleanup.
The plan is certain
to call for the shipment of
most of the Maywood soil to a commercially
licensed site out of state.
In the meantime, I have been working to ensure that once a final plan
with the Department of Energy
is approved, there is a site?ii&-contract
The NRC
that can legally
accept and safely storZ-the
thorium waste.
approval removes the final
roadblock to the gganting-of
such a contract
to
I am confident
that once a sgal cl<&iup plan is approved,
Envirocare.
there will be no deiay in sending Maywood's thoriumto
Utah.
The citizens
of Maywood
the arduous effort
to remove
~ all regret the delays, it is
careful
environmental
planning
lead to a better
cleanup that
disposal and efficient
use of

should be commended for their patience during
deadly toxins from our neighborhood.
While we
The
important
that the job be done right.
and evaluation
that has been performed will
will guarantee safe transportation
and
Federal dollars.

thorium waste from Maywood as soon as possible.
or questions,
please feel free to write or call.

RGT:reh

ROBERTG. TORRICELLI
Member of Congress

RADIOACTIVE
WASTEMANAGEMENT
&SOCLKTES*
May 18,1994
Robert C. Shinn, Jr., Commissioner
Department of Environmental Protection and Energy
Trenton, NJ 08625-0028
Re: Cleanup Levels for Radionuclide Contamination
Maywood Interim Storage Site
Dear Commissioner Shinn:
Mike Nolan of Concerned Citizens of Maywood, for whom we arc working under
an EPATechnical Assistance grant, asked me to respond to a letter from Ronald
Corcory, in responseto a letter Mr. Nolan sent to you. Concerned Citizens and we are
troubled by the proposed remediation standards and fear that New Jersey DEP may be
relaxing its protectiveness criteria.
AS you probably know, as we learn more about the thorium hazard and the risk of
radiation, these standards have gotten more restrictive over time. The thorium wastes at
Maywood’were produced between 1916 and 1956 and will remain radioactive and
hazardousessentially forever. Between that time, the atomic bomb blast occurred and
continuing information from the victims has taught us much about the harmful effects of
radiation. For low-level waste facilities, the performance standard is 25 millirems per
year (mr/y) whole body dose commitment. But the Department of Energy is arguing
instead that the limit 100 mr/y is appropriate, a limit that applies to operating nuclear
reactors. Since all agree that these thorium wastes are hazardous, it is difficult to
explain the appropriatenessof a whole body dose of 25 mr/y to,a community facing a
proposed low-level waste facility and 100 mr/y to citizens around a thorium waste
facility. One reason for this lower limit around low-level waste facilities is that this
waste is quite long-lived and many generationscould be potentially exposed; this is
certainly also true for thorium waste. While it is true, as Mr. Corcory argues, that natural
radiation exists at risk levels of lo* in the State and can vary greatly, the thorium waste
are in addition to the natural background that exists in the impacted communities. AlI
risk arscssmentstudies subtract OUIbackground.
The implications of the above for thorium wastes can be seen by examining the
hazard posed by these materials. The radioactive hazard of thorium residues arises
primarily from direct y exposures and inhalation of radioactive radon gas from
contaminated soil and secondarily from ingestion of radioactive dirt (a more serious
Problem for children than adults) and ingestion of contamioated ground or surface water.

.

.
.

For a residence 5 pCi/g in soil corresponds to a direct y exposure from radium228 and its radioactive decay products of 67 to 81 millirems per year (@r/y), depending
on the contamination depth, as shown in the axached Table. This should be contrasted
with the DOE exposure limit from operating nuclear facilities of 100 mr/y. Clearly
concentrations of radium-228 of 15 pCi/g would be over the limit for a residence.
Perhapsall parties, the State and federal government are in agreement on this point,
though meeting the 25 mr/y figure would require radium concentrations of about 2 pCi/g.
The problem is that the thorium waste material at the 15 cm or 6 inch depth can be
brought to the surface in the future. As community zoning changes,the time a person
spendsat these contaminated properties can change as well and the risk correspondingly
increase.

Radon presents dn’additional risk. Ar 5 pCi/g, “an estimated 4 picocuries per liter
(pa/l) of radon would be added to the lowest indoor level of a residential structure.
Such a concentration would translate to an approximate lung cancer risk of 2 x lO’*.“’
This additional risk is considerably greater than the risk levels commonly employed by
the EPA, one part in a million.
To these risks must also be added the ingestion risk, particularly for children.
Assuming a child ingested 1 g soil/day of soil containing thorium-232 and its decay
products in secular equilibrium at 5 pa/g, the additional radiation dose received is 9.1
mr/y, as also seen in the Table. An ingestion dose of 1 6 per day was assumedby EPA
contractorS at Montclair.
We see important reasonsfor the State to maintain the risk level, one part in a
million, and to further restrict the allowable thorium levels on remediated properties.
cc:

M Nolan

:

(Radium-228 Hazard*
Direct Gamma Dose
15 pm/g

6 pcvg
15cm
AC-228
Ra-224
Pb-212
Bi-212
7%208
TOW
l

Infinite

15cm

Infinite

25.78

29.69

77.34

0.24
3.36

0.26
3.52

0.73
10.14

89.66
0.77
10.56

5.01
32.55

5.66
41.36

15.02
97.64

17.57
124.07

66.96

80.88

200.88

242.64

Inmr/y assuming 8760 hr residence. If commercial,
mustassume40hr/wP50wk/y
-2OOOhr exposure.

hdi~&226

Hazard*
Direct Gamma Dose
15 pa/g

6 pCi/g
15cm
Ra-226

Infinite

1 Scm

Infinite
0.48

0.46
18.77
122.17

20.12
147.11

B-214
Pb-210

40.72

0.16
6.71
49.04

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.04

Bi-210

0.02

0.02

0.05

0.05

47.16

55.93

141.49

167.79

Pb-214

TOM

0.15
6.26

--
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Is soil separation 011cxpcriruenbl

technique?

Yes, soil separalion at radioaclive sites is a new, virtually untested, technology.
Soil separation hns been extensively used in mining operations with non-radioaaive
maierlals. However, the technology is in its infancy as far as its application to
radioactively contaminated soils. There have been a number of laboratory tests of the
technique, but only one field test. The field test was conducled by the EPA on a pilot
plant construcltd in Alabama and tested using contaminnIed soils from Montclair, NJ.
The test was on a small amount of soil -- 3000 Ibs.--in a ICSIthat IasIed for several houn.
Many times this amount of material needs to be tested IO determine the effkacy of soil
separation. Both the lab tests and the one field test had significant, largely unexplained
anomalies in the test measurenicms,which make iI difficult to draw hard conclusions
from the data. These and other problems with both the laboratory tests and the field I~SIS
are discussedin Section 4.
lluw dues the DOE currently clcfinc cleun?
The DOE and Ihe EPA have reccnIly agreed on separatesIanJar& for residcnIi;il
and commercial siIes in Maywood, anoIher radioacIively contaminated site in NJ.
ResidenIial areasare IO be ““cleaned” to 5 picocurirs per gram (pCi/g) of Ra-22G and Ra-.
228 IO any depth. Comniercial/industri;ll areas are IO be “cleaned” to 5 pCi/g for the lop
six inches and IO IS pCi/g below what. Where removal of Ihe contaminnied maierial
leaves a hole, replacementsoil in commercial/indusIri;II areas can be 15 pCi/g ai drp~h,
but the top one fooI InusI be “chxn” soil.
This decision has only been made for Maywood, but iI is likely thiiI the DOE and
[he EPA--Iwo federal agencies-- will mempl
IO ignow lhc. curi’cnl Iownship of Wayne
zoning and treaI the W ISS site as commercial, since the same people will make the
decision and since it is for the advantageof the DOE IO have in place a classification Ihilt
allows a lower level of “clean’‘-up.. The DOE considers most remaining sites to be
commercial/industrial.
The W ISS she has been zoned residential by the township of Wayne since 1939.
Although Rare Metals operaied al the sile, the surrounding area is clearly residenlial with
homes within 50 feet of the site. The DOE oronosed standard would aooly whether soil
senaration is used or not. Questions residents and the town governments must address
include whether it is suitirble to treat sites which are now embeddedin residential areas as
commercial and is iI proper for federal agenciesto override township zoning laws.
In the agreementpenaining IO Maywood, the DOE has stated they are bound Io“clean” orlly IO a level ol’ 15 pCi/g, but that they will m:~ke :I “besr cff’ofl” 10 exceed Illis
c

c
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and approach or exceed the 5 pCi/g limit where possible. This agreement leaves
considerable uncertainty with the DOE having the option IO “clean” only to the level of
IS pCi/g, when the “best effort” proves too costly. H:rving 15 pCi/g material remain at
the site means the use of the sites will be subject to restriclions, essentially forever, and is
7
&rely to result in decreasedvalues for adjoining properties.
What nre the orgutncnts In fcvur of a 5 pCi/g or less standard?
The combined radioactive concentrations of radium-226 and radium-228 in soil
should be substantially less than 5 pCi/g for residences. This is a health-based
requirement. The hazard of these materials arises, primarily, from direct gamma
exposures and from inhalation of radioactive radon gas from contaminated -soil.
Secondarily, there is a hazard from ingestion of radioactive dirt (clearly, a more serious
problem with children than adults) and from ingestion of contaminated ground or surface
waler.
At 5 pa/g, the direct g:rmma exposures from radium-228 and its decay products
is 67 IO 81 millirems per year. depending on the depth of the contaminants. This
exposure is higher than the exposure limit SCI by the EPA for a low-ICVCI radioactive
lhat an 0uer;itin~
waslc facilily which is 25 millirems per year. (II should he nothl
nuclear facility has an exposure limit of 100 millirems per year.) II is inequitable that
citizens at Wayne would be asked IO accept a limit less stringent ~III
citizens
surrounding a low-level waste dump.
If the more restrictive EPA limit is used. then the allowable radium-228
concentrations would have to be less than 2 pCi/g. Clc;irly, the possible DOE limit of 15
pCi/g would be complerely unacceptable.
A more detailed discussion of this issue is found in Appendix LI.
Gun soil separution provide tnutcriul tlmt will mrct WCII DOE’s s(:lndlrrtls?
Will soil separation provide coarse marerhil lhl will inert either the 5 pCi/g or
the IS pCi/g standard? The DOE doesn’t know yet.
As mentioned above, a small “pilot plant” mnchinc was tested in Alabama, using
soil from Montclair that was contaminated at the level 40 pCi/g: This test produced
coarse (“clean”) truuerial at 12.1 pCi/g. Since Montclair was to be “cleaned” to
residential standards, that was not accenlshle and soil separation was not tested further.
Material from the pile a~ the Wayne site and from Maywood is somewhat .less
contaminated, and DOE has laboratory tests that indicate that the coarse materi;i] could .
have contamination
levels that would mcel their slandards and could be dumped birck
into holes on the WlSS site. However, as will be discussedmore fully below, there h;ive

.

.

.

we do not assumea fuutureresident builds a basementbecausea basementon the W ISS
would have major water problems. A bzsement would also collect radon gas and would
have to be ventilated. The process of building a basementwould mean excavation of
buried waste materials which would greatly increase the potential dose to a resident. For
our calculations we assumeconservatively that a person spends8 hours outside the house
and 16 hours per day inside. One could assumethe outdoor time is reduced, but the
calculated doses are in any case so high, it makes little difference to the bottom line
conclusion, that the doses are too high for future occupancy unless the waste materials
buried underground are removed.

Radiation Dose Rates from Waste Pits
Radioactive concentrations reported in the Remedial Investigation report are
unreliable. Becauseof the presenceof the pile, DOE contractors were forced to drill
slantwise under the pile to locate the underground pits. These boreholes were intended lo
confirm the locations of certain burial pits. Sufficient measurementswere not made for a
radiological survey. The radioactive concentrations are much less than measured by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission’ in 1983. Records of buried materials were destroyed
in a mysterious fire at the site in 1977. Nevertheless, the processlo extract thorium from
monazite sands is known and was employed at Stepan Chemical, Maywood, New Jersey,
for many years. The thorium-232 levels in the slurry pile at Maywood average 703 .
pCi/g, compared to DOE’s assumed567 pa/g at Wayne. The bottom line here is that
the averagedirect gamma and radon exposures could be greater by 25% or more than
calculated by DOE under the assumedconcentration 567 pa/g. .If the site reverted to
residential use, the direct gamma exposures could be as high as 3059 mdy, as shown in
Table 1. This is approximately 200 times the current exposure rates.
But hot spots in the burial area can range up to 13,000 pCi/g. The maximum
theoretically possible Ulorium-232 concentrations’are 109,000 pCi/g, the specific
activity of thorium-232.
P
In addition 10 being parallel in origin with the Maywood wastes, some of the
i Wayne wastes came directly from Stepan Chemical”, shipped October l&1963.
i Approximately I5 tons of thorium materials were shipped from Stepan Chemical. The
k-

’ Ibid.

i:I

’ US Deptof Health,Educatiolland

Rndid/ogicnlHcnll/,Hnnhbook, January 1970.

‘ Nuclear Regulatory

Report, dated Novembcr2,

Conmhsiou

Wclhrc,
Inspection

1967.
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Table 2. Radioactive Materials Shipped from Stepan
C*hemical, Maywood to Davidson Chemical, Wayne, October
11,1963

Material

Uniter ’
Rare Earth Oxides
Thorium Chloride
Thorium Phosphate
Thorium Sulfate
Thorium Acetate
Thorium Citrate
Thorium Hydroxide
Thprium Fluoride
Thorium Nitrate (crude)
Thorium Oxide (crude)
Crude Monazite

Percent
ThO

24%
12%
45%
12%
45%
55%
26%
80%
69%
45%
90%
3%

Weight
(lb)

2mo
1260
155
3000
18
4
2
2
1
50
50
20000

Radioactive
Concentration

(PCW
26160
13080
49050
13080
49050
59950
28340
87200
75210
49050
98100
3270

.
\
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tnventory of materials shipped, and the radioactive concentrations of these materials is
-7
shown in Table 2.
-4
Rndon Exhalation from Buried Waste
Following direct gamma exposures,radiation doses due to radon are expected to
be the second major contributor to radiation exposuresto future residents. Calculations
for current employees show radon to be a relatively minor contributor becausethe pile is
wrapped in plastic and covers the underground waste materials. The radon cannot
escape. Once the pile is removed, radon would be a major contributor. The radon levels
would be much higher than the presently measured0.004 pCi/l outdoors and 1 pCi/l
indoors used by the risk assessment.
The radon doses are calculated in Table 3 for future residents. The contribution
to the whole body dose commitment is approximately 1436 mr/y. The total whole body
dose commitment due to combined radon inhalation and direct gamma to future residents
is 4,496 mr/y, about 300 times present levels. These doses are far higher than the
allowable limit to non-nuclear workers, 100 mr/y, or the EPA standard for low-level
waste facilities, 25 mr/y.
Additional radiation pathways to humans provide a relatively small contribution
and are not calculated here. These pathways include inhalation of radioactive
particuiates, immersion, water ingestion and dirt ingestion, primarily to children who
might play in Sheffield Brook. Sheffield Brook is an intermittent stream, but children
can play in the dry stream bed. DOE assumesa low dirt ingestion rate, 50 mgld. A more
realistic value is 1 g/d assumedby the EPA in risk assessmentcalculations at Montclair,
New Jersey. The number of hours per week, and number of weeks per year also appears
too low, a total of 7 hours a year. A more realistic estimate is 4 hr/wk, 50 wWyr, but
these calculations basedon these higher assumptionswere not carried out in this report
becausethe estimated exposureswould be low compared to direct gamma and radon
contributions.

Risk Factors
To convert radioactive intake to risk, two factors must be employed. One set of
factors, dose conversion factors, convert intake of radionuciides to radiation dose. The
parametersemployed by DOE, embodied in the RESRAD computer model, appear to be
the latest values, basedon the most current ICRP model.
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Mr. Michael Nolan
Concerned Citizens
of Maywood
69 Lenox Ave.
Maywood, New Jersey 07607

I

Re:

Maywood Interim

PROTECTION

Storage

'

Site

Dear Mr. Nolan:
I.
I am writing
in response to your letter
expressed concerns over cleanup levels
other issues.

1
tf

I
1.

.d

of March 9, 1994, in which you
for the Maywood Superfund Site among

As I stated in my September 7, 1993 letter
to you, the Environmental
Protection
Agency (EPA) will only agree to cleanup levels and a remedial
action plan for the Maywood Site that are protective
of human health and the
environment.
I assure you that EPA will not "cave in" to any cleanup plan
that compromises our bottom line.
Soil washing, if it is to be formally
proposed by the Department of Energy (DOE) as part of its cleanup plan, must
be shown to meet our cleanup objectives
before we will
agree to its
implementation.
After resolution
of the cleanup level dispute and
finalization
of the Record of Decision for the site, we will set up an
ambitious,
enforceable
cleanup schedule with DOE.
/With regard to another comment in your letter,
I did not state.
nor did I
imply, in my September 7, 1993 letter
to you, th at DOE was limitednse
t@iTi spose of waste onlv from aifes designated
unt rer litle
I of the Uranium
Mill 'lailinas
Radiation
Coritrol Act of 1978 (UMTRCA) at its South Clive
"Vitro"
facility.
Thgt DOE chose to dispose‘af
waske onlv
from UMTRtA siies
at the South Clive facility
ratfie 1
e during
1983 throunh 1988 was a DOE was%iiiZKagemZ+t decision;
EPA was not part
of
0 th:t decision-making
process.
If you have any other questions regarding the Maywood site,
Jeffrey
Gratz, EPA project
manager, at (212) 264-6667.
Sincerely

yours,

4 tie
eGeorge Pavlou, Acting Director
Emergency and Remedial Response Division

please

call

ENVIROCARE OFUTAH.

INC.

THE SAFE ALTERNATIVE

July

.
Andrew Drol
13 Lucas Lane
Wayne,
New Jersey

6, 1993

07470

_*

Dear Hr. Drol:
I appreciate
your interest
in our Radioactive
Waste Disposal
Facility
located at South Clive, Utah. I am writing
this letter
to
0: licensing
our facility
describe to you the background and status
to take lie,(2)
materials.
The south Clive site was originally
opened by the State of
Utah and the Department of Energy in 1983 to accept and dispose of
During the s
s, 2.5 million
lie:(2)
materials.
cdkac yams of lie.(2)
waste was
ed at the site
under the direction
of the-Department
of Energy.
c
:

Near the end of the five-year
Qject,
the remaihing partion
of the South Clive
license for disposal of radioactive
material.

2

In 1989, Envirocare
asked the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
authority
to dispose of the same type of lie.(2)
material
on the same property.
Because Envirocare is a corporationt
a govc-n
ency, the
e to o throush a
recrui%dJ.$.~;;~;~eh;;r;;$~~
been P %%%%evel~e~.
h the &
for almost four years to
complete this application
process.
Our most recent correspondence
with tile NRC has suggested that the licensing
should be completed
by October 1993. Soon after that date, Envirocare will be able to
> -pTmmaterial
for disposal.
for

>

the

Again I appreciate
any fllriher
information
at (Se.) 532-1330.

your interest
in our facility.
If there is
that I can provide,
please give me a call
.
..

Charles A. Judd, P.E.
Executive Vice President

.*

..
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States Government

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations

rnetiorandum
January 26, 1994
em
EW-93:Cange

‘* I.3
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DOCU&fENTATION OF BI-MONTH LY PROJECT MANAGERS MEETlNc ;S
PDCC File:
Bi-Monthly Project Managers Meetings were held with Jeff Gratz O:I October 8 ;III,! again on
December 14, 1993. The following is a list of topics discussed a~exh of these n!l.ctlnyn.
October 8. 1993
Maywood Dispute
- EPA will be writing their decision no\< thawOct. 5 has come .I:td yonc.

l

Wayne Document Schedule
- BRA will be delivered November 18
- FS will be dclivcrcd October ?9
- PP will be delivered Novcmbcr 30

l

. Onsitc Activities
- DOE plans to collect additional samples from Sheffield Brouk during EXI II: response to
EPA comments on the FS.
December 14. 1993
Ma wood
Mf

l

is ute .
next steps nkr Guimond 8 viMusquiskl
nteeuup
m ---_
-“a -;.i. .

- Schedule is to test in Feb.
- Plan will be sent in Jan.
l

Wayne Document Schedule

.
0

Department

9+-

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

57e
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The Honorable Bill Bradley
District
Office of U.S. Senator
P.O. Box 1720
609 Vauxhall Road
Union, NJ 07083
Dear Honorable
wwoo~

SITE

Bradley

Bradley:
- PUBLIC

RELEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE PILE

The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
sumnary to public comments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at the MaywoodPublic Library
and at the DOE Publjc Information
Center in Maywood.
Pile removal
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
conrnents.

free

to contact

me at

(615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,
.
Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2007
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

’

120554
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Mr. Eugene Peters
Office of U.S. Senator Bradley
SH-731 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr.
MAWOOD

Peters:

SITE - PUBLICRELEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE PILE

The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes
a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
sumnary to public conments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
5,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pil'e
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comnents.

free

to contact

me at

(615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,
Y2&4ch
Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or
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1.
J

Ms. Liz O'Donoghue
Office of U.S. Senator Lautenberg
SH-506 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington,DC
20510

1.

Dear Ms. 0'Donogl;ue:
MAW000 SITE - PUBLIC RiLEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEJIATE THE STORAGE PILE

1
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
A copy of
sumnary to public comments made during May and June of this year.
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
Pile removal
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comnents,

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

se-57+

Department

of Energy

1266

Oak Ridge Operations

P.O.Box2001

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

37831-

j4
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Ms. Lisa Pleavin
District
Office of U.S. Senator
Gateway One
Gateway Center
Newark, NJ 07102

Lautenberg

Dear Ms. Pleavin:
MAYWOODSITE - PUBLIC

RELEASE OF THE

FINAL EE/CA

TO REMEDIATE

THE STORAGE

PILE

The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of,the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
of the Maywood
storage pile has been released.
This final
copy includes
a responsiveness
sumnary to public comments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
5,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
disposal
facility
in Utah.
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comnents.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sftes Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

W-574

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

-

120654

SEP23 I334

Mr. Herb Nelson
Office of U.S. Representative
Torricelli
2159 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Nelson:
k'.YWOOD SITE - PUBLIC RELEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes
a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
A copy of
sumnary to public comnents made during May and June of this year.
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at

(615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

.
SgltKWuu
.

Susan M. Cange, Site Man;Jer
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

’

SEP29 I994

1.
J

Mr. Phfllip
Goldberg
District
Office of U.S.-Representative
Court Plaza North
25 Main Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601

Torricelli

Dear Mr. Goldberg:
MAYWOODSITE - PUBLIC RELEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
storage pile has been released.
This final
copy f ncludes a responsiveness
sumnary to public cornnents made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
5,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
disposal
facility
in Utah.
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.

.I

Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

I

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

qe-574

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

l

SEP23 I994

Ms. Anaela Caroenter
Project Manager
U.S. EPA - Region II
Federal Facilities
Section
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10278
Dear Ms. Carpenter:

MAYWOOD
SITE - PUBLIC RELEASE OF THE FINAL EEKA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
storage pile has been released.
This final
copy includes a respcnsiveness
sumnary to public comments made during May and June of this year. A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at-the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will
be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

of Energy

w-574-

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

L

894

SEP23

Mr. Nicholas Marton
Research Scientist
New Jersey Dept. of Environmental
Protectlon
Bureau of Federal Case Management
401 East State Street
Trenton,
NJ 08625

and Energy

Dear Mr. Marton:

MAW000SITE - PUBJC RELEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CATO REMEDIATE
THE STORAGE
PILE
version of the
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
of the Maywood
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
_
storage pile has been released.
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
sumnary to public cornnents made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
5,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
disposal
facility
in Utah.
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
winter months becnuse of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of 4n Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724
'

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,
%-=@-G&Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division

Enclosure

or

Department

q4-574

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessae 3783 I -

.

SEP2 3 19%
Mr. Bruce Butler
Office of U.S. Representative
Roukema
2244 Rayburn House Office Building
Mashington,
DC 20515-3005
Dear Mr. Butler:
MAWOOD SITE - PUBLIC

RtLE4SE

OF THE FINAL

EE/C:;

TO REMEDIATE

THE STORAGE PILE

The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
sumnary to public comments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
Pile removal
JOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

-

Department

‘q-4-574-

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

SEP2 3
Mr. Frank Cove111
District
Office of U.S. Representative
1200 East Ridgewood Avenue
Ridgewood, NJ 07450

I994

Roukema

Dear Mr. Covelli:
MAYWOODSITE - PUBLIC RELEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEOIATE THE STORAGE PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
of the Maywood
storage pile .has
been
released.
-This
final
copy
includes
a
responsiveness
_.
sumnary to public
comments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Mayvood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
5,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
disposal
facility
in Utah.
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
0; k Ridge. Tennessee 37831-

SEP23 Wt.

The Honorable John A. Steuert,
Mayor, Borough of Maywood
459 Maywood Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607

Jr.

Dear Mayor Steuert:
MAWOOD SITE - PUBLICRELEASE
OF THE FINAL EE/CATO REMEDIATE
THE STORAGE
PILE
The purpose'of
this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
storage pile has been released.
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
sumnary to public comnents made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Informat,Ion
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will
be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-

SEP2 3

I994

The Honorable Richard LoCascio
Mayor, Rochelle Park Township
405 Rochelle Avenue
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
Dear Mayor LoCascio:
MAYWDDDSITE - PUBLICRELEASE
OF THE FINAL EE/CATO REMEDIATE
THE STORAGE
PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
sumnary to public conments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. During that time, approximately
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comnents.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Sincerely,

.
Enclosure

ziiziicM.A-&Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former
Sites Restoration
Division

or

.

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37837-

SEP23 1494

The Honorable Phillip
Toronto
Mayor, Lodi Borough Hall
One,Memorial Drive
Lodi, NJ 07644
Dear Mayor Toronto:
MAYHDDDSITE - PUBLIC RiLEASE OF THE FINAL EE/CA TO REMEDIATE THE STORAGE PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EEKA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
sumnary to public coronents made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
5,000 cubic yards of material
November, 1994. Ouring that time, approximately
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
comiients.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

sa&,&
c
Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Former Sites Restoration
Division
Enclosure

or

Department

of Energy

Oak Ridge Operations
P.O. Box 2001
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37631-

SEP2 3 1994

Mr. Adam Strobe1
Assistant
to County Executive
Bergen County Administration
Building
21 Main Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
Dear Mr. Strobel:
MAYAOODSITE - PUBLICRELEASE
OF THE FINAL EE/CATO REMEDIATE
THE STORAGE PILE
The purpose of this letter
is to inform you that the final
version of the
engineering
evaluation/cost
analysis
(EE/CA) for remediation
of the Maywood
This final
copy includes a responsiveness
storage pile has been released.
sumnary to public comments made during May and June of this year.
A copy of
this report has been enclosed for your information.
In addition,
a copy has
been placed in the administrative
record file
at the Maywood Public Library
and at the DOE Public Information
Center in Maywood.
DOE is moving forward with its plans to remove the Maywood pile.
Pile removal
activities
are scheduled to begin in early October and continue through
'November, 1994. During that time, approximately
5,000 cubic yards of material
will be removed from the site and transported
by rail to the Envirocare
Removal activities
will be discontinued
during the
disposal
facility
in Utah.
winter months because of anticipated
poor weather conditions.
Additional
pile
material
will be excavated and disposed of in Utah during 1995.
Please feel
torments.

free

to contact

me at (615)

576-5724

if

you have any questions

Susan M. Cange, Site Manager
Division
Former Sites Restoration
Enclosure

or

Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis for the Maywood Site Storage Pile,
Maywood, New Jersey

September 1994

Prepared by
U.S. Department of Energy
Former Sites Restoration Division
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY
This engineering evaluation/cost analysis (FE/CA) has been prepared in support of a
proposed action to remove radioactively contaminated soils and debris from the Maywood
Interim Storage Site (MISS) waste pile in Maywood, New Jersey. The MISS and associated
properties, collectively designated as the Maywood site, became contaminated as a result of
thorium .processingoperations by the former Maywood Chemical Works. The waste storage pile
at MISS contains approximately 35,000 yd3 of contaminated materials removed from 25 vicinity
properties between ‘1984 and 1986. .Th@ EEKA only addressesthe contaminated materials
contained in this waste storage pile. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for
cleanup activities at the Maywood site under its Formerly Utilixed Sites Remedial Action
Program (FUSRAP), as defined in the Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) between DOE and
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for the site.
Remedial actions at the Maywood site are being conducted in accordance with the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), as
amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA). In addition, DOE
has chosen to integrate the values of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which
assure that the socio-economic and potential cumulative impacts of a proposed action are
considered as part of the decision-making process for that action. DOE is currently conducting
a comprehensive remedial investigation/feasibility study-environmental impact statement(RI/FSEIS) for remedial action at the Maywood site. The proposed early removal action evaluated in
this FE/CA is consistent with the overall cleanup strategy for the site, and will not limit the
choice of reasonable alternatives or prejudice the ultimate decision for which the RI/FS-EIS is
being prepared. The removal of the waste storage pile will facilitate proposed future waste
processing activities at the MISS property during final remediation of the Maywood site and
ensure protection of human health and the environment.
This EEKA has been submitted for public comment in accordancewith the requirements
of 40 CFR 300.415. A summary of comments received by DOE and the respective DOE
responses is provided as an Appendix.

vii
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1. SITE CHARACTERIZATION
1.1 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Maywood site consists of properties in the Boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and the
Township of Rochelle Park, New Jersey, that were contaminated by operations for processing
thorium, a radioactive element, at the Maywood Chemical Works (MCW). These operations
occurred from the early 1900’s through 1959. The three municipalities are located in a densely
popuIated area of Bergen County in northeastern New Jersey, approximately I2 miles northnorthwest of New York City and 13 miles northeast of Newark, New Jersey (Figure l-l). The
site is listed on the National Priorities List (NPL) as the Maywood Chemical Company.
Properties within the Maywood site include the DOE-owned Maywood Interim Storage
Site (MISS) and other vicinity properties. These other properties include the Stepan Company
property (formerly Maywood Chemical Works) and numerous residential, commercial, Federal,
state, and municipal properties in Maywood, Rochelle Park, and Lodi, New Jersey (Figure l-2).
These properties are contaminated with the thorium-232, radium-226, and uranium-238
radioactive decay series as a result of thorium processing at MCW. Chemical contaminants are
also known to be present on some of the properties.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) was assignedresponsibility for the Maywood site
by Congress in 1984. DOE is conducting a study of possible cleanup actions for the site, called
a remedial investigation/feasibility study-environmental impact statement(RIIFS-EIS), under the
Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP). FUSRAP was established in
1974 to identify and decontaminate or otherwise control sites where residual radioactive
materials remain from the early years of the nation’s atomic energy program and from
commercial operations causing conditions that Congress has authorized DOE to remedy.
Congress assigned DOE the responsibility for cleaning up contamination at the site that*
resulted from thorium processing operations by the former Maywood Chemical Works. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) oversees the Maywood site cleanup. Each
agency’s responsibilities are described in a Federal Facilities Agreement (FFA) negotiated by
DOE and EPA Region 11. DOE is responsible primarily for addressing radioactive
contamination and the contaminants that meet the definition of FUSRAP waste as described in
the FFA. A separate RIlFS is being conducted by the Stepan Company, owner of the former
MCW property, focusing on chemical contamination at the site. Although the DOE and Stepan
Company RIlFS activities are being conducted independently, EPA has oversight over both
actions; in consultation with DOE and the Stepan Company, EPA will ensure that sufficient
coordination occurs between the parties to fully address the problems of the Maywood site.
To help in developing and evaluating remedial action alternatives, the Maywood site has
been divided into rive operable units (OUs) based on land use and the type of contaminated
media (e.g., contaminated soils, contaminated buildings) of concern. The location of the
properties making up these OUs is shown in Figure l-2.
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The Maywood Interim Storage Site is an 11.7-acre property owned by DOE and located

in the Borough of Maywood and the Township of Rochelle Park. The MISS property was
previously part of a 30-acre property owned by the Stepan Company, and it was formerly part
of the Maywood Chemical Works. DOE acquired the property from the Stepan Company in
1985. The property contains a waste storage pile, two buildings (Building 76 and a pumphouse),
two partially buried structures, temporary office trailers, a reservoir, and two rail spurs. It is
bordered on the west by State Route 17, on the north by a New York, Susquehanna, and
Western Railroad line, and on the south and east by commercial and industrial properties.
Residential properties are located north of the raihoad line and within 300 yards to the north of
the MISS property boundary. The waste storage pile at MISS occupies approximately 2 acres
and contains about 35,ooO yd’of contaminated soils and materials from previous cleanup actions
conducted on vicinity properties at the Maywood site. A building at MISS (Building 76) also
houses waste from previous cleanup actions and site investigations. Former waste retention
ponds also are located at MISS. The property is enclosed by a chain-link fence and access is
restricted within the fenced area. Figure l-3 indicates principal features of the MISS property.
The Stepan Company, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, is located at 100 West Hunter

-
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Avenue in the Borough of Maywood, adjacent to MISS. The property covers 18.2 acres,
approximately two-thirds of which contains buildings; some of these buildings are located in
or near areas where the MCW thorium-processing operations occurred. Burial pits containing
thorium-processing and other wastes are located on the site (see Figure l-3). The property
(excluding the main office and parking area) is enclosed by a chain-link fence and access is
restricted within the fenced area.
Residential vicinity properties in the Boroughs of Maywood and Lodi and the Township
of Rochelle Park contain radioactive contamination from thorium-processing operations. These
properties were identified by DOE through surveys performed by Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL). Nine residential properties in Rochelle Park on Grove Avenue and Park
Way and eight residential properties in Maywood on Davison Avenue and Latham Street were
completely decontaminated by DOE between 1984 and 1986. This decontamination was verified
by ORNL and the properties were approved for use without radiological restriction. Eight
residential properties in Lodi have also been decontaminated and have been independently
verified as clean. One additional property in Lodi was partially remediated during previous
removal actions. Of the remaining 31 contaminated residential properties to be dealt with by
DOE, 29 are located in the Borough of Lodi (including the one partially remediated property)
and two are located in Maywood.

Commercial/government vicinity properties include27 properties located in Maywood,
Rochelle Park, and Lodi. Twenty commercial vicinity properties are part of the Maywood site.
State and federally owned properties include areas in the right-of-way for Interstate 80, a State
Route 17 embankment, and the New Jersey Vehicle Inspection Station. Four contaminated
municipal properties in Lodi (three parks and a fire station), residential streets suspectedto have
contaminated soils below the surface, and contaminated sediments from Lodi Brook are also
included in this OU. The majority of these properties were contaminated through the same

_
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processesas the residential properties - by movement of contaminated sedimentsalong former
stream channels or use of contaminated material as fill and mulch. Three of these properties
(Ballad, Searsand State Route 17) were once part of the former MCW property and were used,
at least in part, for waste disposal. A portion of one property (Ballod) was remediated during
a previous removal action.
Contaminated

buildings

and

structures

are located on the Stepan property.

Radiologically contaminated buildings include Buildings 4, 10, 13, 15, 20, 67, 78, and the
guardhouse (see Figure l-3). The radiological contamination is generally locaked in discrete
areas within buildings, and is fixed in place on building floors and surfaces and not easily
removed by casual contact. The contaminated buildings are all old buildings that existed during
the time that MCW was processing thorium. No buildings on vicinity properties were found to
be contaminated, other than one residencein Lodi that contained contaminatedbuilding materials
from MCW. The contaminated portion of this residential building has been removed and
reconstructed.

-

-
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This engineering evaluation/cost analysis (IX/CA) has been prepared according to the
requirements of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
of 1980 (CERCLA), as amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of
1986 (SARA). The primary purpose is to evaluate a proposed early removal action for the waste
storage pile at MISS. This response action would deal with contaminated soils and debris
generated during previous response actions at 25 vicinity properties at the Maywood site and
placed in interim storage at MISS.
No significant near-term health threats are believed to be posed by the waste storage pile.
However, DOE has determined that this early removal action (taking care of the waste pile
before the remediation of the entire Maywood site) would facilitate future remedial activities at
the site. It also would ensure the protection of human health and the environment. The
proposed removal action is consistent with the remedial action strategy currently being planned
for the Maywood site through the ongoing RI/FS-EIS process, and will not bias future actions
at the site.
The RIIFS-EIS processwill be completed before comprehensiveremedial actions for the
site will begin (ANL/BNl 1992). The RVFS-EIS process will conclude with the publication of
a document, called a record of decision (ROD), that will identify the selected remedy for the
Maywood site.
Various removal actions have been or will be performed at the Maywood site before
completion of the RI/F.5EIS process, in order to control actual or potential releases of
contaminants into the environment. Removal actions completed previously are discussed in
Section 1.2. Management of the contaminated materials in the waste storage pile discussedin
this EEKA also would be conducted as a removal action.
-
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1.2 SITE BACKGROUND
The Maywood Chemical Works was constructed in 1895.

In 1916, the plant began

extracting thorium and rare earths from monaxite sands for use in manufacturing industrial
products such as mantles for gas lanterns. The plant also produced a variety of other materials,
including lithium compounds, detergents, alkaloids, and oils. The plant stopped accepting
monazite sands for extraction of thorium in 1956, but it processed stockpiled materials until
1959. Based on available historical information and knowledge of the chemical processes
involved, the chemicals identified as having been used in the thorium extraction process include
sulfuric acid, nitric acid, ammonium hydroxide, and ammonium oxalate; Oxalic acid was also

used at the site in the production of higher-grade thorium.
In the extraction process, waste in a slurry form was produced. Until 1932, the slurry
was pumped to two earthendiked areas west of the plant. At that time, the disposal areas were
affected by the construction of State Route 17, which separated the diked areas from the plant
and partially buried them. Waste retention ponds also were located throughout the area of MCW
that is now MISS.
Some of the process wastes were removed and used as mulch and fill on nearby
properties, thereby contaminating those properties with radioactive materials. Although the fill
consisted primarily of tea and coca leaves from other MCW processes, these materials were
apparently contaminated with the thorium-processing wastes. Other wastes moved off-site from
the property through natural drainage of the former Lodi Brook. Most of the open stream
channel in Lodi has been replaced by an enclosed storm drain system.
MCW received a radioactive materials license from the AEC in 1954. The property was
sold to the Stepan Company in 1959, which received a license from the AEC in 1961. Although
the Stepan Company never processed radioactive materials, the company agreed to carry out
certain remedial measuresin the former disposal area on the west side of State Route 17 (now
known as the Ballod property). Stepan began to clean up the thorium processing wastes in 1963.
From 1966 through 1968, Stepan removed residues and tailings from the Ballod property and
reburied them on the Stepan property in three burial pits. After these actions were completed,
AEC certified that the portion of the property west of State Route 17 could be used without
radiological restrictions.
Radioactive contamination, however, was discovered in the northeast comer of the
property in 1980. The discovery was made after a private citizen reported radioactive
contamination near State Route 17 to the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP). A survey of the area (State Route 17, Ballod property, and Stepan property)
conducted by NJDEP identified the contaminants as thorium-232 and radium-226. The U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) was notified of the results and conducted additional
surveys from November 1980 to January 1981. These surveys confirmed that there were high
concentrations of thorium-232 in soil samples collected from both the Stepan and Ballod
properties. NRC, therefore, requested a thorough survey of the area.
7
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In January 1981, the EG&G Energy Measurements Group conducted an aerial
radiological survey of the Stepan property and surrounding properties. The survey, which
covered a 3.9-mi* area, indicated contamination not only on the Stepanand Ballod properties but
also in areas to the north and south of the Ballad property. During February 1981, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) performed a separate radiological ground survey of the Ballad
property, Those results eventually led to designation of tlk property for remedial action under
FUSRAP. In June 1981, another radiological survey of the Stcpan and Ballod properties
cominissioned by the Stepan Company produced similar findings.
Through a provision of the Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act of 1984,
Congress authorized DOE to conduct a decontamination researchand development project at the
Maywood site. The site was assigned to FUSRAP, and DOE negotiated accessto a 11.7-acre
portion of the Stepan property for use as an interim storage facility for contaminated materials
that were to be removed from vicinity properties. This area is now known as MISS. In
September 1985, ownership of MISS was transferred to DOE.

_
_
_
_

In late 1983, DOE began a program of surveys of properties in the vicinity of the former
MCW plant. From 1984 to 1986, DOE completed removal actions at 25 residential properties,
and partially remediated one additional residential property and one commercial property. The
waste from these removal actions was placed in storage at MISS. Removal actions at the
vicinity properties were halted in 1986 in response to community concerns about additional
wastes being brought to MISS.
In July 1991, DOE conducted a time-critical removal action to decontaminatea residential
property at 90 Avenue C in Lodi. This action was taken in response to radiological surveys
which identified gamma exposure rates above DOE guidelines inside a portion of the building.
The original owner of the residence was an employee of MCW, who apparently used discarded
building and fill materials from MCW in the construction of an addition to the house.
Contaminated soil and building materials generated during this removal action were packaga
in appropriate containers and placed in Building 76 at MlSS for storage.

-

The Maywood site was placed on the National Priorities List (NPL) by EPA on
September 8, 1983. All remedial actions at the site conducted by DOE are being coordinated
with EPA Region II under CERCLA. In addition, it is DOE policy to integrate the requirements
of CERCLA with the values of NEPA for remedial action at sites for which it has responsibility.
The RI/FS conducted under CERCLA is the primary process for ensuring that DOE remedial
actions for the site meet environmental regulations. Under the integrated CERCLA/NEPA
policy, the CERCLA process is supplemented, as appropriate, to include NEPA values.
The limits of DOE’s responsibilities for the Maywood site are defined under a negotiated
Federal Facilities Agreement between DOE and EPA Region II which became effective April
22, 1991. DOE is responsible for FUSRAP waste, which is specifically defined as:
_
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all contam ination, both radiological and chem ical, whether com m ingled or not,
on M ISS;

a

all radiological contam ination above DOE action levels related to past thorium
processing at the M C W site occurring on any vicinity properties; and

0

any chem ical contam ination on vicinity properties that would satisfy either of the
following requirem ents:
- the chem ical contam inants are m ixed or com m ingled with radiological
contam ination above DOE action levels; or
- the chem ical contam inants originated on M ISS or were associated with the
thorium processing activities at the M C W site which resulted in the radiologiczd
contam ination.

Chem ical contam ination from M C W that is not on M ISS (or that is not shown to be
m igrating from M ISS), and not m ixed with FUSRAP waste, is being investigated by the Stepan
Com pany. This investigation is being conducted through an agreem ent signed by EPA and the
Stepan Com pany in 1987 and an order signed by EPA in 1991.
The waste storage pile at M ISS currently contains about 35,000 yd3 of contam inated soil
and debris rem oved from 25 vicinity properties between 1984 and 1986. It occupies
approxim ately 2 acres with an average height of 18 ft. During construction, the ground surface
was graded until level and rolled until firm ly packed. A berm was constructed around the entire
area, and a leachate collection system (a 6-inch layer of sand or fine soil) was installed and
covered with an impermeable Hypalon liner. An additional 6-inch layer of sand was placed on
top of the liner to drain any leachate that m ight form after the storage pile was com pleted. The
bottom liner slopes toward two sum ps for leachate collection. A 12-inch layer of fine-grained
contam inated m aterials was placed over the upper sand layer to protect it and the liner during
placem ent of the contam inated m aterials. After the rem oval action at the vicinity properties was
com pleted, the pile was covered with a Hypalon cover, which was sealed to the bottom liner and
further anchored using concrete blocks. In 1992, the cover was dam aged by high wind; the
dam aged cover was prom ptly repaired and additional ballast was added to further secure the
cover from future dam age. DOE has m aintained a com prehensive environm ental m onitoring
program for air, surface water, sedim ent, and groundwater at M ISS since 1984.
During the previous rem oval actions at the site, the public and local authorities were kept
fully inform ed about the work being planned and conducted by DOE. This was accom plished
through coordination with private property owners and local officials regarding logistics of the
rem oval actions, as well as through local m edia coverage and by issuing public notifications
(i.e., press releases). Form al access agreem ents were obtained with each affected property
owner and the borough or township officials before the rem oval actions were conducted. Any
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future response activities at the site also will be coordinated with the public and state and local
officials according to the community relations plan for the site (BNI 1992).
1.3 ENVIRONMENTAL

SETTING

I
-

1:

- -

Land Use and Demography. Land use in the vicinity of the Maywood site is a mixture
of commercial, light industrial, and residential uses. MISS is zoned for light industrial use.
There is no public accessto MISS or to much of the Stepan property. According to the 1990
Census, the population of Maywood was 9,473, Lodi was 22,335, and Rochelle Park Township
was 5,587. The population density in this area is approximately 10,000 people/mi2.

-

Topography, Drainage, and Sulfate Wafer. The Maywood site is located in the glaciated
section of the Piedmont Plateauof north-central New Jersey. The terrain is generally level, with
minor highs and lows created by occasional shallow ditches and low mounds. Elevations range
from 51 to 67 ft above mean sea level. The surface slopes gently to the west and is poorly
drained.

-

The Maywood site lies within the Saddle River drainage basin. MISS is located
approximately 0.5 mile east of the Saddle River, which is a tributary of the PassaicRiver, and
approximately 1 mile west of the drainage divide of the Hackensack River basin. Rainwater
runoff from most of MISS empties into the Saddle River through Westerly Brook, which flows
under the property, under State Route 17 through a concrete culvert, and eventually empties into
the Saddle River. Neither the Saddle River nor Westerly Brook is used as a source of potable
water.
Another perennial stream on the Maywood site, Lodi Brook, begins as two brancheson
the Sears property. Most of the original stream channel has been replaced by an enclosedstorm
drain system. The former channel matches the distribution of contaminated materials in the
Borough of Lodi. The western branch of Lodi Brook has been covered by the Sears warehouse
and its parking lot. The eastern-mostbranch drains the surface area outside the Sears fence and
then flows underground for most of its route to the Saddle River. Some surface runoff from
MISS may flow parallel to State Route 17 and drain into Lodi Brook. Recent surface water flow
studies at MISS, however, have observed no measurablesurface runoff from the MISS property.
Lodi Brook empties into the Saddle River downstream of Westerly Brook’s confluence with the
Saddle River.
Geology/Soils. Bedrock underlying the Maywood site consists of igneous-derived
sedimentary rock of lower Jurassic and upper Triassic age identified as the PassaicFormation.
The Passaic Formation has alternating beds of reddish-brown sandstone, mudstone, and shale.
It ranges from 5900 to 8000 ft in thickness. Unconsolidated materials of glacial origin
(boulders, gravel, silt, and clay) are layered over the bedrock at the site and in many parts of
the region. The composition and characteristicsof these depositsvary within the area, including
unstratified depositsof unsorted rock fragments ranging from clay-sized particles to boulders laid
down directly by glaciers and stratified deposits of bedded, well-sorted materials deposited by
10
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glacial meltwater into streams and lakes. Extensive agricultural and urban development has
disturbed or destroyed much of the original deciduous soil horizon. Most of the current soil
cover in the area may be classified as urban fill.
* :

Hydrogeology/Groundwafer. Groundwater in the Maywood area occurs in both the
Passaic Formation and the unconsoIidated glacial deposits. The ‘Passaic Formation is a
productive aquifer with sufficient capacity for public and industrial use. However, there is no
known use of this groundwater for drinking water or domestic uses in the area of the Maywood
site. Groundwater flows through weatheredrock and secondary fracture openings in the Passaic
Formation, forming a system of tabular aquifers and aquicludes. The water is moderately
mineral&l and ranges from moderately hard to very bard. The unconsolidatedglacial deposits
provide a more variable source of groundwater, with highly variable water quality. It ranges
from soft to hard but is generally not mineralized.
Depth-to-groundwater is shallow and ranges from approximately 3 to 15 ft below ground
surface. Water levels fluctuate in response to short- and long-term seasonal patterns of
precipitation and evapotranspiration. Levels are generally lowest in May through September,
with rising water levels beginning in late November through December. Groundwater recharge
occurs primarily through percolation from precipitation. At the MISS and Ballod properties,
groundwater flow is toward the west in both the bedrock and overburden aquifers. .Average
hydraulic gradients vary depending on the season and recent precipitation. Gradients are
generally steeper on the MISS property, and decreaserapidly on the Ballod property.

1.
I
I-

Ecology. The Maywood site is located within the glaciated portion of the Appalachian
Oak Forest Section of the Eastern Deciduous Forest Province. However, urban development
has destroyed the forest habitat in the area. This has resulted in natural landscapesdominated
by grasses and forbs, with scattered shrubs and trees. The landscaped commercial and
residential properties contain plant speciescommon to landscapedyards, such as grasses, shrubs
and trees. No threatened or endangered species have been identified at the Maywood site.
Local habitat limits animal life to commonly occurring speciesadapted to suburban and urban
environments.

I
I
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Aquatic habitats are limited to drainageways, small temporary ponds, Westerly and Lodi
Brooks, and the Saddle River. Hydrophytic vegetation is apparent along the upper portions of
Lodi Brook on the Searsproperty. A wetlands delineation, performed as part of the RI/FS that
the Stepan Company is conducting, identified wetlands covering approximately 1.7 ha (4.1 acres)
in this area. However, no wetlands are present on the MISS property (DOE 1994a).
Climate and Meteorology. The regional climate is humid, with a normal annual
precipitation of about 42 inches and about 120 days of precipitation per year. The area receives
approximately 30 inches of snow per year. Average monthly temperatures range from 0.4”C
(31.3” F) in January to 24.9”C (76.8”F) in July. The prevailing winds are from the northwest
during October to April and from the southwest during the remainder of the year.

11
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Archeological and Historical Sites. None of the buildings at the Maywood site are
currently listed in the National Register of Historic Places. Consultation with the New Jersey
Historic Preservation Office during the RI/FS-EIS process has confirmed that no archeological,
cultural, or historic resources would be seriously affected by site activities.
1.4 ANALYTICAL

DATA

Detailed descriptions of the site characterization activities and results for the overall
Maywood site are presented in the RI report (DOE 1992). Only information important to the
MISS waste storage pile considered in this EE/CA is summarized in this section.
Radioactive Contaminants

Detailed characterization of the materiats in the waste storagepile was conducted during
1990 and 1991 (BNI 1991). The sampling methods and approach were designed and agreed
upon by DOE and NJDEP (Atkin 1989, Kaup 1989). The pile was surveyed and marked with
a 50-ft grid, and 37 boreholes were drilled at locations indicated in Figure l-4. To the degree
possible, boreholes were drilled at the intersections of grid lines. However, some adjustments
were necessary because of field conditions such as poor recovery, auger refusal, and unsafe
slope conditions. If difficulties prevented reaching the proposed borehole depth, the drilling
attempt was repeated at a location nearby. Drilling depth at each location differed because of
the variable height of the pile and the depth of the leachatecollection system underneath. After
each borehole was drilled, the disturbed area of the pile cover was repaired.
To the extent possible, each borehole was sampledcontinuously from top to bottom using
a split-spoon sampler. For each borehole, a randomly selected portion of the material taken
from each sampling interval [using alternating 2-ft and 4-ft sampling intervals] was homogenized
and composited to produce a single sample representative of the entire depth of the borehole.
.The composite samples (a total of 30) were then properly packagedand shipped for analysis by
gamma spectrometry for thorium-232, radium-226, and uranium-238. Average radionuclide
concentrations were 18.1 pCi/g for thorium-232, 2.4 pCi/g for radium-226, and 17 pCi/g for
uranium-238. The results for each individual borehole are presentedin Table l-l.
These concentrations can be compared to DOE guidelines for these radionuclides. DOE
establishedgeneric guidelines (DOE 1990) for allowable radionuclide concentrations in soil
for radium (radium-226, radium-228) and thorium (thorium-232, thorium-230). These guidelines
limit concentrations of these radionuclides in soil to 5 pCi/g above background concentrations
averaged over the first 6-inch layer of soil below the ground surface, and 15 pCi/g above
background averaged over any 6-inch layer below the surface layer, averaged over any area of
100 m2. For other radionuclides, DOE requires that soil concentration limits must be derived
on a site-specific basis, such that the potential radiation dose to any member of the public would
not exceed 100 mrem/year above background, and would be reduced as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA) below this dose limit. A site-specific guideline for total uranium of 100
pCi/g above background has been derived for the Maywood site (DOE 1994b). It should be
has
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noted, however, that these guidelines indicate the allowable residual radionuclide concentrations
in natural soils and are not directly applicable to engineered waste storage facilities, such as the
waste storage pile at MISS. Since the average concentration of thorium-232 in the pile exceeds
the DOE guidelines, the entire contents of the waste storage pile would be managed under the
proposed removal action.
DOE conducts an active environmental, monitoring program at the Maywood site.
Monitoring results for groundwater at MISS and nearby properties indicate that uranium,
radium, and thorium concentrations are similar at upgradient and downgradient wells. Results
from quarterly surface water (Westerly Brook) monitoring also indicate similar radionuclide
concentrations at upstream and downstream sampling locations; all concentrations are below
EPA maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) and DOE derived concentration guides (DCGs), and
most concentrations are below analytical detection limits. Also, radionuclide concentrations in
sediment samples from Westerly Brook are similar at upstream and downstream locations; no
results exceed DOE guidelines for residual radioactive contamination in soils.
Air monitoring results indicate airborne radionuclide concentrations well below DOE and
EPA standards for both radon and particulates. Also, the average radon flux rate at MISS is
well below the DOE and EPA limits. The average exposure rates for external gamma radiation
at MISS for 1993 was 111 mR/ycar above background at the site boundary (BNI 1994). The
exposure rates at the boundary locations are elevated primarily because of localized soil
contamination in the northeastern comer of the property in the area of Building 76, the former
thorium processing facility, and not directly related to the waste storage pile considered for the
proposed removal action. A person continuously occupying this area of the fenceline could
exceed the DOE primary radiation dose limit of 100 mremlyear above background for members
of the public. However, the property immediately adjacent to the northeastern comer of MISS
is an industrial facility located approximately 150 ft northwest of the site boundary; the
maximum dose to a hypothetical employee working in this facility is estimated to be
approximately 0.57 mrem/year (BNI 1994).
Chemical Contaminants

1
1

I

Soil samples also were collected for analysis of chemical constituents from each borehole
at the waste storage pile during the sampling program discussed above. For analysis of total
petroleum hydrocarbons and volatile organic% samples were retrieved from the split-spoon
sampler and were packaged and preserved before the composite sample was produced. The
remaining contents were homogenized to ensure that they were representative of the composite
sample. The composite sample was then properly packaged, preserved and shipped off-site for
analysis. Based on knowledge of past processing operations, analytical parameters were selected
to include toxicity characteristic PC) metals, total polychlorinated biphenyls @CBS), sulfide and
cyanide reactivity, percent solids, and total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH). Soil samples which
exceeded 1,000 parts per million TPH were screened for EPA priority pollutant volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) and base/neutral and acid extractable (BNAE) semivolatile organic
compounds. Ten percent of all discrete samples were analyzed for the following broad-screen
15
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parameters: TC volatile organics, corrosivity, TC BNAE semivolatile organics, TC pesticides,
and TC herbicides.
The analytical results, as summarized in Table 1-2, indicated that the material in the
waste storage pile is not a RCRA-hazardous waste. Concentrations of TC constituents (TCLP
volatile organics, semivolatile organics, pesticides, herbicides, and metals) in the soil samples
did not exceed the regulatory limits. Also RCRA limits for corrosivity and reactivity were not
exceeded. The semivolatile organic compounds detected in the pile were polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are commonly present as the result of incomplete burning of fossil
fuels, garbage, or other organic substances. Because the Maywood site is in an industrial
setting, the presence of PAHs is to be expected. The only VOC identified as exceeding
detection limits in the soil sampleswas toluene, a common solvent and laboratory contaminant.
Several metals and volatile organic compoundswere detectedin groundwater and surface
water at concentrations above existing or proposed MCLs or maximum contaminant level goals
(MCLGs). The locations of the wells in which metals were detected in groundwater correlate
with the detection of the same metals in nearby soil. The highest concentrations of VOCs in
groundwater occur in wells located on the Stepan and Ballad properties, upstream and
downstream of the MISS property, respectively. In surface water, metals were generally
detected in similar concentrations in upstream and downstream sampling locations. Sediment
samples collected from Westerly Brook at locations upstream and downstream from the
Maywood site indicate similar concentrations of metals.
1.5 SITE CONDITIONS

THAT JUSTIFY

A REMOVAL

1

-

-

I
-

ACTION

The threats posed by radioactively contaminated materials in the waste storage pile are
of a non-time-critical nature, i.e., no immediate risk to human health or the environment
currently exists at this property that would require emergency cleanup within 6 months.
However, the conditions do meet criteria listed in Section 300.415(b)(2) of the National Oil and
Hazardous SubstancesPollution Contingency Plan (NCP) for conducting certain cleanup efforts
as removal actions becausethere is “potential exposure to nearby populations, animals, or the
food chain from hazardoussubstancesor pollutants or contaminants.” Also, the proposed action
meets the requirement of CERCLA Section 104 that any removal action should ‘I.. . contribute
to the efficient performance of any long-term remedial action with respect to the release or
threatened release concerned.” The early removal of the waste storage pile at MISS would
facilitate any future waste processing and staging activities at the MISS property during final
remediation of the Maywood site. It would also complete the earlier removal actions which
generated the contaminated materials contained in the waste storage pile.
The results of sampling the waste storage pile indicate that the primary contaminant of
concern is thorium-232. The available data, as summarized in Section 1.4, indicate that the
contaminated materials in the waste storage pile exceed the cleanup guidelines for the site only
for thorium-232. The cleanup guidelines established for the site, however, are not directly
applicable to the proposed removal action, which would addressthe entire contents of the waste

/
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Table

Concentrations
Btorage

1-2.

ntI88

of Chemical
Pile
Number of
Analyzed

AnaIyte
Semivolatile

COZMtitusntm

Detected

in

Samoles
Detected

Oraanics

Anthracene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Bis(Z-ethylhexyl)phthalate

30
30
30
30
30
30

2
10
12
11
6
10

42
51
54
66
99
65

740
1,500
1,500
1,400
650
1,500

232
414
461
427
315
424

30

2

100

1,300

327

Chrysene

30

12

60

1,400

443

Fluoranthrene

30

18

76

3,300

802

Indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene

30

6

69

1,400

353

Phenanthrene

30

11

57

2,400

528

Pyrene

30

15

0

2,600

596

28

11

3,000

704

Volatile

t

Oraanics

Toluene

1

Concentrationfms/ks)
Min.
Max.
Avg.
Total

Petroleum

hvdrocarbons

155

28

17

63

6,100

659

-t

storage pile. Final remediation of the MISS property as well as the overall Maywood site will
occur following completion of the RI/FS-EIS process.
Potential radiological hazards from the contaminated soils are discussedin Section 4.1.1
of this report. To date, site investigations have not identified evidence of other contaminated
media (for example, groundwater, surface water, or building surfaces) that warrant early
removal actions.

_
-

-

-

-

-
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2. REMOVAL

ACTiON

OBJECTIVES

The waste storage pile at MISS resulted from previous removal actions at the Maywood
site. It has been engineered to contain the contaminated soil and debris in a manner that will
protect human health and the environment. There is little potential for disturbance and spread
of these materials, and no imminent risk to human health or the environment has been identified.
While the contaminated materials in the waste storage pile pose no immediate risk to human
health or the environment, the proposed removal action would further reduce tie potential for
human or environmental exposure by removing this contaminant source from the site. It also
would complete the earlier removal actions which generatedthe contaminated materiak contained
in the waste storage pile, and would facilitate the efficient performance of future cleanup actions
for the overall Maywood site.

-

.

The intent of the proposed removal action is to relocate the contaminated materials to an
appropriately licensed disposal facility. Soil treatment may be proposed by DOE to reduce the
volume of waste for disposal, depending on the timing, availability, and effectiveness of the
necessary equipment. Specifically, implementation of the proposed removal.action would allow
DOE to remove, transport, and dispose of contaminated materials from the waste storage pile
to facilitate site-wide cleanup measures. The specific objectives are defined in Sections 2.1
through 2.4 in terms of statutory limits, scope and purpose.of the proposed action, schedule, and
compliance with regulatory requirements.
2.1 STATUTORY LIMITS
Authority for responding to releases or threats of releases from a contaminated site is
addressed in Section 104 of CERCLA. Executive Order 12580 delegates to DOE the response
authority for DOE sites. Under CERCLA Section 104(b), DOE is authorized to undertake such
investigations, surveys, testing, or other data gathering deemed necessary to identify the
existence, extent, and nature of the contaminants present at the Maywood site, including the
extent of threats to human health and the environment. In addition, DOE is authorized to
undertake planning, engineering, and other studies and investigations appropriate to directing
response actions to prevent, limit, or mitigate potential risks associatedwith the site. Removal
actions which are appropriate prior to implementation of the final remedial action for the site
may be authorized by DOE, as necessary, in accordance with the FFA.
2.2

SCOPE Ah?) PURPOSE

The scope of the proposed removal action can be broadly defined as management of
radioactively contaminated materials in the waste storage pile at the Maywood Interim Storage
Site. The primary purpose of the proposed action is to facilitate preparation of the MISS
property for later waste treatment and staging activities during the final remediation of the
Maywood site. The action’ also would ensure the protection of human health and the
environment, and would provide final disposal of the radioactive wastes generated during earlier
removal actions at the Maywood site. All activities would be conducted in a way to minimize_.
I
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the potential risks to on-site personnel performing the removal action. The timely and complete
removal of these materials from the waste storage pile would contribute to the efficient
performance of comprehensive remedial actions being planned for the overall Maywood site.

-

2.3 SCHEDULE

The proposed removal action for the contaminated materials at the MISS waste storage
pile is scheduled to begin in October 1994. The removal action is estimated to require
approximately two to three years for completion, depending on the availability of funding. If
sufficient budgetary resources are not allocated to DOE during this period, the period for
completion of the action could be extended. Site preparation and mobilization activities in
support of the proposed removal action will begin prior to October 1994.

-

-

The schedule includes development of detailed work plans and health and safety plans,
development of appropriate decontamination facilities, removal of the contaminated materials
from the waste storage pile, on-site processing as required, transportation of the contaminated
materials for off-site disposal, and restabilizing the disturbed area until final remediation of the
MISS property. It is anticipated that activity will be suspendedduring the winter months due
to inclement weather conditions.
2.4 COMPLIANCE

WITH

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS

The proposed removal action will be carried out according to all environmental laws and
requirements that are determined to be applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements
(ARARs) to the maximum extent practicable. This includes federal laws as well as more
stringent state standards. In addition to ARARs, “to-be-considered” guidelines (TBCs) may play
a role in the selection and implementation of a preferred alternative; TBCs include standards
identified in specific departmental orders, etc., which are not promulgated by law but may be
significant for the proposed action. A compilation of potential ARARs and TBCs for the
proposed removal action for the waste storage pile is presented in Appendix A. The final
compilation of ARARs for the overall Maywood site will be published in the FS for the site
(DOE 1994a). The identification of potential ARARs and TBCs for the proposed removal action
is based on the nature of the contamination (primarily soil contaminated with thorium-232), the
nature of the proposed removal action, and the location of the site.
In accordance with CERCLA and the NCP, an alternative that does not meet an ARAR
may be selected if one of several waiver conditions is met. One of these conditions is that the
action is an interim measure and will become part of a total remedial action that will attain the
requirement. This condition applies directly to the proposed removal action because this action
is only part of the overall remedial action for the Maywood site. Moreover, compliance with
ARARs may not be required for removal actions even when none of the specitic waiver
conditions is satisfied, based on consideration of factors such as the urgency of the situation and
the scope of the removal action to be conducted.

-

-
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Nevertheless, the. proposed removal action will be conducted to comply with the
substantive requirements of all ARARs to the maximum extent practicable. DOE will comply
with all pertinent environmental requirements to ensure the protection of human health and the
environment during implementation of the proposed action. Appropriate standards from the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and other employee protection laws and guidelines
also will be followed to protect workers during implementation.

21
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3. REMOVAL

ACTION

TECHNOLOGIES

AND ALTERNATIVES

This section summarizes the procedures and rationale used to identify alternatives for
conducting the proposed removal action. It will consider relevant technologies that could be
implemented to achieve the remedial action objectives specified previously. This process is
consistent with the NCP and EPA guidance regarding removal actions. Because of the nature
of the contaminated materials in the waste storage pile at MISS, the number of practical and
suitable technologies that can be applied is limited. The technologies considered in selecting
removal action alternatives include those identified in the NCP [40 CFR 300.415(d)], along with
experience and information gained as a result of planning and implementing removal actions at
similar sites.
3.1 TECHNOLOGY

IDENTIFICATION

_
-

-

AND SCREENING

Technologies potentially applicable to the proposed removal action have been screened
and evaluated on the basis of site-specific conditions of the waste storage pile. The objective
of the proposed removal action is to facilitate preparation of the MISS property for subsequent
waste treatment and staging activities during the final remediation of the Maywood site and to
ensure protection of human health and the environment. While the contaminated materials in
the MISS pile are not considered to present an immediate risk to human health or the
environment, the proposed removal action would further reduce the potential for exposure to
humans or the environment.
General response actions that may apply to the remediation and management of
radiologically contaminated sites include institutional controls, containment, removal, treatment,
interim storage, and disposal. Several of these technologies, however, are not applicable to the
proposed removal action considered in this EE/CA. Institutional controls, containment, and
interim storage technologies are already implemented at the current waste storage pile, and are
considered here only as a part of the no-action alternative.

-

Alternatives for the proposed removal action were identified by considering applicable
technologies within each general response action category, according to the guidelines of the
NCP [40 CFR 300.430(e)]. The potential technologies were screened with regard to
effectiveness, implementability, and cost. The identification and screening of the technologies
that may apply to the proposed action are discussed below and key considerations are
summarized in Table 3-l.

-

Institutional Controls
Institutional controls are measuresthat prevent or minimize public exposure by limiting
accessor use of contaminated areas. They may include physical barriers (such as fences), use
or deed restrictions, and environmental monitoring. Such controls are not effective in reducing
the toxicity, mobility, or volume of contaminants, but they may reduce the potential for
exposures to contaminated materials. The NCP specifies that institutional controls may not be
22
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used as a substitute for active response measuresas the sole remedy unless active measures are
determined not to be practicable. Costs associatedwith institutional controls are generally low.
Institutional controls are currently in place at MISS and are considered generally effective
in limiting potential exposure to the contaminated materials in the waste storage pile over tire
near term. The MISS property is owned by DOE, and institutional controls (accessrestrictions
and environmental monitoring) will be maintained at this property at least until final remediation
of the Maywood site is completed. Institutional controls, therefore, arc considered as a
component of the no-action alternative for the purposes of this analysis, although typically a
“no-action alternative” assumesno active measures to control exposures. No new long-term
institutional control measureswould be associatedwith the proposed removal action. However,
a comprehensive environmental and personnel monitoring program and additional access
restrictions of the immediate work area would be implemented during the construction,
processing, and restoration activities.
Containment
Containment technologies are designed to keep contaminated materials at their current
locations. The purpose of containment is to reduce contaminant mobility and the potential for
contaminants to move off-site. Containment technologies, in and of themselves, do not typically
reduce the toxicity or volume of contaminants, but they may be effective in reducing
contaminant mobility. Costs associatedwith containment technologies are considered moderate.
The current waste storage pile at MISS provides containment through encapsulation of
the contaminated materials within the impermeable Hypalon liner and cover material. More
permanent containment technologies, particularly capping, are considered impractical as an
interim measurefor the waste storagepile consideredhere becauseof potential interferences with
ultimate remediation of the MISS property. Therefore, capping is eliminated from further
consideration, and containment is considered here only as a component of the no-action
alternative (i.e., continuation of the current containment system for the waste storage pile is
considered as a component of the no-action alternative for the purposes of this analysis, although
typically a “no-action alternative” assumesno active measuresto control exposures or releases).
Removal
Removal of contaminated materials from a site can effectively reduce contaminant
mobility and potential exposure. Contaminated soil and debris may be removed from the MISS
waste pile using conventional earth-moving equipment such as backhoes, bulldozers, scrapers,
and front end loaders. These technologies are reliable, can be easily and economically
implemented with standard construction procedures and conventional equipment, and have been
used extensively to control-radioactive contamination similar to that associated with the waste
storage pile. Removal technology is retained as a possible component of the action alternatives. 25
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Treatment
Treatment includes a wide range of technologies, only a limited number of which are
applicable to radioactively contaminated materials. Radioactivewaste treatment technologies can
be categorized as (1) those that remove the radioactive material from the waste matrix, and (2)
those that change the form of the waste, thereby reducing the toxicity, mobility, or volume of
the contaminants.
Treatment technologiesidentified as potentially applicable for the Maywood site are being
fully evaluated in the FS for the site (DOE 1994a), including treatability studies for technologies
that appear particularly promising. Treatability studies are scheduledto begin in 1994 to help
evaluate soil washing technology for volume reduction of Maywood soils. Soil washing
treatment technology is retained for further consideration for the proposed removal action.
Treatment costs are considered moderate to high.
Removal of the MISS waste storage pile also would facilitate implementation of selected
treatment technologies for the overall site remediation by providing an appropriate staging and
processing area. Also, treatment of materials removed from the waste storage pile would
provide additional data for optimizing the treatment process for site-specific conditions and
production-scale materials managementof all process streams.

_
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Interim Storaee
Interim storage involves the temporary placement of contaminated materials in a manner
that effectively protects human health and the environment until the final treatment or disposal
of the materials can be determined. Interim storagecan be achievedby placing the contaminated
materials in an existing engineered facility or in a newly constructed facility. Costs range from
low, if existing storage capacity is available, to moderately high, if construction of a new facility
is required

I

b.’
I

The contaminated materials considered in this EEKA are currently in interim storage at
MISS. Since the contaminated materials would remain in the waste storage pile if no removal
action were conducted, continued interim storage at MISS is retained as a component of the noaction alternative. Interim storage in a newly constructed facility is eliminated from further
consideration on the basis of cost, implementation time, and lack of significant benefit.

I-

Disposal

l-

Disposal involves the permanent placement of contaminated materials in a manner that
reduces contaminant mobility and protects human health and the environment for the long term.
This technology can effectively reduce contaminant mobility and the potential for human
exposure.

r
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Alternatives for ultimate disposal of wastes from the overall Maywood site are being fully
evaluated in the FS for the site (DOE 1994a). The disposal considerations for the proposed
removal action are independentof the remedial action decisions regarding disposal for the overall
Maywood site, and will not bias .that process. Important differences in the two evaluations
include the smaller volume of waste considered for disposal and the much shorter time frame
desired for the proposed removal action. Thus, some potential disposal alternatives with lengthy
time requirements (such as siting and developing a new facility, either on-site or off-site) may
be appropriate for the site-wide disposal evaluation but would not be appropriate for the
proposed removal action. The only disposal option considered available within the desired time
frame, and which is therefore retained for further consideration in this analysis, is a licensed
commercial disposal facility. Commercial disposal is currently available for the wastes from the
waste storage pile, which are classified as 1 le(2) byproduct material, at the Envirocare facility
at Clive, Utah. Disposal costs, including transportation to the disposal facility, are considered
moderate to high.
3.2 IDENTIFICATION

OF PRELIMINARY

ALTERNATIVES

The preliminary screening of potentially applicable technologies resulted in identification
of the following technologies as potential components of removal action alternatives: removal
of contaminated materials from the waste storage pile, treatment to reduce the volume of
contaminated materials, and disposal at a licensed commercial facility.
The screened
technologies have been grouped into the following preliminary alternatives for the proposed
action:
.

Alternative 1: No action, with continuation of current interim storage,
containment, environmental monitoring, and institutional controls. Remedial
action for the waste storage pile would be delayed until the record of decision
(ROD) for the Maywood site is issued.
Alternative 2: Expedited removal of the contaminated materials from the waste
storage pile, followed by transport of the wastes for off-site commercial disposal.
This alternative includes access restrictions and increased environmental and
personnel monitoring during implementation of restoration activities.
Alternative 3: Expedited removal of the contaminated materials from the waste
storage pile, and treatment using soil washing technology to reduce the volume
of waste requiring off-site disposal. The concentrated treatment residues would
be transported off-site for commercial disposal, while the decontaminated soil
(with residual concentrations of thorium-232 and radium-226 in soil below 15
pCi/g) would be stored on-site for potential future use as subsurface backfill
during implementation of the final remedial action for the Maywood site. This
alternative includes accessrestrictions and increasedenvironmental and personnel
monitoring during construction and restoration activities.
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4. EVALUATION

OF ALTERNATIVES

The proposed removal action is an early action with regard to the overall remedial action
planned for the Maywood site. The-primary purpose of this removal action is to facilitate
preparation of the Maywood Interim Storage Site for waste treatment and staging activities
during the final remediation of the site. The action also will ensure protection of human health
and the environment. The alternatives identified in Section 3.2 are evaluated below with respect
to effectiveness, implementability, and cost.

-

-

-,

4.1 EFFECTIVJZNESS

The effectivenessof an alternative is defined by its ability to protect human health and
the environment from risks associatedwith the contamination in both the short term and the long
term. Measures of effectiveness include (1) reduction of potential risks to human health and the
environment; (2) compliance with regulatory requirements; (3) timeliness; and (4) reduction of
contaminant toxicity, mobility, and volume through treatment.
4.1.1

Y

Potential Health Impacts

Under Alternative 1, no action would be taken until a final decision is made regarding
remediation of the overall Maywood site, including managementof all site-related wastes. This
alternative involves no immediate change in current exposuresto radioactive materials at the site.
An analysis of the baseline radiation exposure from current conditions at the waste storage pile
(Alternative 1) is provided in the Baseline Risk Assessment(BRA) for the Maywood site (DOE
1993). The BRA analysis predicts a potential radiation dose of 114 to 142 mrem/year to
workers at the MISS property and 3 to 24 mremlyear to transients at MISS. However, these
estimates assume loss of institutional control at the MISS property and represent reasonable
worst case conditions. DOE maintains an employee monitoring program for workers at the site,
which indicates that current radiation exposures are less than 1 mrem/year above background.
Under Alternative 2, approximately 35,000 yd3 of contaminated soil and debris would
be removed and transported off-site for disposal. Under Alternative 3, the contaminated
materials removed from the waste storage pile first would be treated to reduce the volume of soil
requiring off-site disposal. Under both Alternatives 2 and 3, potential risks to human health and
the environment at MISS would be reduced in the long term, becausethe contaminated materials
would be removed from their present interim storage location and placed in an engineered
facility designed for permanent disposal.
Potential worker exposures would increase
in the short term during the removal action period for Alternatives 2 and 3. The primary
exposure pathways would include inhalation of contaminateddust and external gamma radiation.
All activities associated with the implementation of Alternatives 2 and 3 would be conducted
according to the site-specific health and safety plan to protect workers and the public. The
potential radiation doses to workers conducting the removal action would be kept as low as
Worker Radiation Dose and Health Risk.
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reasonably achievable (ALARA) by strict compliance with environmental, safety, and health
protection guidelines and appropriate engineering practices for radiation protection.
The potential radiation dose to workers implementing the proposed removal action
alternatives was estimated using the RESRAD computer code (Gilbert et al., 1989). For the
purpose of this evaluation, radionuclide concentrations in contaminated soils were assumedto
be 18.1 pCi/g for thorium-232 and progeny, 17 pCi/g for uranium-238 and progeny, 2.4 pCi/g
for radium-226 and progeny, and 0.85 pCi/g for uranium-235 and progeny (assumedto be 5%
of uranium-238 concentration based on typical isotopic distribution), based on available
characterization data (BNI 1991). Potential exposure pathways considered in this evaluation
included external gamma exposure, inhalation of contaminateddust and radon gas, and incidental
ingestion of contaminated soil. It was assumed that the hypothetical worker receiving the
maximum exposurewould spenda maximum of 1500 hours per year (8 hours/day x 5 days/week
x 9 months/year) in the contaminated area. It was assumed that the remedial action worker
would have a breathing rate of 1.2 m ’/hour, and would be exposed to an airborne particulate
concentration of 200 pg/m3, of which 30% would be respirable. The worker was also assumed
to ingest contaminated soil at a rate of 480 mg/day as a result of incidental hand-to-mouth
contact.
For Alternative 2, the maximum radiation dose to the hypothetical worker from exposure
to site contaminants during the removal action was estimated at 82 mremlyear (75 mremlyear
from external gamma exposure, 5 mrem/year from inhalation of contaminated dust, and 2
mrem/year from incidental soil ingestion). This estimate is well below the DOE lim it of 5,000
mrem/year for occupational exposure (10 CFR 835; DOE Order 5480.11, 1988) and slightly
below the 100 mrem/year lim it for the public (DOE Order 5400.5, 1990). This radiation dose
would. result in an incremental lifetime cancer risk of approximately 3 x 10’ (i.e., the risk of
getting cancer resulting from this radiation exposure over the remainder of the worker’s lifetime
would be approximately 3 in 100,000).
Exposure conditions for Alternative 3 were assumed to be the same as those for
Alternative 2. The estimated radiation dose to the hypothetical maximally exposed worker is
82 mrem/year, and the excesscancer risk is estimated to be approximately 3 x lo-:‘.
It is important to note that these dose estimatesto the hypothetical worker experiencing
the maximum exposureare based on very conservativeexposureassumptions. They do not take
into account m itigative measures(such as dust suppression, respiratory protection, protective
clothing) which would be used during the proposed removal action. The potential radiation
dosesto workers performing the removal action would be kept as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA) by standard health physics practices and by strict compliance with DOE
environmental, safety, and health protection guidelines. M itigative measures would be
implemented to m inimize the amount of airborne contamination. Workers also would wear
respiratory protection equipment, if necessary,to reduce the likelihood of inhaling contaminated
particulates, and lapel air monitors would be worn to verify the safety of the working_
environment. A comprehensivepersonnel dosimetry program would be implemented to monitor
29
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all radiation exposures and doses to workers throughout the removal action. Therefore, actual
exposures and risks would be significantly lower than the estimatespresented above.
General Public Radiation Dose and Health Risk. During construction, processing, and
transportation activities associatedwith Alternatives 2 and 3, a resident or employee at a nearby
property could receive a radiation dose above normal background exposure. The primary
exposure pathway for the off-site public would be inhalation of contaminated dust. The dose
to the off-site receptor from external gamma radiation would be negligible becausethe external
gamma exposure rate decreasesrapidly with distance from the source. The occurrence of any
spillage during transport is expected to be minimal, and, becauseof the nature of the cargo
(soil), any spillage could easily be cleaned up and retrieved for disposal. Thus, the potential for
radiation exposure of the general public resulting from spillage would be minimal. Under either
Alternative 2 or 3, wastes would be transported to the off-site disposal facility by rail, using the
on-site rail spur; no off-site transport of contaminated materials by truck and no significant
increase in local traffic is anticipated.
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The radiation dose to the maximally exposed member of the public, therefore, would be
bounded by the inhalation dose to the removal action worker discussed previously. The
maximum incremental radiation dose to the general public from implementation of the proposed
removal action is estimated to be less than 5 mremlyear for Alternatives 2 and 3. This dose is
very small relative to the dose received from background sources of radiation. It is also well
below the dose limit of 100 mrem/year specified by DOE (DOE Order 5400.5, 1990) for the
public and the pathway-specific limit of 10 mrem/year for airborne releases(40 CFR 61). The
lifetime incremental cancer risk resulting from this radiation exposure is estimated to be
approximately 4 x 10’ (4 in lO,OOO,OOO).
Appropriate health physics practices and engineering
measures (e.g., wetting the soil) would be employed during all excavation, processing,
transportation, and disposal activities to minimize airborne releasesof radioactivity and protect
the public from unnecessaryexposure.
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While Alternative 2 would not directly reduce the volume or toxicity of contaminants,
it would reduce contaminant mobility through improved containment in a permanent disposal
facility. It would further reduce the potential for exposure of the public to contaminated
materials in the waste storage pile. Alternative 3 would reduce the volume of contaminated soil
through treatment, as well as reducing contaminant mobility through improved containment in
a permanent disposal facility.
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The commercial disposal facility which would receive the contaminated materials
removed from the MISS waste storage pile operates under license to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the State of Utah. License conditions provide for the protection of public and
worker health and the environment.
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4.1.2

Potential

Environmental

Impacts

Soils and W ater Resources. Under Alternative 1, no direc t impac ts to soils would
occur. Alternatives 2 and 3 also would be expected to have no long-term impac ts on soil or
water resources. However, some minor impac ts could occur during the removal of the soils
from the waste s torage pile, as dis turbed areas would be more likely to experience wind and
water erosion. These temporary effec ts could be minimized by decreasing the area dis turbed
at any time during excavation operations , and by employ ing good engineering practices (such
as sediment barriers to minimize the amount of sediment leav ing the work area, and containment
of surface runoff during s torms).
Air Quality .
Alternative 1 would result in no incremental impac ts on air quality .
Environmental monitoring activities at the s ite indicate no s ignificant adverse air impac ts from
normal s ite operations (BNI 1993). Resuspensionand dispersion of contaminated particulates
during construction, processing, and transportation activities under Alternatives 2 and 3 could
impac t local air quality during &short term. These impac ts , however, would be eliminated
after the removal action was completed. The potential for dust generation while implementing
the removal action would be minimized by implementing good engineering practices (such as
wetting and/or covering exposedsurfaces,as appropriate, during the action period). Monitoring
of ambient concentrations of airborne particulates and radon would be conducted throughout the
removal action to ensure compliance with requirements to protect workers and the public .

Implementation of Alternative 1 would result in no physical
changes to exis ting habitats and associated biota. Alternatives 2 and 3 also would not be
expected to harm plants or wildlife. The waste s torage pile direc tly affec ted by the proposed
removal action is an engineered s torage cell; it is actively maintained to discourage intrus ion
by wildlife, and therefore provides no s ignificant habitat. Animals inhabiting the MISS property
and adjacent areas within s ight or range of hearing of the construction or waste transportation
operations might be temporarily dis turbed or displaced. However, the MISS property does not
provide substantial wildlife habitats becauseof its urban nature. As a result, few animal species
inhabit the property. Vegetation near the.waste s torage pile would be dis turbed during the
excavation activities. However, the exis ting plant species are neither unique nor restric ted in
dis tribution, and dis turbed habitats could be readily revegetated. Because the MISS property
supports only a few common species , the proposed removal action would have no s ignificant
harmful effec t on plants or wildlife. Removal of the contaminated materials from the waste
s torage pile would reduce the potential for uncontrolled spread of contamination by plants or
wildlife.
Ecological Resources.

Threatened or endangered species would be unaffec ted by implementing any of the
alternatives. Critical habitats for lis ted species are not present at the MISS property, and no
threatened or endangered speciesare known to inhabit the s ite.
It is DOE’s polic y to avoid adverse impac ts on floodplains
and wetlands to the extent possible (10 CFR 1022). Any remedial actions at the Maywood s iteW etlands and Floodplains .
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will be carried out in compliance with Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management, and
Executive Order 1190, Protection of Wetlands, where applicable. However, the MISS waste
storage pile addressed by this EEKA is not located within lOO-year floodplain or wetlands
areas, so these requirements would not apply. No wetlands would be impacted by the proposed
removal action alternatives.
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Cultural Resources. No archaeological sites or historic structures listed in the National
Register of Historic Places would be affected by implementing any of the alternatives.
4.1.3

Compliance

with Regulatory

Requirements

The proposed removal action is an interim measure which would become part of the
comprehensive remedial action for the Maywood site that will attain all applicable or relevant
and appropriate requirements. Under all alternatives, surface and subsurface soils at the MISS
property that exceed contaminant-specific ARARs would rem.&, awaiting final remediation of
the property. However, under Alternatives 2 and 3, contaminated soils and debris from the
MISS waste storage pile would be removed and relocated to a permanent disposal facility.
Alternatives 2 and 3 would be conducted in a manner that would follow pertinent environmental
requirements and protect human health and the environment during implementation of the
removal action. Appropriate OSHA standardsand other employee protection laws and guidelines
also would be followed to ensure worker protection during implementation, and compliance with
all action-specific and location-specific ARARs.
4.1.4 Timeliness
Alternative 2 is expected to be potentially more favorable than Alternative 3 with respect
to timeliness, due to uncertainties at this time associatedwith applying soil washing technology
to the Maywood soils. This criterion may be better evaluated following treatability studies that
are scheduled to be initiated in 1994. The only practical constraint on the speed with which
Alternative 2 could be implemented is the availability of funding resources. Under Alternative
1, no action would be taken at the waste storage pile before the comprehensive remediation of
the overall Maywood site. Alternative 1, therefore, is the least timely of the alternatives
considered.
4.1.5

Reduction of Contaminant

Toxicity,

Mobility, and Volume Through Treatment

Section 121 of CERCLA specifies a statutory preference for remedial actions that use
treatment technologies that permanently and significantly reduce the toxicity, mobility, or
volume of the hazardous substancesas a principal element. Becauseof the nature of the primary
contaminant of concern in the MISS waste storage pile (thorium-232 and its associated decay
products), treatment for reduction of toxicity is not feasible. Therefore, only treatment to reduce
contaminant mobility and/or volume may be considered. Among the alternatives considered
here, only Alternative 3 includes treatment as a principal element to reduce contaminant volume.
Under Alternative 3, physical separation techniques would be used to separate the radioactive

r
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contaminants from the uncontaminated soil fraction. The decontaminated soil would be used onsite as subsurface backfill during implementation of the final remedial action, while the treatment
residuals, with the concentrated radioactive contaminants, would be transported for disposal at
an off-site commercial disposal facility. Neither Alternative 1 nor Alternative 2 include a
treatment component.
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4.2 IMPLEMENTABILITY

The implementability of an alternative is defined by its technical feasibility, availability,
and administrative feasibility. Technical feasibility refers to the ability to construct, operate,
maintain, replace, and monitor an alternative’s technical components. The demonstrated
performance of technical components is also considered, as are potential constraints associated
with the site environment. Availability of services and materials refers to the resources required
to implement specific components of an alternative and the ability to obtain them.
Administrative feasibility addressesthe acceptability of an alternative by other agencies, and how
well it satisfies specific project requirements (such as budget, schedule, and efficient
performance of the overall remedial action planned for the site).
4.2.1 Technical

Feasibility

Technical feasibility does not apply to Alternative 1, the no-action alternative. The
components of Alternative 2 are technically feasible and have been implemented for similar
actions. Excavation of the contaminated materials from the waste storage pile is technically
feasible using readily available equipment. Its performance has been demonstrated during past
removal actions at the Maywood site and other sites. Monitoring and maintenance activities
would be continued at MISS following excavation of the waste storage pile, awaiting final
remediation of the MISS property. A comprehensive environmental monitoring program is
currently in place for MISS and will be continued until the final remediation of the property is
completed. The current monitoring system is sufficient to meet the objective of protecting
human health and the environment.
In addition to those components discussedunder Alternative 2, Alternative 3 also includes
a physical treatment process to reduce waste volume. The proposed treatment technology is
similar to that used extensively in the mineral mining industry and is considered to be technically
feasible. The performance of the treatment technology for processing contaminated soil from
the waste storage pile will be evaluated through treatability studies initiated in 1994.
Commercial disposal of the waste materials removed from the MISS pile is technically
feasible. Commercial disposal of 1 le(2) wastes is currently available at the Envirocare facility
in Clive, Utah. This facility and all commercial radioactive waste disposal facilities are required
to maintain comprehensive environmental monitoring and occupational health physics programs
as a license condition.

1.
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4.2.2 Availability

of Services and Materials

Availability does not apply to Alternative 1, the no-action alternative. The services and
materials required to implement Alternatives 2 and 3 are readily available.
4.2.3 Administrative

Feasibility

Administrative feasibility considerations include the potential of a proposed action to
achieve response objectives and to satisfy state and local concerns. These concerns include
permitting and interagency cooperation, public and occupational safety, transportation factors,
impacts on land use and values, compliance with policies and requirements, and public
acceptance. The NCP specifies that a formal community relations plan be developed to provide
information to the public and to obtain public comment. A site-specific community relations
plan has been developed for the Maywood site (BNI 1992).
State and local authorities and citizens have indicated a strong preference for removal of
the MISS waste storage pile. Since Alternatives 2 and 3 achieve this objective, they are
expected to have favorable administrative feasibility. However, community officials and citizens
have also indicated their opposition to the treatment of contaminated soils and replacement of
treated soils on-site; therefore, Alternative 3 would be expected to be regarded less favorably
by the community than Alternative 2. Alternative 1 would not addresscommunity concerns in
any manner. Short-term negative impacts on the community during implementation of
Alternatives 2 or 3 would include traffic and noise associated with removal, treatment, and
transportation of the contaminated materials under Alternatives 2 and 3; these impacts would
be mitigated by conducting all activities according to pertinent regulatory requirements, by using
good engineering practices, and through an active community relations program.
No administrative feasibility issues are anticipated with respect to commercial disposal
of the waste. The waste volume associatedwith this proposed removal action would be a small
fraction of the total waste capacity of the commercial disposal facility.
Removal activities conducted under Alternatives 2 and 3 would be conducted only with
the approval of the affected local authorities. All responseactivities at the Maywood site are
coordinated with EPA Region II and state and local government authorities. Active
communications would be maintained with the public, local media, EPA, and state and local
officials, as specified in the community relations plan for the site (BNI 1992).
4.3 COST
The costs of alternatives are consideredonly in a comparative manner to determine if the
cost of one alternative is much greater than that of another alternative of similar effectiveness.
General estimates of potential costs for each alternative can be compared to permit a screening
according to relative costs. Funds from DOE, not from EPA’s Superfund, would be used to
implement the proposed removal action. Because the proposed action would be completed
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within a short time, present value considerations would not appreciably affect cost estimates;
cost estimates for this analysis assume no discount or escalation.
.
For Alternative 1 (No Action), no direct incremental costs would be incurred. This
alternative would only defer the costs associatedwith remediation of the waste storage pile until
the ultimate remediation of the overall Maywood site. However, it is estimated that the total
cost for remcdiation of the waste storage pile might be somewhat lower if conducted during the
comprehensive remediation of the overall Maywood site.
The total cost of implementing Alternative 2 is estimated at approximately $20,000,000.
This estimate includes all direct and indirect costs, including subcontracts, engineering,
environmental health and safety support, procurement, overhead, and contingencies. The cost
estimates for waste transportation ($121/y&) and disposal ($216/yd3) are specific to the
Envirocare facility in Clive, Utah, based on current estimates. A volume of 35,000 yd3 of
contaminated materials from the MISS waste storage pile is assumedto be transported for offsite disposal. Transportation and disposal costs contribute approximately 60% of the total costs
for Alternative 2.
The total cost for Alternative 3 is estimated to be approximately $ 12,300,OOO. This
estimate includes all direct and indirect costs, including subcontracts,engineering, environmental
health and safety support, procurement, overhead, and contingencies. The cost estimate for soil
treatment assumesthat 35,000 yd’ of contaminated soil is processedat a unit cost of $108/yd3,
and that the treatment process reduces the volume of waste requiring off-site disposal by 80%.
Cost estimates for waste transportation ($121/yd3) and disposal ($216/yd3) are based on off-site
disposal at the Envirocare facility in Clive, Utah. Soil treatment is the primary cost element for
Alternative 3, contributing 30% of the total costs, while off-site transportation. and disposal of
the treatment residuals contributes approximately 20%.
Cost elements common to Alternatives 2 and 3 include improvements to the on-site rail
spur and other site preparation activities, mobilization and demobilization expenses, medical
monitoring, training, engineering and health and safety support, excavation of 35,000 yd3 of
contaminated materials from the MISS waste storage pile, restoration of the disturbed area,
subcontract costs (such as analytical laboratory and civil survey costs), contingencies, and
program management costs.
4.4 COMPARATIVE

SUMMARY

The three alternatives for managing the waste storage pile were compared on the basis
of effectiveness, implementability, and cost. This comparison is summarized in Table 4- 1.
Alternative 1 would provide the least effectiveness, since it would provide no
improvement in the control of contaminated materials; however, it also has the lowest cost.
Alternatives Z‘and 3 would be more effective in providing permanent control of contaminated
materials from the waste storage pile, and facilitating preparation of the MISS property for waste
35
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treatment and staging operations during the final site-wide remediation. Alternatives 2 and 3 use
technically feasible methods for the removal of contaminated materials from the MISS waste
storage pile. The technical feasibility of the. soil treatment process proposed under Alternative
3 is still being evaluated. Commercial disposal of the waste generated from this removal action
is technically feasible and currently available. The action alternatives would have near-term
costs for excavation, treatment (Alternative 3 only), and transportation of the contaminated
materials to the off-site disposal facility. Alternative’ 3 potentially has lower costs than
Alternative 2. Alternative 3 also satisfies the statutory preference for reduction of waste volume
by treatment.
Because the excavation, treatment, and disposal activities would be implemented
according to all regulatory requirements and good engineering practices, these activities are not
expected to meet serious institutional obstacles. The potential short-term environmental
consequences associated with Alternatives 2 and 3 from the temporary disturbance of the pile
can be minimized by using good engineering practices during the action period. The long-term
environmental consequences’associatedwith these alternatives would be beneficial, because the
relocation of the radioactive materials from the waste storage pile to a permanent disposal
facility would reduce the risk of exposure.
‘4.5 IDENTIFICATION

OF THE PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

Based on an evaluation of the three alternatives for the proposed removal action,
Alternative 3 (i.e., excavation of contaminated materials, and treatment by soil washing, with
on-site storage of decontaminated soil and transport of the contaminated residuals to an off-site
commercial disposal facility) has the potential to best satisfy the evaluation criteria. However,
evaluation of the technical feasibility of the treatment technology for the MISS waste has not
been completed. Due to these uncertainties in the performance of the treatment technology,
Alternative 2 will be selected pending the completion of additional treatability testing. Under
Alternative 2, the contaminated materials in the waste storage pile would be excavated and
transported to an off-site commercial disposal facility. This alternative would present no
unacceptable risk to public health and the environment, and can be implemented in a timely,
straightforward, and cost-effective manner.
Alternative 2 has been tentatively selected over Alternative 3 due to its more favorable
technical feasibility, pending further evaluation of the proposed soil washing technology for
Maywood soils. A treatability study will be conducted during 1994 to evaluate whether the soil
washing technology can reliably achieve significant reduction in the volume of waste requiring
off-site disposal at a favorable cost. If the results of this study are favorable, DOE will propose
modifying the remedy to include treatment by soil washing and transportation of the concentrated
treatment residuals to an off-site commercial disposal facility.

II.
P.

I

The proposed removal action is consistent with CERCLA, which requires that interim
actions contribute to the extent practicable to the efficient performance of any anticipated final
remedy. The removal action would also satisfy the conditions for interim actions under NEPA
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while an EIS is in progress. The analysis presented in this EWCA demonstrates that the
proposed action can be implemented in a manner that protects human health and the
environment. The proposed removal action is consistent with the overall cleanup strategy for
the Maywood site, and will not limit the choice of reasonable alternatives or prejudice the
ultimate decision for which the RI/F!+EIS is being prepared. Furthermore, it will facilitate
preparation of the MISS property for any future waste staging and treatment activities during the
comprehensive remediation of the site.
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5. PROPOSED

ACTION

Under the proposed removal action, contaminated soil and debris in the waste storage pile
will be removed and transported to an off-site commercial disposal facility. The environment
at MISS will be monitored throughout the removal action to ensure that all pertinent
requirements are met. Appropriate measures will be employed to reduce potential adverse
impacts on the environment and minimize health risks (see Table 5-l).
Conventional earth-moving equipment will be used to remove contaminated soil and
debris from the waste storage pile. Wastes will be packaged and shipped according to the waste
acceptance criteria of the disposal facility as well as DOE and U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) requirements. Wastes will be transported from the MISS property to the
disposal facility by rail in bulk form. Excavated materials will be placed in dump trucks for
transport to the on-site rail spur. Plastic sheeting will bc used to prevent the spread of
contamination and to facilitate collection of any spilled soil. The exteriors of all vehicles will
be surveyed for radioactive contamination before leaving the MISS property, and any vehicles
exceeding applicable contamination guidelines will be decontaminatedbefore being releasedfrom
the site. Transportation routes will be established, and an emergency response plan will be
developed and coordinated with appropriate local fire and police departments. The excavated
materials are not considered to be radioactive under transportation guidelines becausethe activity
concentrations are expected to be well below 2,000 pCi/g, the lower limit established by the
DOT for defining radioactive materials.
Samples will be collected from the excavated wastes for analysis to assure compliance
with the waste acceptance criteria of the disposal facility. Following removal of the waste
storage pile, the excavated area will be stabilized with an appropriate vegetation cover, until
final remediation of the site.
In summary, the proposed removal action will include the following activities:

(1)

Preparation of a detailed work plan and health and safety plan.

(2)

Preparation of appropriate decontamination facilities to clean equipment and tools
used in excavation and transport activities.

(3)

Excavation of contaminated materials from the waste storage pile.

(4)

Analysis of samples of the excavated materials to confirm compliance with
regulatory requirements and waste acceptancecriteria of the disposal facility.

(5)

Loading of excavated materials into railcars for transport to the off-site
commercial disposal facility.

(6)

Rail transport to the off-site commercial disposal facility for permanent disposal.
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Table 5-l.

Major Mitigative Measures for the Proposed Action
Features

Mitigative Measure
Dust Control

Dust suppressants (e.g., water sprays, foam application)
will be used during all activities having the potential for
generating significant quantities of airborne particulates.

Worker Protection

An operational environmental safety and health plan will
be developed for the proposed removal action. Respiratory
protection equipment and other appropriate personnel
protective equipment will be used, as necessary. All
workers will wear protective clothing and will pass through
an access control point for radiological scanning prior to
leaving the site. A comprehensive radiation monitoring
and personnel dosimetry program will be implemented.

Environmental Monitoring

Equipment Inspection

Run-on/run-off Controls

Access Restrictions

Gamma radiation levels and airborne contaminant
concentrations @articulates and radon) will be monitored
in the general work area and at the site perimeter to
protect both workers and the general public. Surface
water runoff from exposed areas will also be monitored.
Appropriate responses, such as increasing engineering
controls, will be taken if measured contaminant levels
approached project administrative control limits.
Contaminant releases to air and surface water off-site will
be minimized by implementing appropriate engineering
controls.
Equipment used for excavation, processing, and
transportation of contaminated materials will be routinely
inspected during operations. Equipment will be
decontaminated, as necessary, to prevent inadvertent
spreading of contamination into uncontrolled areas.
Surface water run-on will be controlled by temporary
berms or other diversion structures. Migration of
contaminants through run-off will be mitigated by sediment
filters or siltation fences.
Access to work areas will be restricted, and current access
controls at MISS will be maintained. All workers will
pass through an accesscontrol point for radiation scans to
prevent radioactive materials from leaving the site.
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Site restoration activities as necessary to restabilize the excavated area pending
final rem ediation of the M ISS property.
03)

Environm ental m onitoring will be implemented throughout the rem oval action to
ensure com pliance with all pertinent requirem ents. Appropriate m itigative
m easures will be used to reduce potential adverse environm ental impacts and
health risks (Table 5-l).

Following the com pletion of the treatability study of the proposed soil washing
technology for M aywood soils, to be conducted during 1994, DOE will reevaluate this proposed
alternative. If the results indicate that the soil washing technology can reliably achieve
significant reduction in the volum e of waste requiring off-site disposal at a favorable cost, DOE
m ay propose m odifying the rem edy to include treatm ent. In this event, the following activities
will be added to those listed above:

1

1Is

(3a)

Treatm ent of contam inated soils using physical separation (soil washing)
technology to reduce the volum e of contam inated soil requiring off-site disposal.
Decontam inated soil (soils with residual concentrations of thorium -232 and
radium -226 below 15 pCi/g) will be stored on-site for potential future use as
subsurface backfill during implementation of the final rem edial action for the
Treatm ent residuals with the concentrated radioactive
M aywood site.
contam inants (soils with residual concentrations of thorium -232 and radium -226
above 15 pCi/g) will be loaded onto railcars (activity 5 listed above) for transport
to the off-site com m ercial disposal facility for perm anent disposal (activity 6 listed
above).

Other activities will rem ain the sam e as listed above.
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION
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APPENDIX B
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RESPONSIVENESSSUMMAR Y TO PUBLIC COMMENT
ON THE ENGINEERING EVALUATION/COST ANALYSIS
FOR THE MAYWOOD SITE STORAGE PILE
1.

INTRODUCTION

On May 12, 1994, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published an Engineering
Evaluation/Cost Analysis @E/CA) for the proposed removal of contaminated materials from the
Maywood interim storage pile. A number of comments were submitted to DOE over the 30&y
comment period on the EEKA. This responsivenesssummary addressesthe comments received
from the public during the comment period.
After careful review of the comments received, DOE has decided to implement actions
as described in the EE/CA; removal of the material in the Maywood site storage pile is
scheduled to begin in October of 1994. At this time, a decision has not been made as to whether
treatment will be used on any portion of the material in the storage pile; this Responsiveness
Summary contains an explanation of the process DOE will use to determine if treatment will be
utilized.
All comments received on the EEKA have been placed in the Admiistrative Record file
for the Maywood site. The EEKA, which includes this responsiveness summary to public
comment, has also been placed in the Administrative Record.
2.

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION

OF THE RRSPONSIVENFSS SUMMARY

‘One hundred and fourteen letters of comment were received during the comment period.
In some cases, multiple signatures were received on a single letter; a total of 141 individuals
signed letters of comment. Many of the commentors expressed similar concerns. To prevent
repetition and yet provide responsesto all comments and questions, the comments were grouped
under seven key subject areas. The seven key subjects are listed below in relative order, from
most to least number of comments received:
.

0
.
.
.
.
0

cleanup criteria
treatment
frustration and lack of trust
health effects
schedule delays
costs
remedial action strategy

Figure l-l shows the relative number of comments received in each of the seven key
subject areas.

FUS085P1091594
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A number of comments were received that did not relate to removal of the storage pile.
For example, a number of comments were made relative to another DOE site in Wayne, New
Jersey. Because they were unconnected to the scope of the EEKA, these comments are not
specifically addressedin this responsivenesssummary. Several requests for information were
also received. Specific requests for information that were outside the scope of the EE/CA are
being addressedon a case-by-casebasis, and are not included in the responsivenesssummary.
Many comments addressedthe entire Maywood site; these comments are addressedto the extent
they are applicable to the proposed removal action for the Maywood pile. Also, attachments
supporting the commentor’s position were submitted with several of the letters, in some cases
without explanation. The information in theseattachmentswas consideredduring the preparation
of the responsivenesssummary, but specific responseswere not developed for these cases.
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3. COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
The format used to addresseach key subject area consists of a summation in italicized
text of the main concerns raised by the commentors, followed by DOE’s response. Table 1
provides an alphabetical listing of the individuals who submitted comments. The key subject
areas are presented and addressedin order, with the subject area receiving the most comments
addressed first.

.-

Concerns about the cleanup criteria to be used for the Maywood site and the potential use
of soil treatment accounted for the majority of comments. A wide range of issues were
expressed on these two key subject areas. To keep the responsesfrom becoming too lengthy,
these key areas have been further subdivided.
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Cleanup
Criteria

Remedial
Action
Strategy
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costs d
Schedule
Delays
‘reatment

Fr uskation
and Lack
of Trust
14483194.175

Figure l-l.

Relative Number of Comments Received in Seven Key Subject Areas
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Table 1: List of Commentors’
Dawn M. Andrews

Madeline DeBonis

Mr. & Mrs. Pat Andrews

Jean Desmond
Tim Desmond

Jean Ayerlee
Don Ayerlee

Martha DeYoung

Joseph Banica

Margarita Dillon

Robert J. Belby

Patricia DiLorenzo
Frank E. DiLorenzo

Frank T. Bieniek, Jr.

Michael Doliton

H. Broad

Kathleen DOMelly

Sheena Buchanan

Mary Ann Donnelly

John C. Calat

Joseph V. Ermilio
Dorothy Ermilio

Angelo Caso

JoAnn Fabyio

Barbara Cassidy
Bob Cassidy

Andrew T. Fede

Josephine Cinnante

Rocco Fen-ante

Robert Cloughley
Elizabeth Clougbley

Debra Finch

Robert Cloughley
Ilene Cloughley

Robert Fiscina
Lisa Fiscina

Chuck Parodi, President
Concerned Citizens of Maywood

Arlene Fonnisano
D. Foy

Steve Cooper
William J. Cunan, Jr.

Deborah Freesinger
George Freesinger

Viola D’Elia

Dean Frenkian

Albert D’Huyvetter
Lynn D’Huyvetter

Rebecca Fritz
Rick Fritz

’ NOTE:

Many of the commentois provided handwritten comments. Signatures were not always legible. DOE has compiled
this list making the best attempt to accurately spell the names of the commentors, and apologizes for any
misspellings which have occurred.
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Table 1: Lii of Commentors’(continued)
Hannelore E. Furczyk

Norma Koeser

Anna F. Garriton

Vi&i Koeser

Doris Gehl

Keith Kozaryn

Richard G&l

SaraKozaryn

Eliibeth Georgetti

John Kypu

Josephine Gioia

Lynne Lepore
Don Lepore

Glare A. Green
Howell Green

Helen A. Lowry

Joseph C. Gring and family.

Evelyn Lazier

Thomas Henenady

K. M. Lu

Thomas W. He&al

John Maluski

Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Holczer

A. Mancini

David Holmes
Michele Holmes

Steven Y. Mark
Serena McDonald

Patrice Hubaugh

Noah McDowell and family

Irina Ivanova

Margaret McKeane

Elaine Jakubcak

Joan McKegny
Terry McKegny

Barbara Johnson

Joseph P. McKenna
Elizabeth McKenna

Christine Kadonaga
Josephine Keating

Robert Meyer

Philip Keating

Barbara Morris
Michael Morris

Jo Leigh Keleshian

Edward Myers
Matilda Myers

Barton C. Knight
’ NOTE:

Many of the commentors provided handwritterj comments. Signamres were not always legible. DOE has compiled
this list making the best attempt to accurately spell the names of the commentors. and apologizes for anymisspellings which have occurred.
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Table 1: Lii

of Commentors’ (continued)

Michael M. Nappi

Annette Schmidt

Mary 0. Neil1

Pat Schmitt

Rosemary K. Nevins

William P. Schuber

Michael J. Nolan

Evelyn Louis Sieglen
Carol Sieglen

Angel Ojeda

_

-

Lillian A. Single

John M. Otto

Karen M. Smith

A. M. Pacciani

George B. Stanton, Jr.

P. Pacciani

William J. Stawicki

Margaret Parks

Lenore Titus

Bernadette E. Parodi

Mrs. A. Tomaseli

Cesare J. Parodi
Ethel J. Parodi

Peter Tore11
Louise Tore11

Jean Pelligen

Loretta Weinberg
Assemblywoman, 37th District

Ken Petretti
Coral Petretti

Gary Wells

Deborah Porta

David West

Deanna K. Power

Wayne H. Westworth

Charles L. Prex

Dorothy Zaorski

Al Rettenberger

Jeanette Zembower

A. Reyes-Tate
William Rikew
Ruthann Robinson
Rose Samulha
* NOTE:

Many of the commentors provided handwritten comments. Signatures were not always legible. DOE has compiled
this list making the best attempt to accurately spell the names of the commentors, and apologizes for any
misspellings which have occurred.
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3.1

Comments on Cleanup Criteria

Several commentors expressed concerns regarding the proposed cleanup criteria for the
Maywood site. Some conunentors objected to the proposed cleanup criterion of 15 pCi/g for
radium and thorium in subsuflace commercial soils, calling for a “health-based” standard of
5 pCi/g. Others objected to the standard as being inconsistent with New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (h??EP) gicidelines. A stanthud of 5 pCi/g war cited by commentors
as consistent with NJDEP guidelines and with recent cleanup decisions at other sites with similar
contaminants and characteristics (e.g., Montclair. Glen Ridge, and West Orange, New Jersey).
Gxnmentors noted that the land use at the Maywood site is prbnanIy residential, and they
suggestedthat all properties at the Maywood site should be remediated to the residential criteria
selectedfor the site (5 pCi/g).
DOE RESPONSE:

The issue of cleanup criteria is Important for the remediation of the

properties that comprise the Maywood site. However, for the storage pile, which this EEKA
addresses, they would only be important if treatment were to be implemented. If treatment is
not implemented, then all of the soils in the storage pile would be taken offsite for disposal,
regardless of the concentration of the contaminants. If treatment is implemented, then cleanup
criteria become important for the cleaned soils that would be reused on the DOE-owned
Maywood Interim Storage Site (MISS) (and possibly some adjacent commercial properties) as
backfill. Section 3.1.1 provides information regarding the key issuesrequiring resolution before
treatment could be selected as the preferred alternative for the Maywood pile soils.
Because of the limited extent to which cleanup standards are involved in the EE/CA,
many of the issues raised by the community are outside of the scope of this responsiveness
summary. However, due to the number of comments received and the importance of this issue
to the community, DOE has provided the following response. Because of the wide range of
issues expressed by the commentors on this topic, DOE’s responseto this key subject area has
been broken into the following subheadings:
Protectiveness of Cleanup Criteria and Restrictions on Future Land Use
Consistency with NIDEP Guidelines
Consistency with Other Cleanup Decisions
3.1.1

Protectivehess of Cleanup Criteria

and Resbictions on Future Laud Use

Many commentors questioned the cleanup criteria to be used on the Maywood site in general,
and did not limit their commentsto the storagepile. Cornmentorsstated that the land use at the
Maywood site is primarily residential, and they suggested that all properties should be
remediated to residential criteria. Commentorsexpressedconcern regarding the protectiveness
of the cleanup criteria for the remediation of the entire Maywood site. Cornmentors called for
a “health-based” standard of 5 pCi/g at all depths regardless of land use.
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All of the cleanup criteria for the Maywood site are risk- (or “health-“)
based; they were establishedbased on actual and predicted future site conditions, and they fall
within EPA’s range of acceptability for risk. DOE and EPA took the type and distribution of
contamination at the various properties into account, as well as plausible current and future uses
of the different contaminated properties. Safe levels of contaminants were then determined by
modeling reasonable exposures under these conditions. The cleanup criteria were then
established at the levels determined safe by EPA.

DOE RESPONSE:

-

-

The primary contaminant of concern at the Maywood site is thorium-232, with lesser
amounts of radium-226 also of concern. Using the process described above, DOE and EPA
have established the following cleanup criteria for those substancesat the Maywood site:
(1)

For all residential properties and the unremediatedportion of the Ballod property,
concentrations of thorium and radium may not exceed 5 pCi/g above background,
averaged over any 100 m* area.

co

For nonresidential properties, concentrations of thorium and radium may not
exceed 5 pCi/g above background for surface soils. Surface soils are defmed as
the top 6-inch layer, and concentrations are averaged over a 100 m* area.
For subsurface soils on these properties, concentrationsmay not exceed 15 pCi/g
above background. Concentrations are averagedover any 6-inch layer below the
surface layer, and are averaged over a 100 m* area. Additionally, for these
subsurface soils, DOE will strive for a goal of 5 pCi/g. DOE will implement an
aggressive ALARA program (ALARA stands for “As Low As Reasonably
Achievable”) to further reduce the actual concentrationsafter cleanup to levels as
far below 15 pCi/g as is reasonably achievable. DOE’s excavation plans and
post-cleanup verification plans will be designedto meet the goal of 5 pCi/g. EPA
approval of these plans is required before DOE can initiate the final cleanup of
the site. (On previous cleanups conducted to a 15 pCi/g standard in the
Maywood area, measurementstaken after completion of the cleanup showed that
the cleanup resulted in actual residual levels of less than 5 pCi/g on more than
90% of the properties).

(3)

If soil treatment is selected for application at the site, treated soils with residual
thorium and radium concentration below 15 pCi/g would be used as subsurface
backfill at MISS and, if necessary, nearby commercial properties. Any treated
backfill material would be covered by at least one foot of clean soil to further
reduce potential exposures. An aggressive ALARA program is also a
requirement of soil treatment. Any equipmentutilized would be designed to clean
the soil to ALARA levels.

Because the criteria for commercial properties are based on continued commercial use,
additional actions would be taken to assure that changing land use on these properties in the
FUSO85P1091594
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future will not create a problem. Similar to the previous cleanups conducted at the Maywood
site, it is expected that many of the commercial properties will be cleaned to 5 pCi/g or less.
based on post-remedial action sampling and analysis. No additional actions will be required on
these properties. For those limited properties where average residual concentrations of
radioactivity in soil range between 5 and 15 pCi/g above background, the following requirements
would be imposed:

3.1.2

l

Municipal authorities would be asked to notify DOE and EPA of any future
changes in land use or zoning; This would include any construction, excavation,
or demolition activities which would disturb the residual soils.

.

DOE and EPA would evaluate these changes in site conditions on a case-by-case
basis. If determined necessary, DOE would implement additional actions to
ensure that protection of public health and the environment is maintained.

.

A review of site conditions to ensure that the cleanup is protective will be
performed at least every five years.

-

Consistency with NJDEP Guidelines

Commentswere expressedquestioning the consistencyof the cleanup guidelines with those of the
State of New Jersey; the Industrial Sites Recovery Act (ISRA) was mentioned specifcally.
Comparisons were also made to other cleanup decisions made in the State of New Jersey and
elsewhere.
DOE RESPONSE: The cleanup criteria for the Maywood site are consistent with all
promulgated standards and DOE requirements. DOE’s criteria for thorium and radium
contamination in soil are specified in DOE Order 5400.5. These requirements are based on EPA
regulation 40 CFR 192. 40 CFR Part 192 was promulgated under the Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA; PL 95-604); the criteria established for the Maywood site
are consistent with these requirements and with DOE requirements under DOE Order 5400.5.
While the 40 CFR 192 regulations are directly applicable only to the inactive uranium processing
sites designatedunder UMTRCA, both DOE and EPA have identified these standardsas relevant
and appropriate for remediation of numerous other properties with similar characteristics. The
40 CFR 192 soil cleanup criteria were developed through the formal rulemaking process with
extensive pubIic comment; the protectivenessof these criteria was documented in the preamble
to the fiil rule and the supporting Final Environmental Impact Statement, and upheld in a 1985
ruling from the U.S. Court of Appeals.
The criteria being implemented at the Maywood site are even more st+gent than those
promulgated in 40 CFR 192 or specified irk DOE Order 5400.5. Rather than using these
promulgated standards, EPA requested that specific risk-based criteria be developed that take
into account actual site conditions at the Maywood site. In order to develop these criteria for
the Maywood site, risk analyseswere prepared by both EPA and DOE. These site-specific riskFUSOCISP/O91594
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analysesindicated that under some conservative residential scenarios,the standardspromulgated
in 40 CFR 192 might not be sufficiently protective. Therefore, for the Maywood site,
residential cleanup criteria are more stringent than the 40 CFR 192 criteria.
DOE does not consider the New Jersey Industrial Sites Recovery (JSRA) (New Jersey
P.L. 1993, Chapter 139, S-1070) as applicable or relevant and appropriate in the determination
of cleanup standards for radionuclides at the Maywood site. This law as written applies only
to certain types of businessesthat are identified by specific standard industrial code (SIC)
numbers. Neither the current nor past activities at the Maywood site fall within the classification
of businessesto which this law applies. Additionally, specific cleanup standards have not yet
been adopted by the State as required by the ISRA legislation. Therefore, the state does not
have any promulgated standardsto apply to the site.

,

-

-4

It should also be noted that the requirements for cleanup in ISRA and its predecessor,
the Environmental Cleanup Responsibility Act (ECRA), were not considered by EPA or the
State as applicable or relevant and appropriate to the U.S. Radium Corporation site in West
Orange, New Jersey, or the Montclair/Glen Ridge radium sites in Glen Ridge and Montclair,
New Jersey. All of these sites are primarily contaminated with radioactive constituents.

I

EPA and DOE are involved in ongoing discussions with the State of New Jersey
regarding cleanup criteria. DOE is hopeful that all three agencies can soon come to an
agreement on the criteria to be utilized for the site.
3.1.3 Consistency with Other Cleanup Decisions
Some commentors questioned the consistencyof the Maywood cleanup criteria with criteria used
at other sites in New Jersey and elsewhere. A few commentors stated that use of treatment
would be inconsistent with congressional directives, stating that excavation and disposal was
mandated by Congressfor the Maywood site soils.
DOE RESPONSE: The radionuclide of primary concern at the Maywood site is thorium-232,
whereas the primary contaminant of concern at the Montclair, Glen Ridge, and West Orange
(also referred to as the U.S. Radium site) New Jersey sites is radium-226. An important
difference between these two contaminants is that they produce different forms of radon gas, a
radioactive decay product. Radium-226 produces radon-222, which has a much longer life than
the radon-220 produced by thorium-232 (the half-life of radon-220 is only 55 seconds). Thus,
overall risks are higher with radium-226. Becausethe risks are different, it is reasonable that
different cleanup criteria would exist for the different contaminants. In other words, there are
different risks associatedwith the same levels of thesetwo different contaminants. The criteria
established for Maywood were based on a site-specific risk analysiswhich took into account the
type of contamination and its distribution on the properties that comprise the Maywood site.
-
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Potential remedies are evaluated in the feasibility study, including excavation and offsite
disposal. It is important to understand that DOE is proposing to ultimately excavate and dispose
of all contaminated soil above cleanup criteria on the Maywood site. Whether this material is
taken directly for disposal or whether it will first be treated to reduce the volume fdr disposal
is still under consideration.
3.2

1
1
‘I
11

Comments Expressing Opposition to Soil Treatment

Many if the commentors were opposed to the potential use of trmnt
for contaminated soils
at the Maywood site.- Commentorsalso expressedstrong opposition to the potential for use-of
the cleaned stream from treatment as backfill, fearing that the site would be perceived as being
a permanent disposal facility. Others were concerned about the impact to property values. A
strong preference for immediate removal of the conkwhated materials to an out-of-state location
was voiced; this comment was applied to the Maywood site in general, and was not Limited to
the storage pile soils. Some commentorsquestioned the electiveness of treatmenmome viewed
the technique as experimental. Comparisons were made to the Montclair cleanup, where
treatment by soil washing was considered ineffective. Other commentors questioned the safety
of treatment operations, including the impact on groundwaterfrom any areas where treated soils
would be used as bacQil1.
Becauseof the wide range of issuesexpressedby the commentors on this
topic, DOE’s response to this key subject area has been broken into the following subheadings:

DOE’S RESPONSE:

Potential for Use of Treatment on the Maywood Pile Soils
Safety and Environmental Impact of Soil Washing Operations
Safety of Treated Soils and Impacts on Property Values
Treatment Effectiveness
Groundwater

J
.I
3.2.1

Potential for Use of Treatment on the Maywood Pile Soils

Several commentors voiced their objection to any use of treatment, broadening their comments
to encompassthe entire site. Some commentorsattached information which documents the local
community’s desire for complete and immediate excavation and offsite disposal of all
contaminated material on the Maywood site.
DOE RESPONSE: The following explanation is provided to clarify DOE’s decision-making
process regarding the potential use of treatment. This decision-making process is separate, but
related, for both the storage pile and remaining site soils.
Treatment of contaminated soils by soil washing has been proposed by DOE as a
potential alternative for use on the pile soils. Implementation of this alternative is contingent
on a number of factors, the most significant of which are technical feasibility, cost-effectiveness,
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resolution of key stakeholder concerns, and the ability to support the pile removal schedule.
Each of these key factors is discussed below.
Technical Feasibility

-

DOE is currently conducting treatment studies to determine the technical feasibility of
soil washing. Preliminary studies conducted in a laboratory have shown the potential for volume
reduction of the Maywood soils by soil washing. By physically separating the ftne particles of
soil from the coarser particles, the contamination (which tends to be associated with fine
particles) can be reduced to acceptable levels in the coarser portion of the soils. Additional tests
with field-scale equipment are now necessaryto test the results of the laboratory studies. DOE
is currently conducting field tests at a DOE facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee;other studies are
also planned. Key information will be collected from these studies to enable DOE to determine
the technical feasibility of soil washing, including such factors as equipment capabilities, support
requirements, requirements for noise and dust control.
Cost Effectiveness
The results of the laboratory tests, along with vendor quotes on equipment and processing
costs, indicate that soil washing could result in significant cost savings to DOE, and ultimately
the taxpayer. Additional cost data will be collected during the treatment studies discussedabove.
This information on actual costs for the field tests will enable DOE’s current cost estimates to
be refined, so that more accurate estimates can be used to compare the cost of alternatives. It
is important to note that costs are only considered after an alternative is determined to both
provide protection of human health and the environment, and comply with all pertinent laws.
Resolution of Kev Stakeholder Concerns
DOE is also working with the community to understand and respond to the wide variety
of concerns that have been expressed. Many of the concerns about soil washing are related to
reservations about the safety of the cleanup criteria that EPA and DOE have proposed for the
site; commentors stated that the proposed criteria were unacceptableto the State of New Jersey.
DOE, EPA, and the State of New Jersey have been working together and hope to have this issue
resolved soon. Before making the decision to implement treatment, DOE will also work with
federal and local officials.
Abilitv to Support the Pile Removal Schedule
DOE has committed to EPA and the community that treatment will not be implemented
on any portion of the Maywood pile unless it can be done without delaying pile removal
activities. The information collected from the processesdescribed above will be used by DOE
to make a decision on whether treatment will be utilized on the soils in the Maywood pile.
Because the pile removal will be performed over a period of two to three years, depending on
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funding, it is possible that treatment could be utilized on some portion of the Maywood pile
soils, but not others.
It is important to remember that the soils at the site outside of the storage pile are not
in the scope of this EE/CA; those soils will be addressed in the Feasibility Study (FS) and
Proposed Plan for the Maywood site. Information gathered to support a decision on treatment
will bc evaluated in the FS. DOE’s preferred alternative .will be presented to the public in the
Proposed Plan. After a public comment period, DOE and EPA will reach a fina decision for
the cleanup of the Maywood site. This decision will be documented in a Record of Decision
(ROD). The ROD will include a responsiveness summary to public comment made during the
public comment period. At this point, the Maywood FS and Proposed Plan have not been
released for public comment.
3.2.2

Safety and Environmental Impact of Soil Washing Operations

Several commentors expressed concern about the environmental impact of a soil washing
machine, especially ivith regard to dust, wastewater, and noise.
DOE RESPONSE: It is important to note that, if implemented, DOE would conduct treatment
operations in accordance with all standards for safety. The treatment process uses water to
separate the fine and coarse fractions of soil, w dust is not a concern during operations. Soil
would be wetted as necessary to prevent the production of dust during excavation and loading
activities.
Soil washing machines are typically closed systems that do not produce a continuing
wastewater stream. The water is reused over and over in the system. In fact, it is possible that
the only wastewater generated would be at the end of operations when the equipment is
disassembled. Because the radioactive contaminants present in the soil are not very soluble, it
is also likely that simple filtering would be sufficient to clean the water to levels below
regulatory criteria. This treated water would then be disposed of in accordancewith applicable
environmental regulations.
Noise would be produced by the soil washing equipment similar to the noise which will
be produced by the standard construction equipment which will be used on the site for
excavation, loading, and hauling. Similar soil washing equipment was measured for noise
levels, and produced approximately 90 decibels of noise when measuredat the equipment. This
level of noise is similar to that caused by heavy city traffic or a home lawn mower. This noise
level would require that the operators of the equipment wear hearing protection. Noise levels
are reduced significantly as an individual’s distance from the machine increases, so the machine
would be expected to comply with all local noise ordinances which generally specify allowable
noise levels at property lines or the nearest residence. DOE would also perform noise
measurements during operations to ensure the safety of the workers and the public and
compliance with all noise ordinances. If noise levels are measured above those specified in
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ordinances, then additional measurescan be taken to reduce noise, such as construction of noise
attenuation barriers.
3.2.3

Safety of Treated Soils and Impacts to Property Values

-

-

Many of the commentors who objected to soil washing focused their objection on the use of
treated soils as backjUl. Most of these commentscentered on a perceived potential for loss of
property values; commentorsfelt that real estate in the general vicinity of the site would be
impacted by the continued presence of radioactive materials. Other commentsfocused on the
safety of replacitig a treated stream back onsite.
It is important to note that the final disposition of the cleaned treated soils
is not covered under this EEYCA. If treatment is implemented, the EEK!A calls for these soils
to be stockpiled for disposition during the final remediation of the site, at which time it is
expected that these soils would be utilized for subsurfacebackfill of the excavations on MISS.
However, a final decision has not been made regarding the remedy for the Maywood site.
Therefore, the ultimate disposition of any cleaned stream from treatment of the Maywood pile
will not be determined until a ROD is final. Use of treated soil as backfill, while outside the
scope of this EE/CA. is addressedhere because of the number of concerns expressed by the
community, and its relevance to a final decision for the Maywood site.

DOE RESPONSE:

Protection of human health and the environment is the first priority. Soils from treatment
Could not be. classified as clean and used as backfill unless they were below the applicable
cleanup criteria establishedby DOE and EPA for the site. DOE and EPA performed extensive
modeling before selecting cleanup criteria for the Maywood site. Use of the treated cleaned
soils as backfill was one of the many scenarioswhich DOE and EPA consideredbefore selecting
the criteria. All regulatory stakeholders agree that protection of human health and the
-environment can and will be accomplished if treatment is implemented.
Also, it is important to note that very few properties have the potential to be impacted
by this issue. All residential properties, the parks, and most commercial properties will be
backfilled with clean fill purchasedfrom a local supplier of backfill, whether treatment is utilized
or not. The number of properties to be backfilled with treated soil would depend on the fraction
of cleaned soils obtained from treatment (“treatment efficiency”). MISS would be utilized first,
then adjacent commercial properties would be utilized, if necessary,based on the volume of
cleaned soils obtained from treatment. The maximum treatment efficiency expected based on
current studies is 80%. This means that at best 80% of the soils would be cleaned to be below
the cleanup criteria, and would potentially be used as backfill on the site. If you consider that
the volume of contaminated soils to be excavated on rhe MISS and Stepan properties alone
comprise almost 80% of the site soils, it’s easy to see that the cleaned stream from treatment
will likely fit on these two properties.
On those few properties where treated backfill is used, additional measures would be
taken. Clean fill from a commercial supplier would be used to provide a minimum of one foot
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of cover over any treated soils. As a final measure to further assure long-term protectiveness
even with changing land use conditions, the local municipalities would be requested to notify
EPA and DOE of any land use changes on these properties. Taken together, these measures
assure the safety of using the cleaned stream from treatment as,backfill.
Property values would not be expected to decrease as a result of cleaned soils from
treatment being used as backfill on limited portions of the site. Soils would not be classified as
clean and used as backfii until they were below all applicable limits acceptable to EPA.
Cleanup activities, with or without treatment, will take properties that currently contain
contaminants above applicable limits and clean them to acceptable levels. Because no
radioactive materials above the cleanup criteria would retnain at the site, the site should not be
perceived as a permanent waste disposal site.
‘;1

3.2.4 Treatment Effectiveness
The effectivenessof treatment was questioned by some commentors; the Montclair, New Jersey,
project was called out as a project where treatment was eliminated from jinal consideration
based on effectiveness. Others saw treatment as experimental.
DOE RESPONSE: Laboratory tests conducted by EPA have indicated that treatment by soil
washing will be effective in reducing the volume of contaminated soils at the Maywood site.
The effectiveness of this particular type of treatment is very dependent on the characteristics of
the soil at a particular site. Since it relies on separating the fine soil particles (which contain
most of the contamination) from the coarse soil particles, it is most effective if the soil contains
a large fraction of coarse soil compared to the fine soil. This is the case for the Maywood soils
tested to date.

‘iI

It is true that the Montclair project considered, then elimiited, treatment as the frnaI
solution for that site. It is also true that, based on prelimiiry studies, the Maywood soils
achieved significantly better treatment results than the Montclair soils. In fact, according to
EPA, equipment designed by EPA specifically for use on the Montclair soils is likely to achieve
better results on the Maywood soils. EPA has provided this equipment to DOE to perform
additional testing. DOE has modified this equipment to further suit it for use on the Maywood
soils, and plans to conduct additional tests with the equipment to gain more experience and more
accurately determine the potentia1 for treatment to be effective on the Maywood soils.
Soil washing is not a new technology. It has been a standard operation for the mining
and minerals processing industries for decades;only the application to treatment of contaminated
soils is relatively new, and even this is rapidly changing. Soil washing has been used
successfully on many sites that have radioactive contamination, including the Uranium Mining
site in Bnmi, Texas; Johnston Atoll on Johnston Island in the South Pacific; China Lake Naval
Weapons Test Center in California; and Twin Cities Army Ammunitions Plant in Brighton,
Minnesota. In addition, soil washing has been successfully used at many more chemically
contaminated sites, including the most recent application at the King of Prussia site in Winslow,

.I
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New Jersey. Soil washing has also recently been effectively demonstratedin field tests at DOE’s
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and at DOE’s Hanford Reservation
in Richland, Washington.
DOE is required by the legislation which accompaniesthe ComprehensiveEnvironmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) to “select a remedial action that is
protective of human health and the environment, that is cost-effective, and that utilizes
permanent solutions and alternative treatment technologies or resource recovery technologies to
the maximum extent practicable” (42 U.S.C. 9621). As stewardsof public funding, and because
initial test results on treatment are promising, DOE is exploring treatment technologies that
could promise significant cost savings. DOE anticipates a large cost savings if treatment is
successful for these soils, as compared to the high-cost approach of excavation and disposal outof-state without treatment. Further testing and field demonstrationswill be necessaryfor DOE
to determine the efficacy of treatment and gain sufficient cost information to make fair
comparisons between treatment and other alternatives.
3.2.5

Groundwater

Some commentors questioned the Maywood site 3 impact on groundwater, including potential
impacts related to the use of treated material as bac@ill.
DOE RESPONSE: The proposed removal action for the waste storage pile does not directly

address groundwater at the site. However, the remediation of the site planned by DOE will
address potential groundwater contamination through removal of the primary contaminant
sources (the waste pits and retention ponds on MISS and Stepan). At the request of EPA,
groundwater is not directly addressedin the feasibility study being prepared by DOE because
of the continuing investigation being performed by Stepan Company. EPA will assure that
actions taken by DOE and Stepan will comprehensively addressthe groundwater contamination
at the site.
Extensive modeling has been conducted by EPA, DOE, and NJDEP to assure that use
of any treated material as backfill on the site will not have an adverse effect on groundwater.
Modeling was performed to predict potential exposureswhich could result from drinking the site
groundwater after remediation and replacement of treated soils at the maximum acceptable
residual concentration (15 pCi/g for commercial properties). This analysis is highly conservative
because local residents receive their drinking water from the municipality and not individual
wells placed directly within the area of replacement soils, and the average radionuclide
concentration in the treated soils is likely to be lower than 15 pCi/g. The modeling predicted
no unacceptable risks from this conservative scenario.
3.3

Frustration

and Lack of Trust in DOE

Comments were received that expressedfrustration with DOE’s ability or willingness to clean
up the Maywood site. Requestswere madefor DOE to turn over responsibilityfor the cleanup
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to EPA, the State of New Jersey, orsome other government agency. Commentswere also made
challenging DOE’s use ofon conunurdy relations as needless.
DOE RESPONSE: DOE has no desire to postpone work at the. Maywood site. In fact, in
order to enable work at the site to proceed, DOE developed the EEKA for the Maywood pile
during the period that EPA and DOE were negotiating cleanup standards. Although work has
been limited to the pile, this action has allowed DOE to begin cleanup on approximately the
same schedule as if there had been no delay. DOE has informed the public about all activities
pertaining to the remedy selection process for the site.
A public participation program is mandatedby the environmental regulations that govern
the cleanup of the Maywood site. DOE has followed EPA guidance, and has expanded its
program to ensure that the public has the opportunity to be informed and involved in decisions
impacting the site. The cost of implementing the community relations program for the Maywood
site is approximately 5 percent of the annual site budget at this time. This includes the cost of
operating tbe DOE Public. Information Center, holding community information meetings,
working with the T&Borough and County Thorium Coalition, providing a technical assistance
grant so the community can hire a technical expert to help them review DOE’s reports, and
other ongoing efforts to involve the community in DOE activities associatedwith the Maywood
site. In addition to providing the public with information about the site, the public relations
program also helps the project team better understand the issues and concerns of the public.
This two-way communication is valuable to, and worth the funds expended by, DOE.
Congress assignedDOE the responsibility for the Maywood site, and only Congress can
re-assign the project. If directed by Congress, DOE would transfer responsibility for the site
to another agency. DOE personnel understand the need to rebuild trust with the community.
For those stakeholders who do not and will not trust DOE, the involvement of EPA and the
NJDEP should provide assurancethat the interests of the community and the environment are
protected by the process. EPA has formal oversight responsibility for cleanup of the Maywood
site, as specified in a Federal Facility Agreement (FFA) between EPA and DOE. The State of
New Jersey chose not to become a part of the formal FFA, but has been involved in the review
and comment process for all work performed to date for the Maywood site.
3.4

Health Effects

Commentors expressedconcern regarding potential health effectsfrom exposure to radioactive
contaminants and suggestedan additional study of the incidence of cancer and other disease in
the communities surrounding the site. Several commentors attached a copy of a report in
Rachel’s Hazardous Waste News, which summarized a cancer study which repotted a higher
incidence of health problems associated with a site similar to the Maywood site. Others
questionedpossible health effectsfrom fiture cleanup operations at the site, expressing concerns
about the safety of the actions to be token during cleanup.

-I
,
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DOE RESPONSE: DOE has evaluated the potential risks and health effects from current and
possible future conditions at the site, but has not evaluated the potential for current health effects
from past radioactive releases. The baseline risk assessmentperformed for the site evaluates
current and future risks in the absenceof remedial action. This study is performed to determine
if action at the site is necessary,and serves as the baseline againstwhich remediation alternatives
are compared. Based on data from the remedial investigation and the ongoing environmental
monitoring program, there are no unacceptablerisks under the current uses of the properties on
.-,
the Maywood site.
i
The Agency for Toxic Substancesand Disease Registry (ATSDR), a part of the U.S.
Public Health Service, is the federal agency responsible for performing health studies. CERCLA
requires that ATSDR perform health assessmentsat all sites listed on the National Priorities List.
ATSDR performed a health assessmentfor the Maywood site, and the results were inconclusive.
At the request of the community, which petitioned ATSDR to perform another study, ATSDR
has scheduled an additional health study to be performed sometime in the coming year. In
addition, ATSDR has contracted with the state of New Jersey to perform a cancer cluster study
in Maywood. The results are expected to be available in fiscal year 1995.
The report referenced in Rachel’s Hazardous Waste News was published by the American
Journal of Public Health in the April, 1990 issue. The authors of Rachel’s Hazardous Waste
News drew conclusions from the report (entitled “Health Effects of a Thorium Waste Disposal
Site”) which were not supported by the authors of the actual study. According to the abstract
which accompanied the original publication of the study, the study was inconclusive becausethe
relative numbers of health incidences were small and the confidence intervals were wide.
Measures will be taken to eusure the safety and health of the workers and the community
during remedial activities at the site. The primary routes of exposureto the contaminantsduring
remedial action are direct gamma exposure, ingestion, and inhalation of contaminants. Members
of the public will be kept out of work areas, which will provide protection from direct gamma
radiation. Soils will be wetted to prevent widespread dust generation to reduce the potential for
inhalation exposure. Erosion control measureswill be implemented to assurethat contaminants
do not leave the site by surface water runoff. Sensitive instrumentation will be used to measure
direct gamma exposure rates and airborne contaminant concentrations at the perimeter of the
work zones; additional actions would be taken if determined necessary based on these
measurements.
As a part of the evaluation of alternatives for the removal action, DOE performed
modeling to determine potential exposures from the actions to be taken at the site. This
modeling assumesthat protective measuresare not taken, so it provides a “worst-case” estimate
of potential exposures from the removal action. Under these conservative modeling conditions,
the dose to any member of the public as a result of the proposed removal action is conservatively
estimated at less than 5 mremlyear, with a resultant incremental lifetime cancer risk of
approximately 4 x 1O-7(4 in 10 million) for each year that the removal action is underway. This
dose is very small relative to the dose received from background sources of radiation, and is
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well within current radiation protection guidelines . Throughout the removal action, appropriate
health physic s practices and engineering measureswould be implemented tq minimize radiation
exposures, so that the actual dose to the public is expected to be even lower.
,
3.5
Delay s in Cleanup
Several commentswere received that expressedfkstrration at delay s in c leaning up the Maywood
s ite. Commentswere received which referred to DOE’s rt+tion of the State’s “Utah Plan * as
a prime fac tor in delay in c leanup. O ther commentsforecast continued delay s associated with
soil washing and the s tate’s position on c leanup s tandard. Commentorsrequested DOE work
with the regulators and the community to resolve these issuesand prevent additional &lay s in
the future.
DOE RESPONSE: The processaimed at c leanup of the Maywood s ite has been a lengthy one.
A variety of fac tors have contributed to delay s in the past, for example:
.

early c leanups were halted by the community of Maywood due to concerns
regarding s torage of the waste from neighboring communities at the DOE-owned
MISS;

.

inability to identify an adequate location’for in-s tate disposal;

.

lac k of adequate out-of-state disposal capacity (the firs t commercially licensed
disposal cell for this material is currently under construction at the Envirocare
fac ility in Clive, Utah);

.

changing environmental laws have occasionally causedscheduledelay s , additional
work, or changesin approach to the work at the s ite;

.

the Maywood s ite is on the National Priorities Lis t; thus , the lengthy RI/FS
processmandated by CERCLA must be followed. (Note: The feas ibility s tudy
for the Maywood s ite evaluates various options which could be used to remedy
the s ite. The State’s “Utah Plan”, which basically calls for all material to be
excavatedand taken to Utah for disposal, is evaluated in the feas ibility s tudy as
a potential remedy, as are other potential remedies, inc luding treatment);

.

the Federal Facilities Agreement between EPA and DOE mandated multiple
review c y c les before releas ing documents for public comment; and

.

the RI/FS process for the Maywood s ite was delayed for approximately 10
months while EPA and DOE negotiated c leanup s tandards;however, during this
time, DOE developed the EEKA for the Maywood waste s torage pile to enable
work to proceed at the Maywood s ite.
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DOE is working with the regulators and community leaders to resolve issues associated
with the cleanup standardsand concerns about soil washing so that these issuesdo not continue
to delay decisions on the properties comprising the Maywood site.
Once cleanup decisions are foal, then the cost of implementing the remedy will impact
the schedule. Treatment, if selected as the remedy for the site, is not likely to delay cleanup.
In fact, the reverse is more likely to be true. The amount of time needed for cleanup is driven
by the availability of funding; the physical constraints of construction and operation activities LT
won’t impact the cleanup schedulesnearly as much as annual Congressionalfunding constraints.
At this time, DOE expects the funds to be available for the Maywood site to be limited to $10
to $20 million per year. With current cost estimates ranging from $211 million for treatment
to $373 million a year for direct disposal out-of-state, it is easy to see that the cleanup schedule -.
for the Maywood site will be driven by the overall costs. Since DOE’s funding is obtained on
au annual basis, money saved by soil washing will enable additional cleanup to occur in any .
given year than could be accomplished with direct disposal out-of-state.
3.6

cost

Several commentors objected to the consideration of cost in determining the cleanup criteria or
solution for the site. These commentors suggestedthat the cost constraints identtfied by DOE
are artificial. and that additional cost recovery from potentially responsibleparties should be
pursued. Commentors expressedfrurtration that the local community, the state, and taxpayers
are paying for the Maywood cleanup instead of the responsibleparties.
DOE RESPONSE: There are currently 46 sites in DOE’s Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial
Action Program (FUSRAP), and there are multiple other cleanup programs within DOE alone.
Other agencies (e.g., the Department of Defense) have many more sites requiring public dollars
to address. Currently, over 24,000 sites have been identified as the responsibility of the federal
government; it has been reported that these cleanups may ultimately cost the taxpayer as much
as $400 billion dollars, with work on these sites extending well into the next century. It is clear
from the magnitude of the problem that prudent stewardship of limited financial resources is
necessary.
Consideration of cost effectiveness is also mandated by federal regulations. However,
it is important to understand that DOE only looks at cost effectiveness after it has been
determined that a remedy is protective and complies with pertinent environmental regulations.
Pursuing cost recovery would be difficult since the responsible party, the Maywood
Chemical Works, is no longer in existence. The property which comprised the Maywood
Chemical Works was sold to the, Stepan Company in 1959. Stepan is conducting a separate
evaluation under the coordination and oversight of EPA for the chemicals that are present on the
site (unless they are commingled with radioactive contaminants, in which case they are DOE’s
responsibility).
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3.7

Remedial Action Strategy

Comments were received regarding the schedulefor the Cleanup of the entire Maywood site;
fi-ustration was expressed regarding the focus on removal of the storage pile instead of the site
as a whole. Another commentor objected to the possibility of soil washing operations being
conducted ln Maywood, versus conducting these operations in each of the communities which
are a part of the Maywood site. Others objected to cleaned soil ftom L&ii and Rochelle Park
being placed back in Maywood. Another requestedthat the residential areas be clecned up first.
before the pile and any other properties.
DOE RESPONSE: The EEKA was developed during a period when DOE and EPA were
deciding on appropriate cleanup criteria for the site. This removal action was proposed to
continue progress at the site, and was possible because it was not affected by the question of
cleanup criteria. This is becausethe material is aheady stockpiled, and there was no question
as to how much material should be excavated. Current plans call for the removal of the storage
pile to begin in the fall of 1994. Completion of the pile removal is expected to take two to three
years, depending on funding. Cleanup of the residential properties is expected to begin in 1996.
The exact order in which the residential cleanups will be performed has not been determine&
DOE ‘will be seeking input from the Tri-Borough and County Thorium Coalition and other
members of the community on the sequenceof cleanup.
It is important to understand the role that MISS will play as a central staging area for any
remedy selected for the site. MISS is the only DOE-owned property at the Maywood site; it has
rail access and the space necessaryto conduct operations in a safe and efftcient manner. If
treatment is utilized, cleaned soils will be backfilled in the excavations on MISS. left from the
removal of contaminated material; adjoining properties will be utilized only if required by the
volume of cleaned material obtained from treatment. Following treatment, the material which
is above criteria would be disposed offsite; only material which is below cleanup criteria would
be used as backfill in Maywood.
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